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1. Introduction 
Rainer Becker 

 

Welcome to the new version, 12.0, of Visual Extend, which we are particularly proud of! This one is the biggest 

update produced for this well-known framework so far. That marketing phrase of course begins to become a little 

boring with its repetitions both for Visual FoxPro and Visual Extend; but nevertheless the statement actually hits 

the nail on the head in many areas of both products! Let us start with Visual FoxPro 9.0:  

1.1. Based on Visual FoxPro 9.0 

Visual Extend 12.0 is based on Visual FoxPro 9.0. Besides the fact that Visual Extend 12.0 needs Visual FoxPro 

9.0 as a prerequisite, there are many more reasons to take a closer look at the newest version of Visual FoxPro, 

and to buy it. Among other features, Visual FoxPro 9.0 provides: 

 

 Substantial extensions in the area of the database engine, especially as regards SQL syntax and the fall of 

many of Visual FoxPro‟s limitations.  

 A feature much demanded and yearned for in many years, particularly in countries of German language, has 

finally arrived: The totally new-built report designer and a fundamental reworking of the report execution, 

with convincing results.  

 Diverse improvements to the user interface such as Docking/Anchoring for forms, enhanced support of 

graphics, Autotext, and many others – and Format Z is back, too.  

 

And a lot of details have been fixed, improved and extended in the new version. A nice addendum we find in a 

new little property for grids: 

  

Tip: Rushmore Optimization in Grids 

A new property ‟optimize‟ is available for grids, for the first time providing the long-awaited Rushmore 

Optimization for the presentation of tables. Now the grid is not slower than a BROWSE command any 

more. 

 

PS: If you ever happened to be obliged to use a filtered table within a grid, set this new property to .T. (the 

default value is of course .F.). 

 

The actual list of improvements we naturally do not want to reproduce here fully in print, but you can believe the 

final version of Visual FoxPro 9.0 to be considerably different from the Public Beta that has been available for a 

long time, and it has become quite a bit larger!  

1.2. The Combination that makes it: All in One 

As an object-oriented development environment and as a relational database system, Visual FoxPro 9.0 has 

become even more attractive for application development. Now the framework Visual Extend enriches Visual 

FoxPro‟s toolset by those components essential for the quick development of applications known as „RAD‟. 

 

The first way this is being achieved consists in the supply of a large application frame with many important 

standard functions for your application like e.g.  

 

 Administration of users, groups, access rights 

 Data backup and restore 

 Database maintenance and repair 

 Error log; locking, user, and changes log  

 Favorites, Customize and Options, Info box 

 Sorting and Searching in the grid, Filtering via dialogue 

 Report output incl. output as PDF/Fax etc. 

 

PS: We underlined only the end user features new and for the first time available in Visual Extend 12.0. 

Everything else – and a lot more – has already been available in VFX for a long time. 
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The second way consists in the supply of a comparatively small set of base classes, mainly in the areas of forms, 

grids, and lookups of various flavors. And the appropriate huge builders come with it, working together like the 

tools of a multi-function Swiss army knife, enabling the developer to configure these classes fast. 

 

The package is supplemented and rounded off by administrative functions for software developers and for small 

and medium sized software companies, for example 

 

 Database and application updating 

 Activation key and version update for modules 

 Support of remote administration (new) 

 

And then there is our new Web Service for your simplified registration of Visual Extend plus the requesting of 

replacement keys, and… but we will not treat the entire manual in the introduction. Let us only consider one 

subject of prominent importance to Visual Extend in a little more detail, the subject of Builders: 

 

1.3. Even more productive with new Builders in Visual Extend 12.0! 

Provided you are already working with Visual Extend, you will find out in almost every item of the following list 

of functions how it will facilitate your daily work! If you are not yet using Visual Extend, you will at least realize 

how big the current update really is. Please read:  

 

 All properties of the application object can be called on in the extended options of the Application Wizard – 

and later they can be changed as well in the Application Builder! 

 In the Project Properties you can define the selectable classes for all Builders, and you can also define them 

as default and as AutoComplete in one go 

 The Project Toolbox offers you all project-specific classes in an overview and for direct drag & drop or (see 

right mouse button) for direct instantiating 

 The Project Documenting Wizard gives you an interface to a special VFX version of PDM for the 

documentation of your application 

 The Project Update Wizard permits the semi-automatic instead of the manual updating of existing projects to 

new versions and to new builds of Visual Extend 

 The Data Environment Builder (integrated with the Form Wizard/Builder) makes the visual assembly of the 

data environment possible, including the integration of the CA Builder  

 All the extended Form Builders have tabs for view parameters (including input fields and requery buttons), 

linked tables, required fields, and additional columns for the report display 

 The Parent/Child Builder enables you to visually define all dependent child forms instead of the manual 

defining in the „onMore‟ method 

 In the Language Setup Builder you can activate the localization/ translation of the user interface at runtime 

so that the users can choose of their own … 

 In The Customer list the developer may not only generate activation keys, but also administer all the related 

customer data  

 In the Update management, define new versions and grant the customers the matching download permissions 

 In the Configuration management you can now store as many definitions as you please, put all VFX tables 

onto the backend server, and add your own columns to the definition which are stored encrypted, too 

 The CursorAdapter Wizard automatically generates cursor adaptor classes for all tables within a database 

container in a library you choose 

 The AuditTrigger Wizard automatically generates all triggers for the audit trail for single tables or all tables 

of a database container for tracking and auditing purposes 

 In the System object you can define and manage the download scripts for Ghostscript, Acrobat Reader, 

OutlookYesNo, as well as Update, Backup, DUN and DynDNS via a definitions mask 

 Place a DocumentManagement container on an empty tab and define the document linkage to the current 

record with the Document Management Builder – thus all document links are in one central table 

 Place a cBusinessGraph container onto an empty tab, and… hold on, this Builder is regrettably just not 

finished yet <bg>. 

 Place a cComboPicklist on your edit page and use the ComboPickList Builder to define and state the 

selectable values. And: 
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 Edit the values in the respective maintenance form, and use the definition in the next form again by choosing 

from the Combobox overview! 

 Or use a cTextCalculator class, a cTexteMail, cTextHyperlink, cLinkTextbox,  or a cTextTAPI class – you 

won‟t even need a Builder for this… 

 

  

We underlined ONLY the new or substantially extended builders and system functions from the VFX menu. 

Therefore we say: 

 

Visual Extend 12.0 – More productive than ever! 
 

And we suppose that you can agree with us on this statement straight away.  

Now, have fun with our manual of the newest version! 
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2. Quick Overview 

2.1. Introduction 

For many years, Visual Extend belongs to the most efficient add-in products of Visual FoxPro. With Visual 

Extend (abbreviated in the following text with VFX), it is possible to create the skeleton for a fully functional 

Visual FoxPro application within a few minutes. When a database for the developed application is already 

available, it is easy within shortest time to create data manipulation forms with the builders of VFX. We will 

learn the most important features of VFX, which we will walk through during steps while creating an application. 

 

Visual Extend requires a Visual FoxPro version wit at least same version number as Visual Extend that you have. 

To use Visual Extend, you need Visual FoxPro 9.0. 

2.1.1. Installation 

After the installation of VFX, it is helpful to integrate the VFX Menu into the standard Visual FoxPro Menu. For 

this purpose in Config.fpw file should be inserted a line: 

 
Command = DO <VFX – Installation path>\builder\vfxmnu.app 

2.1.2. VFX Task Pane 

At first start of VFP after VFX installation, VFX – Task Pane will be automatically integrated into Visual FoxPro 

Task Pane. 

 

 
 

In the VFX – Task Pane is placed a useful tool - the Application Manager. Information about all VFP projects is 

stored in a table. Through the VFX - Application Manager can be opened a project. The path is set automatically 

into the project folder. In addition through VFX - Application Manager can be performed ”Rebuild all”. By this, 

the project will be completely compiled. Changes in Include files are taken into account. 

2.1.3. VFX - Application Wizard 

A new application will be created with the VFX - Application Wizard. 
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At first run of the wizard, as language for the created application by default will be suggested the language of the 

used Visual FoxPro version. On every subsequent run will be proposed the last used language. After the “Finish” 

– button  is pressed, the files from the empty VFX Sample application will be copied into the newly created 

project folder and compiled afterwards. 

 

 
 

2.2. Functionality of the new Application 

The application created with the Application Wizard can be tested immediately. For this purpose the main 

program Vfxmain.prg can be started directly from the project manager. Alternatively also an App or an Exe file 

can be create and tested. However, usually this is not necessary during the development. 

 

The application starts with a Splashscreen. As picture for the  Splashscreen is used a png-file, which can be easily 

edited or exchanged by the developer. It is possible to suppress the Splashscreen. After displaying the 

Splashscreen, the main window is created and login form is invoked. By default each user of a VFX application 
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must be logged in with user name and password. It is possible to skip the login form and to log the user 

automatically using the Windows login name. 

2.2.1. Usage 

After the login, the VFX application is used similarly like Office applications. Users, who are familiar with the 

usage of Word or Excel, can practically immediately work productively with a VFX application. 

2.2.2. Standard toolbar 

 

 
 

Many of the buttons on the toolbar are identical in their function with those from MS Office products. 

 

2.2.3. Open-Dialog 

By default, forms are started using the Open-Dialog. The Open-Dialog appears in Windows XP layout. The 

information about the forms that are shown in Open-Dialog is located in the table Vfxfopen.dbf. 
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2.2.4. Forms 

 

 
 

If for a form the property lAutoedit is set to true (that is the default value), all control members on the form are 

always active. The user can select an element with the mouse or the keyboard and can immediately start editing 

data. As soon as data are interactively changed, the form switches automatically into Edit mode. 

 

On the list Page in VFX forms is placed a Grid. By default in all columns of the Grid can be searched 

incremental. For this purpose, just set the focus into the desired column. With the first typed letter or digit, the 

sorting sequence will be changed on this column. If necessary, a temporary index is created automatically. The 

column header is marked by up or down arrow, similar to the Windows Explorer. 

 

By default the size of VFX forms can be changed by the user at run-time. Thereby the size of all controls changes 

proportionally. Within Grids the size of the control is not changed by default. When a form is increased, more 

lines and columns become visible in the Grid. 

 

All settings on forms will be saved on a per user basis. If the user opens the form again, the form will appear at 

the same position of the screen and with the same size, as it was last closed. In addition, the settings of the Grids 

(column width, column sequence and sort order) are saved. 

 

Usually VFX forms have a private data session and can be opened several times without problems. Through a 

property of the form (lMultiinstance) multiple instances can be disabled. 

2.2.5. User's management 

In VFX is included a user administration. Here are placed a form for editing the user data, a form for defining the 

user rights, a management of user's groups as well as a login screen. 

 

After the successful login of the user, is created a global object named goUser. For all fields of the current user 

data record (from the table Vfxusr.dbf), corresponding to the currently logged user, are added properties of the 

object goUser. The name of the property correspondent to the field name in the table Vfxusr.dbf. It is possible in 

each place in the program to check the value of properties of this global object, in order to decide whether a user 

may perform a certain action. So can, for example, be restricted the selection of a menu option, which opens a 

form or disable the editing of a field on a data manipulation form. 

2.2.6. Error tracking 

When a run-time error is raised, the error is displayed in a Messagebox. In addition, the error is logged in a table. 

At this point are saved the name of the current user, date, time, and the status of all opened tables as well as the 
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list of memory variables. Further application‟s behavior when a run-time error is raised can be set through the 

properties of the application object. 

2.2.7. Database Tools 

Under the menu option Tools – Database… is invoked a form with a Mover Dialog. 

 

 
  

Here tables can be packed or reindexed. 

2.2.8. About Dialog 

A standard About Dialog is included in all VFX applications. The displayed values come from an Include file, 

which was created when the project was generated. 

2.3. Creating a Form with the VFX – Form Wizard 

With the help of the VFX – Form Wizard a new form, based of a VFX Form class, can be created and included 

into the project. The most often used form class is the class CDataFormPage. 

  

 
 

2.4. VFX – Data Environment Builder 

At next step, in every VFX – Form Builder is edited the data environment. The tables or views, used by the form 

are inserted into the dataenvironment. 
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In dataenvironment can be added tables, views or existing CursorAdapter classes and can be created new 

CursorAdapter classes. By clicking on Add button you can add existing tables or views in the dataenvironment. 

The VFP Add Table or View dialog is open. When a cursor in the dataenvironment is based on a table, in the 

column Order can be chosen an index tag of the table. 

 

For a simple form for editing data from a table, it is enough to add this table into the dataenvironment. 

Afterwards, using VFX - Form Builder, to the form can be added controls. 

 

The VFX – Form Builder reads the data environment and allows controls generation, based on the fields of the 

tables. At run-time dataenvironment will be checked, to determine whether a Tableupdate and/or a Tablerevert 

must be performed for tables. 

2.5. VFX - Form Builder 

With this builder are generated the necessary controls for the form. Thereby, can be selected base VFX class for 

each control as well as some properties can be set. 

 

Along with creation of a form, in the table Vfxfopen.dbf automatically will be inserted a row, so that the form can 

be started using the Open Dialog. 

 

 
 

The VFX – Form builder is fully reentrant. This means, that the builder can be arbitrarily often called, when the 

form‟s settings has to be changed. It is also possible the form is to be edited on by hand with VFP and afterwards 

to be edited again with the Form Builder, without losing or overriding the properties. 

2.6. VFX - CGrid Builder 

When it is needed changes to be made for the Grid only, it is not necessary to use the Form Builder. The 

properties of the Grids can be changed with the VFX - Grid Builder. As all VFX builders, the Grid Builder is 

reentrant too. 
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2.7. Test 

The form can be started and tested directly from the form designer or from the project manager. In the init 

method of all VFX forms it is checked whether the application object exists. In case when it is missing, the form 

was started directly from the project manager and VFX creates the environment independently, in order to let the 

form run fully functionally. Also the main toolbar is instantiated and can be used for the operation of the form. 

 

Of course, it is also possible the project to be started by the main program Vfxmain.prg. The form can be started 

then from the Open Dialog. 
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3. Introduction 

3.1. Overview 

Visual Extend requires a Visual FoxPro version wit at least same version number as Visual Extend that you have. 

To use Visual Extend, is needed Visual FoxPro 9.0. 

 

Visual Extend holds out a comprehensive development environment for software developers working with 

Microsoft Visual FoxPro 9.0. Visual Extend includes Builders which assist the Software Developer in their daily 

work and dramatically speed up the software development process without scarifying any of the Visual FoxPro 

features. With Visual Extend, Visual FoxPro becomes a real Rapid Application Development Tool for both 

Desktop and Client Server Database Application Development.  

 

Visual FoxPro is an outstanding Software Development Environment. Thanks to its Object Orientation and OLE 

Capabilities, the Software Developer‟s dream of easy code reuse of either personally developed, or third party 

modules, becomes true. However, starting to develop your own Software Development Environment in Visual 

FoxPro from scratch is a major undertaking. Not only because it‟s difficult to develop a solid Class Library as a 

Foundation Class for all Applications. It is also rather time consuming to use these Classes and manually fill in 

the right Properties and Methods in the Property Sheet while developing new Applications all over again.  

 

Visual Extend for Visual FoxPro fills exactly this gap by bringing a complete Application Development 

Framework to the Visual FoxPro Software Developer Community. Thanks to the thought-out, modular design of 

Visual Extend, every Software Developer can decide whether to use all of the Visual Extend Application 

Development Framework or to take only some parts of it for creating their own application. The Object 

Orientation of Visual Extend allows the Developers to subclass existing Visual Extend classes and to customize 

and enhance further the development environment according their specific needs. 

 

Visual Extend is not just a set of Foundation Class Library. It‟s much more. Visual Extend provides the Software 

Developer with a powerful Foundation Class Library with equally powerful Builders for a maximum of 

productivity gain. Visual Extend includes the following components: 

  

 Modular, Microsoft Compliant Visual Extend Foundation Class Library with extensive Application 

Development Support  

 Visual Extend Wizards and fully reentrant Builders for Application, Form, Grid, Childgrid, Picklist, 

PickTextbox and OneToMany Forms and much more other. 

 Other Visual Extend Developer Productivity Tools like the Developer Menu, VFX Task Pane, VFX – Base 

Class Switcher and Visual Object Name Picker 

3.2. Specifics of Applications created using Visual Extend 

Applications which have been developed using Visual FoxPro together with the Application Development 

Framework Visual Extend will have the following characteristics: 

 

 Ready for Office Compatible Certification 

 Standard Toolbar and including optional individual Toolbars for any Form 

 Using XP-Themes in all controls. 

 Hot Tracking for buttons in Toolbar. 

 Icons in Menus. 

 Navigation, Search, New, Copy, Edit, Delete optional on Form or on Main Toolbar. 

 Multi-instance of Forms. 

 Recently used form list in File Menu, actually open forms in Window Menu. 

 Incremental Search including Autosort in all VFX Grids. 

 Alternate Sort by Doubleclicking on any Column Header in any VFX Grid. 

 Indicate actual sort in column header optionally using colors. 

 Auto Save and Restore of Size and Position of any Form. 

 Auto Save of all Grid Layout Changes including the Current Sort. 

 Picklist Control with Auto-validation and optional Data Fetching. 
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 Picklist Form with Incremental Search, Auto-sort, Alternate Sort by Doubleclicking on any Column Header 

as well as Maintenance and Insert features. 

 Auto-save and Restore of Size and Position of Picklist Forms including any Picklist Grid Layout Changes. 

 Powerful Picklist Object within Childgrid. 

 User Access Management including Password Encryption. 

 Auto use of Network Logon Names including Autologon Feature. 

 User Security including Form Level Security View, Edit, Insert and Delete restrictions. 

 Database Tools for Packing, Reindexing and Repairing of local Tables. 

 Complete run-time Error Tracking System. 

 About Dialog 

 User friendly Mover Dialogs for easy selection of multiple elements 

 Automatic Synchronization with Windows System colors 

 Favorites Menu 

 XP-Style open dialog. 

 Optional Active Desktop Single-Click User Interface. 

 Auto Report feature for automatic creation of printed reports based on data in a grid. 

 Report Selection and manipulation interface. 

 Multi Data support including run-time switch between different databases. 

 Automated Client Site Update for tables‟ structure updates for VFP- and SQL Server Databases. 

 Optional Audit Trail Feature for data manipulation tracking. 

 Optional Microsoft Agent assisted user interface. 

 Automatic Printscreen feature. 

 Possibility to create multilingual Applications. 

3.3. Key Features for developers 

Software Developers using Visual Extend will appreciate the following features: 

 

 Application Wizard for the automatic generation of new Applications in the language of your choice. After 

just a few seconds, your distribution-ready Visual FoxPro Application is prepared! 

 Fully reentrance of all VFX Builders (Form Builder, OneToMany Form Builder, Table Form Builder, Grid 

Builder, Child Grid Builder, and PickTextbox Builder) which makes it easy to make changes on already 

created forms using the VFX Builders! 

 Use the Visual FoxPro Environment whenever you want without loosing the reentrance feature of the VFX 

Builders as long as you add/remove all controls using the VFX builders! 

 Builders for Standard Forms including Parent/Child Form technique (Calling and Called By). 

 Builder for Power Grids. 

 Builder for all your Picklist needs. 

 Builders for classical as well as advanced OneToMany Forms including Pageframe for the Parent and another 

Pageframe for multiple Childs tables all on one Form. 

 All Builders get the Field Descriptions and other properties automatically from the Dataenvironment. 

 Form Builders will automatically size any Textbox Controls according underlying Field Length. 

 Use the VFX – Form Builders with own VFX based form and control classes. 

 Run forms directly from form designer. 

 Toolbar Navigation or Navigation Buttons on form as well as Buttonbar into a Form. 

 Messagebox Builder. 

 Task Pane Applications Manager. 

 Easy subclassing of the application class and setup of the environment class. 

 Easy setup of application specific main toolbars. 

 Linked Parent/Child forms techniques. 

 The complete Application Development Framework covers already all user interface elements in Bulgarian, 

Czech, Dutch, English, French, Finnish, German, Greek, Italian, Portuguese, Russian and Spanish. Start a 

new Application in the language of your choice without need of translating a single word of the Visual Extend 

Application Development Framework 
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German Spanish 

  
 

English Bulgarian 

  
 

 

French Greek 
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Italian Czech 

  
 

Russian Dutch 

  
 

 

Portuguese Finnish 

  
 

VFX helps you to create your Visual FoxPro Applications in a higher quality in much less time and therefore 

dramatically increases your development productivity. And all this without loosing any of the Visual FoxPro 

Features you like and use. Be more productive than ever before with Visual Extend for Visual FoxPro! 
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4. Features 

4.1. VFX –  Class Libraries 

You will find the class library files in the subfolder \VFX90\LIB. For a detailed description of all class library 

files including their classes, properties and methods, please refer to the VFX technical reference online help file. 

The technical reference is a Windows help file. 

4.2. VFX –  Wizards and Builders 

All VFX Wizards and Builders are located in the \VFX90\BUILDER folder: 

  

Builder File Description 

VFX Menu VFXMNU.APP Adds a special menu point in your Visual FoxPro menu. 

From this menu you can call the VFX Application Wizard and other VFX 

wizards. Tip: If you have followed the installation instructions, this menu 

is automatically loaded when you start VFP. 

VFX – Wizards and 

Builders 

VFXBLDR.APP  The following VFX Wizards and Builders will help you to create 

professional Visual FoxPro Applications in record- breaking time:  

 

 Application Wizard for the generation of a new Application 

 Form Wizard for the generation of a new Form 

 Form Builder (including multi page forms, reentrant) 

 Grid Builder (reentrant) 

 Picklist Builder (reentrant) 

 OneToMany Builder (including multi page for parent and multi page 

for multiple child tables, reentrant) 

 ChildGrid Builder (reentrant) 

 Picklist Builder for Picklists within child grids (reentrant) 

 

How to start: If you followed the installation instructions you can call the 

VFX builders using the right mouse anytime when the corresponding 

object has been selected. 

VFX LangSetup Builder LANGBLDR.APP Automates the generation of the code for the VFX LangSetup method. 

Great help for creation of a multilingual application. 

 

How to start: Either from the VFX Menu by selecting Form/LangSetup 

Builder or by starting LANGBLDR.APP. 

VFX Messagebox Builder MSGBLDR.APP Automates the generation of messagebox dialogs and the associated 

constants for the include files. 

 

How to start: Either from the VFX Menu by selecting Form/Messagebox 

Builder or by starting MSGBLDR.APP. 

VFX Message Editor MSGEDIT.APP Automates the localization of messages and other captions, as well as the 

generation of the associated include files. 

 

How to start: Either from the VFX Menu by selecting Form/Message 

Editor or by starting MSGEDIT.APP. 

VFX Menu Designer VMD.APP Creates professional menus, using all options available in VFP. Using the 

visual VFX Menu designer it is possible to key up your menu much more 

detailed than using VFX Menu designer. 

 

How to start: The VFX Menu designer is started when you open a menu 

for edition in VFP Project manager. 

VFX – AFP Wizard VFXAFPWIZARD.APP Creates Internet applications with forms with same appearance and same 

functionality corresponding to the forms of your VFX application. 

 

How to start: From the VFX Menu by selecting AFP/VFX – AFP Wizard. 

Project Documenting PDM.EXE The Project Documenting wizard generates an extensive technical 

documentation for your VFX project in HTML format. 

 

How to start: From the VFX Menu by selecting Project/Project 

Documenting 

 

All VFX Form, Grid and Picklist Builders are fully reentrant! This means that during the Development cycle, you 

can call them as many times as needed without losing any of the settings, which have already been defined. In 
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addition, changes done after the original generation of your forms within Visual FoxPro will be read by the 

Builders next time you call them. 

 

Because of the very open approach of the VFX builders, advanced users might find it useful that the code the 

builders use is located in a dbf file VFX90\LIB\BUILDER\VFXCODE.DBF. That makes it very easy if you want 

the builders to use your custom code. Warning: making changes to this code table requires advanced knowledge 

of VFX. 

 

NOTE: Make sure to use the VFX – Form Builder as long as possible for adding and removing of any controls 

(defined through the selected fields). This allows you to profit the most from the high productivity the builders 

provide! 

4.3. VFX Developer Productivity Tools 

To make your VFX Development life even easier, VFX includes some very useful power tools: 
 

Tool File Description 

VFX Task Pane VFXTASKPANE.XML The VFX Task Pane allows easy switching from one project to 

another. The table which stores the actual references to your 

projects is called VFXAPP.DBF/CDX/FPT. This table is located 

in the folder C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Application 

Data\dFPUG\Visual Extend\120. 

VFX Class Switcher < in VFXBLDR, called 

from the VFX Menu> 

Change the class of all of your forms within the current folder\lib 

and current folder \form. Allows easy switching from version 

without navigation buttons on the form (i.e.: CDataFormPage) to 

the one with navigation buttons (like i.e.: CDataFormPage). You 

can use the class switcher also to switch the class of a selected 

form control. 

VFX Object Name Picker < in VFXBLDR, called 

from the VFX Menu> 

Puts the complete reference of the currently selected control into 

the clipboard. Sometimes very usefully since more visual than 

the VFP Object List called with the right mouse while in a code 

window. 

4.4. VFX – Task Pane 

The VFX – Application Manager is integrated into the VFP Task Pane. 

 

 
 

The following functions are available through buttons on the toolbar: 
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New Project Starts the VFX– Application Wizard. 

 

Open Project Opens а VFP-Project und sets current path to the project folder 

 

Modify Project Opens the project, selected in the VFX – Task Pane and sets current path to the project folder. 

 

Add Project Adds an existing VFP-Project to the VFX – Task Pane. 

 

Rebuild Rebuilds all files in the project, selected in the VFX – Task Pane. After rebuild, the Project will 

be opened for edition. 

 

Properties Opens the VFX – Project Properties for the project, selected in the VFX – Task Pane. 

 

Project Backup Creates a Zip-file for selected Project. 

 

Delete Deletes the project, which is selected in the VFX – Task Pane. 

 

Delete Removes the selected Project from VFX – Task Pane. 

There are two new features in the VFX – Task Pane. 

 

With a single mouse click can be created a backup copy of a project in a ZIP file. By clicking on  icon the 

backup will be started. If the project is open at this moment, it will be closed when backup start. 
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5. Installation 

5.1. Hardware- and Software- Requirements 

Since VFX is an extension to the Microsoft Visual FoxPro 9.0 Development System, you need a Hard- and 

Software Environment under which you can run Visual FoxPro 9.0. Please refer to the Visual FoxPro Hardware 

and Software Requirements for further information. 

5.2. The VFX Installation 

Run the setup program called VFX90Setup.exe and follow the instructions on the screen.  

 

Make sure to install VFX 12.0 with the installation program we provide into a new folder. Do not install 

VFX 12.0 in the same folder as earlier VFX versions! 

 

After the installation of VFX, you will have the following folder structure in VFX folder: 

 

 
 

The VFX folder serves as a central storage for all VFX components and is a base for all Projects, created with 

VFX - Application wizard, as described later in this document. 

 

IMPORTANT: Do not work directly in this project. It is NOT foreseen for direct use. Use the VFX - 

Application wizard in order to create a new project. 
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5.3. Registration and activation 

VFX is secured with product activation. The VFX activation is accomplished through HTTP protocol. The 

advantage is that the activation key is sent directly to the developer‟s PC and manual operations for entering the 

key are avoided. 

 

VFX has a software copy protection. After VFX installation, at first start of one of VFX builders or the VFX 

menu, a register dialog is invoked. Please, fill-in all required fields and click on the button “Register Online“. 

Through the internet your personal data will be passed to a web service of VFX – Internet-Registration-Server. 

You will receive back from the web service an activation key, which will be saved on the hard disk of your 

computer. The activation key is valid for 30 days. During this time period you can test full VFX functionally. 

 

In case the activation is not possible through the web service, you can order an activation key on the website 

 

http://www.visualextend.com 

 

Then you will receive the activation key, sent by e-mail. 

 

When you use VFX with a 30 days trial key, the remaining number of days will be shown in a dialog. By clicking 

on Buy VFX button, the Visual Extent website will be open and a license can be obtained online. After payment 

processing, you will receive an unlimited activation key per e-mail. 

 

Note that you cannot copy the VFX installation from one PC to another without requesting a new Activation Key. 

Your Registration Key is based on your PC and is unique. Every VFX user will have a distinct unique 

Registration Key and therefore needs to register online on our web site, to get the Activation Key and to be able 

to work with the VFX Builders. 

 

We hope that you appreciate the new Software based approach and welcome you to the next generation of VFX. 

The very best VFX ever! 

5.4. Setup the Visual FoxPro Environment for VFX 

You must have Microsoft Visual FoxPro 9.0 properly installed, before you can start working with VFX. 

 

Next, you should ensure that the VFX – Menu is automatically loaded each time, when you start your Visual 

FoxPro 9.0. Start the application Vfxmnu.app directly from Windows Explorer or from VFP command window. 

The application Vfxmnu.app is placed in Builder subfolder of your VFX installation. 

 

We suggest the following way:  

 

Add this line in the file CONFIG.FPW in the VFP 9.0-folder: 

 

NOTE: If you do not have a file named CONFIG.FPW just create an empty one with Notepad. 

 
command = do (HOME() +"vfx.prg") 

 

This row instructs VFP that the program VFX.PRG should be run when VFP is started. In the file VFX.PRG 

(create this file with Notepad and save it in VFP folder too) add the following row: 
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do C:\Program Files\VFX120\Builder\vfxmnu.app 

 

We assume here that VFX is installed in folder C:\Program Files\VFX120\Builder. Adapt the path accordingly if 

necessary. 

 

At first start of VFX – Menu, the following settings will be made automatically: 

 

 Builder: points to the VFX – Application Wizard named VFXBLDR.APP in folder \VFX120\BUILDER.  

 

 Searchpath: \VFX120\BUILDER will be added to the Searchpath. 

 

At first start of VFP after VFX installation, the VFX – Task Pane will be incorporated into VFP Task Pane 

automatically. 

 

Very Important: Make sure that your current folder is always in the folder of your application! Use the 

command cd ? in the command window to quickly verify where you are and change on the fly. Even better: use 

the VFX Task Pane for easy project switching without the need to manually change any folders. If you are in a 

wrong folder, Visual FoxPro might use other Include Files or Class Libraries than the ones you expect. 

 

The best tool to switch from one project to another is to use the VFX – Task Pane. You can open the Task 

Pane under the menu Tools/Task Pane. We recommend you to leave Task Pane to be started by VFP 

automatically. To accomplish this, choose the option “Open the Task Pane Manager when Visual FoxPro starts” 

in Task Pane Manager.  
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6. Generate a New Application using the VFX - Application Wizard 

6.1. Objective 

If you want to start a new project, you could set up the whole directory structure manually, copy all the needed 

support files, like the class library, some standard forms, some configuration files, bitmaps, and so on. That is 

where the VFX – Application Wizard pays off: it does the whole set up of a new project automatically in the 

language of your choice. It also sets the most important application class properties and defines the most 

important include file constants to reduce to minimum your manual work. 

6.2. Preparation 

Close all forms and make sure you do not have open any class libraries of the VFX project. The best is to quit 

Visual FoxPro and restart it before you run the application Wizard. 

6.3. The VFX - Application Wizard 

Select the option Project, Application Wizard in the VFX – Menu. 

 

 
 

Or start the Application Wizard from the VFX Task Pane by clicking on the icon link. 
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The VFX – Application Wizard appears:  

 

 
 

The settings that are made in the VFX - Application Wizard are saved for usage in subsequent projects. 

 

Enter the following information before you start to build your new application. 

 

Master VFX home folder: Locate or type the VFX home directory where all VFX support files are located. 

Usually the default value is correct and you do not need to make any changes. 

 

Enter the name of the new project file: Enter the Name for your new project file. Don‟t include any path and 

file extensions, just type the name of your Project. 

 

Enter the name of the new project’s folder. Locate or type the directory for your new project. If the directory 

does not exist, the VFX Application Wizard will create it for you. The standard path in which new projects are 

created is “My Documents\VFX Projects\”. If another path is chosen for generated project, all subsequent 

projects are stored under this path too. By default is generated a project folder named VFX APPLICATION, 

followed by a sequential number. 

 

Database Name. Enter the Name for your new Database Container (DBC). Type the name of your Database 

Container, without any path and file extensions. When your application will access a remote data source and will 

use only CursorAdapter for data access, you can leave this field empty. 
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On the page named 2.About enter the following: 

 

 
 

Application title: Enter the Caption for your Main Application Window. This caption will set the constant 

CAP_APPLICATION_TITLE in the include file USERTXT.H for you. 

 

Version: Enter the Version Number used in the about dialog of your Application. This will set the constant 

CAP_LBLVERSION in the include file USERTXT.H for you. 

 

Copyright: Enter the Copyright Information used in the about dialog of your Application. This will set the 

constant CAP_LBLCOPYRIGHTINFORMATION in the include file USERTXT.H for you. 

 

On the page named 3.Options you can set following options: 
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Ask to save when close: Checking this option sets the Application Class property nAsktoSave to 1, which 

defines how VFX behaves when a user closes a form or moves to another record after having made changes to 

the current record. 

 

Enable autoedit mode. Checking this option sets the Application Class property nAutoEditmode to 1, which 

defines that the user can start anytime to make changes without the need to change to the edit mode before any 

editing can occur. 

 

Enter on the grid means edit: Checking this option sets the Application Class property nEnterIsEditInGrid to 1, 

which defines that the Enter key while in the data grid changes to the Edit mode. 

 

Enable hooks: Checking this option sets the Application Class property nEnableHook to 1, which defines that 

the hooks should be activated. 

 

Use DBCX compliant products: Select this option when the Stonefield Database Toolkit will be used with the 

generated VFX application. 

 

Copy Loader.exe to new project: Loader.exe will be used for application update on customer side through 

internet. Choose this option when you would like to customize the Loader project especially for your application. 

 

Toolbar style: Select which toolbar Style Class you want to use. CAppNavBar includes the record navigation 

and other editing related buttons in the main toolbar. CAppToolbar does not include buttons for record 

navigation and not all editing buttons. 

 

Language: Select the desired language for your new project. On selection of a language for generated 

application, VFX checks the current Unicode settings of the operation system. When characters of chosen 

language cannot be displayed correctly with current settings, a warning message is displayed. 

 

 
 

AutoFit grids on first load: When this option is selected, the value of the property nUseAutofit of the 

Application object is set to 1. This means that by initializing of grids the Autofit() event is called. 

 

Enable product activation: Checking this option sets the Application Class property lUseActivation to .T., 

which defines that the application will require product activation. 

 

Use “Firstinstall.txt” file: Checking this option sets the Application Class property lActivationType to .T., 

which defines that the product activation will require the file “Firstinstall.txt”. This will improve your application 

protection.  

 

Advanced: This button opens the VFX – Application Builder, which offers a huge number of further setting of 

the application object. In the lower part of this dialog is shown a help text area with explanations for the selected 

property. 
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On the page 4. Author, you can enter your personal data to document new project. 

 

 
 

This Information will be written into the new generated project. 

6.4. Generate the project 

Select Finish and the VFX Application Wizard will create a new project according the parameters you selected. 

During this process the sample application from the VFX – Install folder will be copied into the new project 

folder. Also include files,  correspondent to the chosen language, will be copied. Finally, will the entire project 

be compiled, so the include files will be included into the application. A final message shows that your new 

application has been successfully prepared. 

 

NOTE: Since you may want to start working on your new project immediately, the VFX Application Wizard has 

automatically set the default directory to the home directory of your new project. To start the application from the 

project manager, locate the main program VFXMAIN.PRG and select “Run”. 
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7. Discussion of the Generated VFX - Application 
After a successful application generation using the VFX Application Wizard, you have a running Application 

with everything a new Application needs from the beginning. Starting from the Menu, the Standard Toolbar, User 

Management, System Options, Database Tools, System Error Tracking, System Locking Tools, as well as an 

About Dialog.  

7.1. Office-Compatible User Interface 

VFX creates applications which are ready to pass the Office Compatible Certification. 

7.1.1. File Menu 

 

 
 

The complexity of the menus is reduced using the standard File/Open dialog. The user will open a form always 

through a common Open Dialog for which VFX makes a suggestion for the layout. By default the Open Dialog is 

displayed in Windows-XP style docked to the left of the screen.  

 

This default can be changed at any time by the developer to meet the application specific needs.  

 

Following Office-Compatible Standards, VFX applications have a user-specific Recently Used File List where 

the last selections appear and are only one click away from being selected again. The number of entries in the list 

is individual customizable for every user in User management dialog 

 

The File/Exit menu option conforms to the Office Compatible principles, too. 
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7.1.2. Edit Menu 

 

 
 

Here are placed all Data Manipulation Functions , which apply to the currently selected record as well as the 

possibility to call the Find and Other Function forms. Some menu options might be disabled, depending on the 

mode of the active form which can be either in 

 

 Edit mode (oForm.nFormStatus = 1), 

 Insert mode (oForm.nFormStatus = 2) or  

 View Mode (oForm.nFormStatus = 0) 

 

For detailed information regarding this functionality, please refer to the chapter Discussion of the VFX Data 

Manipulation Form later in this document. 

 

7.1.3. View Menu 

 

 
 

Here you can customize your Toolbar as well as toggle the pages in a multi tab page dialog or simply navigate 

through the current set of records in a data manipulation form.  

 

For detailed information, please refer to the Discussion of the VFX Data Manipulation Form chapter later in this 

Document. 
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7.1.4. Favorites Menu 

 

 
 

This is the VFX Favorites menu. The first option is to add the currently selected record to the favorite menu. The 

second is to manage the favorites. At the bottom all currently available favorites grouped by form are displayed 

as additional menu options at runtime. 

7.1.5. Tools Menu 

 

 
 

For further detailed information regarding the features described above, please refer to the chapter User List, 

User Rights, Login, Database Tools, Audit-Trail, System Errors, System Locks, Print-Screen  and Options 

Dialog later in this documentation. 

7.1.6. Windows Menu 

 

 
 

If you have multiple windows open, you will see their form captions in the Windows menu. 
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7.1.7. Help Menu 

 

 
 

The help-menu lets you search the help index of the help file. 

7.1.8. Standard Office-Like Toolbar 

VFX Applications have a standard toolbar on which you can easily put your own, application-specific toolbar 

buttons. This way, the users will have user-friendly way to access the functionality that your application offers. 

The VFX toolbar is displayed in „Hot Tracking“ Layout. 

 

 
 

New Record(Ctrl+N) Inserts a new data record 

 

Copy Record Currently selected data row will be copied into a new data row 

 

Open (Ctrl+O) Opens the Open-Dialog at the left side of the screen 

  

Save Record(Ctrl+S) Saves changes in the active form 

 

E-Mail Sends an E-Mail containing the report from the active form as 

attachment. 

  

Print (Ctrl+P) Prints a report or a list from the active form 

 

Print Preview Shows print preview for a report or a list from the active form 

 

Fax Sends a fax from the report output of the active form. 

 

Cut (Ctrl+X) Removes the selection and puts it into the clipboard 

 

Copy (Ctrl+C)  Copies the selection into the clipboard 

 

Paste (Ctrl+V) Inserts the content of the Clipboard 

 

Undo (Ctrl+Z) Reverts the changes made in the active form 

 

More Function...(F6) Opens the window with More functions for the Active from 

 

Audit-Trail Opens the Audit-Trail form for the current data record in the active form 

 

Screenshot Prints the screen content. 

 

Edit Record(Ctrl+E) Switches the form into Edit mode 
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Delete Record(Ctrl+D) Deletes the current record in the active form 

 

Search Record...(Ctrl+F) Filters the data in the active form according given criteria 

 

First Record(Ctrl+Home) Moves the record pointer to the first record of current table or view 

 

Previous Record(Ctrl+Up Arrow)  Moves the record pointer to the previous record of current table or view 

 

Next Record(Ctrl+Dawn Arrow)  Moves the record pointer to the next record of current table or view 

 

Last Record(Ctrl+End)  Moves the record pointer to the last record of current table or view 

 

User Example for an application specific button 

 

Refresh Refreshes the view for active form, based on entered parameters for data 

selection. 

 

Help (F1) Calls the context sensitive Help 

 

Login.... Allows another user to login while the application is running 

 

Close (ESC) Closes active form 

 

Besides the standard toolbar, VFX also offers the possibility to define toolbars which are associated to particular 

forms. All you have to do is set up the toolbar and set the VFX form property cToolbarClass to the name of the 

desired toolbar. VFX handles the rest for you automatically. 

 

NOTE:  For a detailed technical description about the usage of form-specific toolbars, please refer to the 

separate VFX Technical Documentation. 

7.1.9. Final words about Office - Compatibility 

Depending on the type of your application, the level of Office Compatibility might differ from what is suggested 

here. Look at the VFX menu as one alternative which will cover most, but definitively not all, possible 

applications with their special needs. It‟s definitively worth investing some time to prepare the right decision 

about the menu and toolbar user interface you plan to use in your application. 

7.2.  Database Tools 

By selecting the Menu Option Tools Database, you will see the following dialog: 
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In this dialog you see a list of tables, used in your application. In a user-friendly VFX Mover Dialog, you can 

select the tables you want to process.  

 

You can select from the following options: 

 

 Pack 

 Pack Memo 

 Reindex 

 

Select OK to run the desired database maintenance action for the selected tables. 

 

NOTE: If you like the above Mover Dialog, you will be happy to hear there is a VFX Mover Class which allows 

you to easily integrate Mover Dialogs into your own applications! 

 

In addition to the database maintenance, VFX includes a new tool for repairing corrupted data. In the Database 

tools dialog form, now is available additional option- Repair 

 

Optionally can be repaired either the entire database on only selected tables. When only the selected tables will 

be repaired, additionally can be specified to repair only table headers or to delete corrupted records. 

 

For repairing DBC container and DBF headers, an empty database with same structure as the operational one is 

used. When the executable file is built, the structure of database is included in it using a generated program file, 

created using Gendbc.prg. Later at run-time an empty database is created using this program and is used for 

automatically repair of database container and DBF headers of the operational database. 

 

If Delete corrupted records option is chosen, all records with empty or duplicated primary key values will be 

deleted from tables. 

7.3. User List 

In every multi-user application, you must have a user list. First of all you need to define who has access to your 

application, which is the username and password and what the security level per user is.  

 

The table in which user-specific information is stored, is the free table VFXUSR.DBF/CDX. If you want to take 

advantage of features like long field names, you have to add this table into the database container. 

 

Users can delete their own records in VFX resource table, if they want to start over with new settings, or if they 

are switching from a larger display resolution to a smaller, or simply if they aren‟t satisfied anymore with their 

user preferences for forms, grids, sort orders and Picklists. To clear the VFX resource table, click on the 

command button called Clear resource. 

 

VFX provides new advanced features for managing application users. Now the administrator can reset the 

resources for all users with the button “Reset all users”. 

 

For every user the administrator can specify that the password must be changed with the next login. The 

administrator can also setup that a particular user is not allowed to change his password. 
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It is also possible now, to give users better flexibility in setting environment. By setting to .T. the property 

lAlowUserCustomization of goProgram object, the developer can allow end-users to define their own global 

environment. 

 
goProgram.lAllowUserCustomization=.T. 

 

When this property is set to .T. the end-user administrator can make global customization and in turn, enable or 

disable customization for all other users. The checkbox “Allow User Customization” is used to control whether 

other users are allowed make their own environment setting. If this property is set to .F., the checkbox 

“Allow User Customization” is not visible and applications environment cannot be customized. 

 

If the end-user administrator disables user customization option, the settings defined under Administrator‟s 

account become global settings for all users of the application. 

7.3.1. Currently logged users 

 

VFX keeps track of logged users in a table with possibility to block users from login more than once at a time. 

The property of goProgram object, lAllowMultipleLogin controls the behavior of the application when at login 

time appears that the user is already logged in the system. When this property has a value .T., users can login 

more than once at a time. Default value is .T. 

 
goProgram.lAllowMultipleLogin=.T. 

 

For every user is kept the IP address of the workstation where he logged in. After user logs out, IP address field 

is cleared. 
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Users with administrator rights can see currently logged under menu Tools/ Users Status. IP address and login 

time are displayed. The column last login time always shows the last date and time when user had logged in, even 

if the user is not currently logged in. 

 

 
 

Depending of where VFX system tables reside, this feature uses different approach to identify if user is really 

active now or for some reasons his connection had broken and login attempt is to re-enter the system, but not to 

login simultaneously twice. 

 

When DBF tables are used, the record for the user is locked all the time while he is logged in the system. In case 

of broken connection or another emergency exit, record lock is automatically released and when user attempt to 

login next time this action is not threat as multiple login. 

 

When VFX tables reside in a SQL Server database, the system process Id is used to identify logged user. The 

active SPID is kept in vfxusr table. On а login attempt is checked if the user is already logged in and if that 

process is still active. In case of active process and if multiple login is disabled by the developer, user is not 

allowed to log in the application. 

7.4. User Groups 

Along with former possibilities to define user rights, VFX offers a new way to manage user access to 

application‟s modules using User Groups. A particular user can be member of one or more user groups. For user 

groups can be defined access rights. When the user is member of more than group rights which every one of these 

groups permits are combined and the user are granted rights of all user groups that he is member of. 

 

Users with administrator rights (userlevel 1) can define user groups and specify access rights to every user group 

for every form in the application. User rights are defined for all forms, included in Vfxfopen table. 
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At run time is created a global object goUserRights. This object contains child objects for every form of the 

application. Names of these objects correspond to the form name. Every child object has properties 

corresponding to user rights for the particular form deletepermit, editpermit, newpermit, printpermit and 

viewpermit. 

 

At run-time the properties of the object goUserRights and its members will look in this way: 

 

 
 

If a particular user is not a member of any user group, access rights are defined by the user‟s security level as in 

former VFX versions. 
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The administrator has the user security level 1 and thus all rights. A user, who has the user security level 99, has 

the few rights. In the form user rights can for each form can be specified which user security level is necessary in 

order user to be allowed to run the form, to insert new data records, to edit existing data records and to delete 

data records. 

 

NOTE: Users cannot view or alter other user accounts with a higher security level than their own. Security levels 

starts with 1 (Administrator) and ends with 99 (lowest security level). Additionally, you can define an access 

string for further customization of your security needs. For additional security issues, especially all the VFX form 

security features, please refer to the VFX Technical Documentation. 

 

When a particular user does not have rights to run a form, the concerned form will not be initialized. If user rights 

are not defined in the user rights dialog, the properties values lCanInsert, lCanCopy, lCanEdit and lCanDelete, 

that were set within the VFX - form Wizard are valid. 

7.5. Error tracking 

VFX tracks all runtime errors automatically. The error log file, in which all the runtime errors will be stored, is 

the free table Vfxlog.dbf/cdx. 

 

The data manipulation form based on the class CDataFormPage, will be prepared automatically from the VFX 

Application Wizard. 
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The administrator can clear this list by selecting the command button called Delete All. 

 

NOTE: For additional information, please refer to the VFX Technical Documentation. 

7.6. Error handling 

In VFX is implemented an extended error handling. In addition to creating an error log, it is now possible for end 

user to send an error report e-mail to the developer. When in the error message dialog user selects Abort, the 

error report dialog is invoked informing the user what is included in generated report. 

Sending an error report to the developer is the fastest way to localize and eliminate problems in the application. 

The e-mail is sent to the e-mail address, set in the property of goProgram.cSupportEmail. The value of this 

property can be set using VFX –Application Builder. 

7.7. System Locks 

In heavily used multi-user applications, a message like “Record is in use by another user” might simply not be 

enough. VFX offers a System Locks table for such cases. In the table will be saved exactly which user, which 

data record and since when has been locked. (You can use the Functions XLock() and XUnlock(), described in the 

Technical Reference under Functions) 

 

The System Locks table in which all the system locks will be stored, using standard VFX Function calls, is the 

free table Vfxlock.dbf/cdx. 

 

The data manipulation form based on the class CDataFormPage, will be prepared automatically from the VFX 

Application Wizard. 
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The administrator can clear this list by clicking on the command button called Delete All. 

 

NOTE:  For additional information, please refer to the VFX Technical Documentation. 

7.8. Options 

VFX offers a table called Vfxsys.dbf which stores application-specific settings.  

 

 
 

The above form is just an example of an application specific System Options Dialog.  

 

VFX Application Wizard creates a form Vfxsys.scx, which is ready to use. This form inherits the class 

CSystemDialog. All you have to do is to create desired fields in the Vfxsys.dbf table and to place the 

corresponding controls on the above dialog with the Control Source Property pointing to a property of the object 

goSystem. 

  

VFX creates for every field in the Vfxsys.dbf table, a property of the object goSystem and handles automatically 

the save & restore of these values.  

 

Assume you have a field called Test in the Vfxsys.dbf table. In that case will be created a property named Test, 

which will pick up the value from the field Test from table Vfxsys.dbf. In case of changing value of this property 

by closing of Options dialog, this value will be saved back into the field Test in Vfxsys.dbf. 
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In this way, it is easy to store and retrieve application-specific settings. Try it out! 

7.9. About Dialog 

VFX Application Wizard creates an about dialog which inherits the class cAboutDialog. 

 

Select the about dialog under the menu option Help About. 

 

 
 

To customize this About Dialog, VFX offers you the possibility to make the changes in the Include File 

Usertxt.h:  

 
… 

#define CAP_APPLICATION_TITLE                     "VFX 12.00 Build 0000 Test Application" 

#define CAP_LBLCOPYRIGHTINFORMATION               "Copyright © dFPUG c/o ISYS GmbH" 

#define CAP_LBLTHISPRODUCTISLICENSEDTO            "This product is licensed to:" 

#define CAP_LBLTRADEMARKINFORMATION               "Trademark Information" 

#define CAP_LBLVERSION                            "Version " 

#define CAP_LBLYOURAPPLICATIONNAME                "VFX Test Application" 

… 

 

NOTE: When you make changes in this include file, you must open and save or compile the form vfxabout.scx 

before starting your app, otherwise the changes in the include file might not go through and you still see the old 

text.  
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8. VFX Builders and Wizards for Projects 
The VFX Builders help the developers in creating and editing forms, grids and pick fields. 

 

Defining a form can be time consuming, especially if you have many forms with many Fields to be displayed. 

Putting 20 Fields on a form forces you to put 40 objects, the Textbox, or any other control, plus normally a Label. 

If you use a Foundation Class Library, you have to customize your Toolbar, or drag the desired control from the 

class library and drop it on the form. With the Visual Extend Form Builders this task has become very quick and 

simple.  

 

Another great benefit of the VFX – Form Builders is that they are fully reentrant. This means that you can 

use them to populate changes you made in your database container automatically by just reapplying the builder 

and check the Use DBC Definition option. Also adding pages to the pageframe or changing the grid columns is 

very easy with the reentrance feature of the VFX – Form Builders. 

 

Please refer to the Chapter Form User Interface later in this document, to get an idea about the User Interface of 

the standard data manipulation forms created using VFX.. 

 

First of all, you need to setup the database container for your application. Create your tables, fields and index 

keys.  

 

NOTE: If you put the information for the Field Captions, Format, Input Mask and Display Class Library in the 

database container, these captions will automatically be used by the VFX form and grid builders. 

 

As we have already seen, new project is generated with VFX – Application Wizard. This wizard can be started 

by clicking on the link icon in VFX – Task Pane or from VFX menu. 

8.1. VFX – Application Builder 

This dialog can be invoked at any time from the menu option Project, Application Builder, to edit settings of the 

application object. 

 

NOTE: Changes that are made using VFX - Application Builder will be kept and used for next new generated 

project. 
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The class cApplication is the base class of the Application object. The properties and Methods of the Application 

objects are globally accessible for use in the entire application. 

 

The class cApplication is programmatically instanced from the visual class cFoxAppl from the class library 

Appl.vcx. Settings, keyed up using VFX – Application Builder, are saved in this class. In case of need, methods 

can be overwritten or changed here, too. The properties of the Application object that are, in particular, important 

for the control of the application must be defined here. 

 

FileMnuName – In this property will be entered the name of the menu pad „File“. The name might not 

correspondent to the displayed caption. The name of the pad File that is set  in the Vfxmenu.vmx will 

be used. The name must be known from the Application object, as far as at run-time to this menu pad 

are added entries, correspondent to the latest used forms. 
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nAppOnErrorBehavior –  This property controls the behavior of the application in case of error 

 

0 – Run-time error will be ignored 

1 – An error message will be displayed (Default). 

 

 
 

2 – After a message is displayed, the execution of the application will be terminated. 
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9. VFX Builders and Wizards for Forms 

9.1. VFX – Form Wizard 

As in former VFX versions, the VFX – Form Wizard should be used to create a new form. The user interface of 

the VFX – Form Wizard was already discussed in the chapter Quick overview. As an extension to the behavior of 

VFX 8.0 Builders, now after creating a form in VFP Form designer, the VFX – Form Builder will be 

automatically started. The VFX – Form Builder includes the new VFX – Data Environment Builder. The 

developer is led by the builder step by step, starting with the choice of an appropriate form class up to the 

running form. 

9.2. VFX - Form Builder 

The VFX – Form Builders support all form properties of VFX. The Form Builder of VFX were wholly remade 

and large number of features were included. Additionally,  it is possible to key up functionality that were only 

manually editable in VFP before. On new pages of the Form builder can be defined view parameters, related 

tables, required fields and fields to be used in reports.  

 

The greatest new feature here is the first step of the Form Builders dialog, which shows a Data Environment 

Builder. 

9.3. VFX - Dataenvironment Builder 

The VFX - Form builder now give developers opportunity to set data environment along with building form 

layout. 

 

Tables, views or predefined CursorAdapter classes can be added to dataenvironment and new CursorAdapter 

classes can be created, too. It is possible to set order and filter of data, to define used indexes and to define 

relationship between objects in data environment. 
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On page Aliases can be added tables, existing CursorAdapter classes as well as creating new CursorAdapter 

objects.  

 

 
 

Clicking on Add button will add existing table or view to data environment. The VFP “Add table or view” dialog 

is invoked for choosing a table or a view. When the cursor is based on a table, or an index is defined for 

CursorAdapter cursor, In the column Order you can choose from index tags of the table or defined indexes for 

the CursorAdapter cursor. 

 

By clicking the button Add CA, a CursorAdapter object based on existing class can be added. Such class can be, 

for instance, a class for table in your database created with VFX CursorAdapter Wizard. In the Open dialog you 

have to select needed class library and class. 

 

The button New CA creates a new object based on cAppDataAccess class and starts the VFP CursorAdapter 

builder for keying up its settings. 

 

If the cursor in data environment is based on a table, in Order column you can choose from existing index tags 

that the table has already created. If this is a cursor based on CursorAdapter class, on Indexes page you can 

define index expressions. Indexes will be created at un-time, after the cursor is created in its AfterCursosFill 

event. To fill the Order column in page Aliases you can choose a value among this list of created indexes. 

 

The names and alias names for cursors can be freely changed in the data environment. 

 

In the column Filter can be entered a valid logical expression to be applied as filter expression. It corresponds to 

the Filter property of the Cursor object. 

 

The columns Parent Alias and Rel.Expression give you the chance to build relationship between cursors in the 

dataenvironment. After selecting the alias in Parent Alias column, you can choose the field which will maintain 

the relationship from the drop-down list in Rel.Expression column or enter your own relational expression. 
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Defined relations are maintained by oRelationMgr object – an instance of the class cRelationMgr. 

 

 
 

For CursorAdapter objects the only way to build relationship is to create temporary indexes at run time. 

Developer can define necessary indexes on Indexes page. VFX framework takes care to create necessary index 

files at run time and to establish relationships which are defined on Aliases page. 

 

For Cursor objects, based on a table or view, indexes are created in advance and here, in builder, they are 

displayed read-only. Here, can be managed only indexes that will be created for CursorAdapter objects at run-

time.  

 

For every defined index must be entered values for Tag, Expression and Sort order. If a filtered index need to be 

made, in the column Filter is entered the filter expression. 

 

Clicking on the button Next brings the next step of the VFX – Form Builder  

9.4. VFX - CDataFormPage Builder 

To call the VFX – Form Builder, put the mouse on the white Background of the form, click the right mouse 

button and select builder.  

 

The VFX – Form Builder loads and shows an user friendly Dialog: 

9.4.1. Edit Pages 

In VFX – Form Builder, on page Edit Pages, can be keyed up all new form‟s properties of VFX like Background 

picture or Back color for pages in a pageframe control, linked tables and required fields as well as the properties 

related to AutoComplete. 
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When the checkbox Add colon to labels is marked a colon char will be appended at the end of all labels. 

 

 
 

Form Name. Enter the name of the new Form. VFX – Form Builder assigns a default form name following the 

common naming conventions, beginning with frm. Of course you can give your form any name, but we 

recommend that you follow the common naming conventions. 

 

Caption. Enter the caption for your form. While you type the caption, you‟ll see it displayed in the form 

builder‟s caption. If your form has a variable caption, depending how the Form will be called, don‟t worry too 

much about this caption, just use a more or less descriptive caption in that case. 

 

Page Count. Enter how many Edit Pages your form will have. For some forms, one edit page will be enough. If 

you have more fields, you might want to spread them over multiple pages. Depending on the number of pages 

you select, you will see in the tab dialog on the form builder, a Dialog simulating these Pages. If you setup two 

Edit Pages, two tabs will appear, if you select three, you will see three and so on. 

 

Page Title. Enter the caption for the edit page you currently selected. If you want to enter the caption for the 

second Page, you click the second page tab and you can enter the caption for it. VFX – Form Builder will 

instantly reflect your entry on the tab captions of the corresponding page. 

 

Justified Tab. Check this option, if your tabs should be justified, otherwise they will be variable in the length 

and will not fill the whole width of your form. 

 

For every page defined through the Page Count option, you can select the following options: 

 

Fields Selected. Here you see all fields you selected for the currently selected edit page. To select fields, use the 

Field Assistant Window, which is a separate form that offers all fields currently available in the data 

environment. 
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Control Type. Define which control type you want to use for every selected field. All control types defined in 

VFX are available for usage. 

 

NOTE: To use your own classes, make sure to add them field by field in the DBC as display class library! 

 

Caption. Caption for the selected field. The default will be read from the database container. 

 

Format. Format property for the selected field. The default will be read from the database container. 

 

Input Mask. Input Mask property for the selected field. The default will be read from the database container. 

 

Status Bar. Status Bar Message used for this field. The default will be read from the database container 

(property comment resp., if empty, the caption). 

 

Read only. If a control will be used for display information only, check this checkbox. 

 

AutoCompSource. Name of table that will be used for VFP AutoComplete function. It is not required to deploy 

AutoComplete table with the developed application. This table will be created by VFP automatically when 

necessary. 

 

AutoComplete. The value for AutoComplete property. The AutoComplete function is available for textbox 

controls only. 

 

Read only. When a particular control will be used only for displaying information, mark this checkbox.When 

redesigning existing forms, the new button  Move or Copy Fields is very useful. It would help you a lot if a 

page has to be moved or list was built on the wrong page by accident or even if grid list is similar to edit field list 

or vice versa. All the settings would not have to be keyed up again which is very important in case of mistakes or 

maintenance. 
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In Fields list can be selected all desired fields In the dialog Move or Copy Fields should be selected destination 

page. Type of the destination page is chosen From the Move Selected Fields To drop-down list. Destination page 

type can be Edit page, Grid page or Report fields page. After you select type of destination page, the list In Page 

shows all existing pages of chosen type. 

 

 
 

When it is necessary not to move selected controls, but just to create a copy of them using all currently set 

properties, you should mark the Create a Copy check box. In this case controls remain on their original place and 

a copy of each control is created on the destination page. 
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9.4.2. Grid Page 

 

 
 

The following options are available on the page Grid Page: 

 

Use Grid Page. Check this checkbox if you want a Search grid page on your form.  

 

Grid Page Title. Enter the caption for the last page in your form which normally will be a grid to display all 

records from within your table or view.  

 

Grid Class. Select the grid class you want to use or use the default, which is the CGrid Class.  

 

Fields Selected. Here you see all fields you selected for the grid. To select fields, use the Field Assistant 

Window, which is a separate form which offers all fields currently available in the data environment. 

Calculated Fields.  Click this button to add whatever calculated field you want. 

 

Control Type. Define for all selected fields which control type you want to use. 

 

Header. Captions for the column headers of your grid. VFX – Form Builder will automatically take the captions 

from your database container.  

 

Output Mask. VFX – Form Builder takes the input mask from the length of the field. You can change the input 

mask to accommodate your particular needs. 

 

Read only. When a particular control will be used only for displaying information, mark this checkbox. 

 

Incremental Search. Mark this checkbox, if you want to make available the incremental search feature for the 

selected column. Note that VFX creates a temporary IDX index file, if there is no index tag available for this 
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column. (with the CGrid property nMaxRec you can define, when you want to have a message to pop up before a 

temporary index will be generated) 

9.4.3. Form Options 

The following options are available on the page Form Options: 

 

 
 

Report Name. Here you can select a report name. Whenever the user selects print or preview, this report will be 

selected and printed respectively previewed. All this without the need to write code in the method onPrint. When 

this property is left empty, VFX searches for a report that has same name as the form. 

 

Is Child Form. If the form you are currently creating will be called from another form, this form acts as a child 

form.  

 

NOTE: Please don‟t mix this up with the later described One-To-Many Form where you can have the parent and 

the child table processed on the same form. Here we are talking about this scenario: Form1 -> calls Form2, 

whereas Form1 could be the parent form and Form2 could be the child form and in Form2 you would see only 

those records which match a certain criteria, which might be the link to the parent table in Form1. 

 

If, for example, you have a Form in which you want to provide the ability to process the orders of a customer, 

check this checkbox and have VFX – Form Builder automatically have set up the form as a child form. This will 

automatically put the needed lines of code in the Init Event of the form. All you have to do is review this init code 

and adapt it to your specific needs.  

 

For further details please refer to the topic VFX – Parent/Child Builder later in this document. 

 

NOTE: Although, if you have a form which will act as both, a Child Form as well as a Normal Form, you should 

set it up as a Child Form marking Is Child Form. There is no need to setup two Forms for, i.e. Orders. With one 

form you can perfectly handle the scenario All Orders, as well as Orders for a particular Customer. 
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Has More Functions. If the form you are currently creating will call other forms or actions, you have to check 

this checkbox. This will automatically generate the needed code in the OnMore() method of your form. You 

simply have to review the OnMore() code and adapt it to your specific needs. Normally you will have a couple of 

actions which will be presented in a form and the user selects the desired option. 

 

Has Linked Child Form. If the form you are currently creating will have child forms which should be 

dynamically linked to this parent form, check this option. This will automatically generate the form method 

OnSetChilddata() which will be called automatically for every child form available. 

 

Autosynch Child Form. This sets the form property lAutosynchChildform which defines, whether you want the 

linked child forms synchronize automatically whenever the parent record changes or only when the user activates 

the child form. If this option is not marked, the Child-form will be refreshed, when the user activates it. 

 

Put in Last File Menu. This sets the form property lPutinLastFile which defines whether you want to put the 

form caption in the recently used file list in the File menu. 

 

Put in Window Menu. This sets the form property lPutinWindowmenu which defines whether you want to put 

the form while running in the Windows menu. See also the application class property nWinMnuCount and the 

application class method RefreshWindowMenu(). 

 

Can Edit. This sets the form property lCanEdit which defines whether the user can edit records in the current 

form or not.  

 

Can Insert. This sets the form property lCanInsert which defines whether the user can insert records in the 

current form or not.  

 

Can Copy. This sets the form property lCanCopy which defines whether the user can copy records in the current 

form or not.  

 

Can Delete. This sets the form property lCanDelete which defines whether the user can delete records in the 

current form or not.  

 

Multi Instance. This sets the form property lMultiInstance. By default all of the forms you create with VFX can 

be called multiple times (so called multi instantiation). This is a great feature, all you have to remember when use 

multi-instantiation is to set the form to private data session which is the default of all VFX forms.  

 

However sometimes it is convenient to disable the feature of multi-instantiation. That‟s why we created the 

property lMultiInstance. Just set this property to .F. and the form can only be called once. 

 

Close with ESC key. This sets the form property lCloseOnEsc which defines whether the user can close a form 

using the escape key or not. 

 

Save/Restore positions. This sets the form property lSavePosition which defines whether you want that all the 

position and other form settings are stored within the VFX Resource File. 

 

Add Speedbar Control. This adds a form toolbar, similar to this: 

 

 
 

Additionally there are four new pages in VFX – Form Builder for keying up the new properties of VFX form 

classes. 
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9.4.4. View Parameters 

 

 
 

On page View Parameters can be defined controls for entering view parameters. Similar to cAskViewArg form 

class end-users can fill in values at run-time. The button Requery in the standard toolbar is used to refresh the 

view. This approach avoids invoking of another forms for parameters input. 

 

Input controls for view parameters are placed at upper part of the form, above the data pageframe. They are 

always visible and user can change arguments and invoke data reloading. For these controls a parameter name is 

specified instead of ControlSource property 
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9.4.5. Linked Tables 

 

 
 

VFX forms allow you to define additional list of tables which are 1:1 related to the main table. This feature gives 

the developers good support for more complex database design without need to write additional code to 

maintenance referential integrity. Having described the relational condition, VFX takes care to keep data 

consistent. 

 

It is not required related tables to have same primary key name as the parent table, however it is good design to 

keep them same. This key is automatically filled in insert operations after inserting new record in parent table. 

Related records are deleted when delete operation is performed on parent table. 

 

On Linked tables page you have to select parent table and its primary key field. In the Parameter List you can add 

fields from related table which maintain referential integrity. In the parameter list are listed alias and related field. 

It is allowed to choose only one related field per table. When a second field from a table that is already in the list 

is chosen, it overwrites the field that is already placed in the list. 
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9.4.6. Required Fields 

 

 
 

The new form‟s properties cRequiredFields, cRequiredFieldInitProps, cRequiredFieldFailureProps and 

cRequiredFieldFailureForm are designated to avoid NULL or empty values being saved in database. 

 

In the listbox Required Fields List can be added any desired fields from the Field Assistant Window. At initiating 

of form control source of all controls will be checked against required fields list. All controls with a 

controlsource corresponding to the list, will be treated as required fields. 

 

Form Builder stores the list of required fields in property cRequiredFields of the form.  

 

In Init Properties textbox can be entered a semicolon separated list of properties and corresponding values for 

every property in following format: 
 

PropertyName = cExpression [; PropertyName = cExpression ] 

 

At initiating time, for all required fields this settings will be applied. In case of sample screenshot above for all 

controls which have required fields as control source, Forecolor property will be set to red, when controls are 

initiated. 

 

If more than one properties need to be set, separate the list with semicolon character. For example, if you‟d like 

to show required fields initially with bold font, in red fore color and light yellow background you need to write 

following expression in Init Properties textbox: 
 

FontBold = .T.; ForeColor = RGB(255,0,0); BackColor = RGB(255,255,196) 

 

This is very good way to show the end users which fields must be filled. The value of textbox Init Properties will 

be stored into cRequiredFieldInitProps property of the form. 
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When data is saved, values entered in all the required fields are checked for valid input. If a missing value is 

encountered, the properties of corresponding control will be changed according expression entered in Failure 

Properties textbox. This expression is constructed in same way as the expression for Init Properties. The value of 

Failure Properties textbox is saved in property cRequiredFieldFailureProps of the form. 

 

As long as not all required fields is given a value, data entered in the form will not be saved. 

9.4.7. Report 

 

 
 

Often it is necessary to include in printed report some fields that are not needed in the grid field list. In other 

cases you may need to include in grid page fields, which do not need to be printed. Report page allows you to 

select fields that will be listed in on Advanced page of Grid report dialog. On Advanced page of Grid report 

dialog user can additionally specify which fields should be included in the report and which fields need to be 

summarized. You can predefine this selection here in Report fields page. 

 

For every field should be entered width, input mask and a header text. 

 

If former VFX behavior should be kept and use in reports same fields, which are included in the search grid, just 

mark the Use Grid Fields for Report checkbox. 

 

OK. Click this command button, if you want to generate your form. This will take some seconds and the result is 

a Form, on which you have the desired amount of edit pages with the selected fields on each page. If you selected 

more fields than would fit on a page, two columns will be created. 

 

The form build process can be run more than once, this feature is called reentrance.  
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NOTE: The reentrance feature is only available at 100% for forms created with the VFX 8.0 form builder. For a 

maximum of reentrance guarantee it‟s best to use the Form Builder whenever you want to add a new field to your 

form. 

 

Another great advantage of the reentrance is the fact that you can reapply changes you made within the database 

container (i.e. captions, format or input mask options) by just calling the form builder again and selecting the 

checkbox Use DBC Definitions. 

 

Start your application, locate in Open dialog your newly created form and start it with a mouse click. Test the 

form and evaluate, where it can be enhanced. 

 

To become more familiar with the VFX – Form Builder, generate some simple forms and try to increase the 

complexity by generating forms that call other forms, as well as forms that will be called from other forms.  

 

Once you are familiar with the standard VFX data manipulation form, you might want to take the step to the 

development of One-To-Many data manipulation form. 

 

Apply. Does the same as OK but does not quit the form builder dialog.  

 

Cancel. Cancels the VFX – Form Builder process. Any selections and entries will be lost. 

 

9.5. VFX – CTableForm Builder 

 

 
 

Another type of form is the cTableForm. With this form the List-Grid and the controls are placed one next to 

other or among themselves. Therefore, it is suitable in particular for forms with only few input fields. Here is a 

sample of a form based on the class cTableForm: 
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9.6. VFX – COneToMany Builder 

The One-To-Many form is an evolution of the standard VFX data manipulation form. This means that you can 

have, on one single form, a full featured standard data manipulation form functionality, together with a grid 

showing the child records for the currently selected parent record. VFX allows you also to have multiple children 

to one Parent in a tab dialog. If you have many input Fields for a child table, you can also have a multi-page tab 

dialog for the child data. This allows you to cover a lot of scenarios without the need of real programming. All 

you need to understand if you create one-to-many  forms is the database design and through which Fields the 

Parent and Child Tables are linked. Let‟s look at a simple example: 

 

As described earlier in this document, you have to setup the database container of your application. Define your 

tables, fields and indexes as well as the field captions. This allows the VFX builders to use this information, so 

you don‟t have to retype the same captions again. 

 

In order to create a one-to-many form, you must be familiar with the basics of database design and especially, 

with the one-to-many relations where you have a given parent record and multiple child records. A good example 

for a parent child relation is the Order (Parent table) and Items (Child table) situation, of any order and invoicing 

system. 

 

If you don‟t want to assure the referential integrity (RI) manually using VFX methods like OnPostDelete(), it‟s a 

good practice, to generate the RI code in the database container before you generate one-to-many forms. If you 

don‟t do this, you will have to write manually the code for the deletion of parent records which have child records 

and in the case where you allow the change of key fields, even the update code as well. 

 

Start the VFX Form wizard from VFX menu and create a form based on cOneToMany class. 

 

Setup the data environment of the form you want to create. The VFX – Form Builder automatically picks up this 

information while creating the one-to-many form. 

 

The VFX OneToMany Form Builder assists you in generating sophisticated one-to-many forms with almost no 

coding. If you setup the one-to-many relation from the parent table to the child table (in the case of multiple child 

tables which all depend from the same parent table you might have more than one child table, each linked with 

the parent table through a relation) you can generate one-to-many forms as easy as standard VFX data 

manipulation forms.  

 

IMPORTANT: Remember to define the InitialSelectedAlias property, and the one-to-many relation from the 

parent to the child in the data environment, otherwise your form may not run as you expect! 
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The VFX One-To-Many Form Builder has an intuitive user interface. 

  

 
 

First, you select the following options:  

 

Form Name. Enter the name of the new Form. VFX – Form Builder assigns a default form name following the 

common naming conventions, beginning with frm. Of course you can give your form any name, but we 

recommend that you follow the common naming conventions. 

 

Caption. Enter the caption for your form. While you type the caption, you‟ll see it displayed in the form 

builder‟s caption. 

 

Master Table. Table name of the parent table or view. 

 

Then you have a page frame with the pages Edit Pages, Parent Grid Page, Form Options and Children which are 

explained here: 

 

On the page named Edit Pages you see the same user interface like in the VFX CDataFormPage builder, 

described earlier in this documentation. Here you define the pages for editing the parent table. 
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On the page named Grid Page you see the same user interface like in the VFX CDataFormPage builder, 

described earlier in this documentation. Here you define the Grid Page of the parent table: 
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On the page named Form Options you see the same user interface like in the VFX – Form Builder, described 

earlier in this documentation. Here you define the Options for the OneToMany Form: 
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On the page named Children you define how your child grid(s) or pages containing child data, will look like: 

 

 
 

Page Count. Enter how many Child Grid Pages your form will have. For most of the OneToMany Forms, one 

child grid page will be enough, if you have more child tables, you might want to spread them over multiple pages. 

Depending on the number of pages you select, you will see in the tab dialog on the form builder, a Dialog 

simulating these Pages. If you setup two Edit Pages, two tabs will appear, if you select three, you will see three 

and so on. 

 

Page Title. Enter the caption for the child grid page you currently selected. If you want to enter the caption for 

the second Page, you click the second page tab and you can enter the caption for it. VFX – Form Builder will 

instantly reflect your entry on the tab captions of the corresponding page. 

 

Child Table. Select the record source for your child grid. Attention: This is very important to set, if you don‟t set 

this property, your form will not work correctly. 

 

Justified Tab. Mark this option, if your tabs should be justified, otherwise they will be variable in the width and 

will not fill out the pageframe width. 

 

Inplace Editing. Set this option, if you want to enter data in your child grid, which is usually what you want.  

 

^Ins+^Canc. Check this option, if you want to have the possibility to add new records with Ctrl+Ins and to 

delete records with Ctrl+Del from the child grid. 

 

The other options are the same like in the VFX CDataFormPage builder on the grid page. 
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9.7. VFX – COneToManyPageFrame Builder 

The new class cOmeToManyPageframe gives the developers the chance to place on different pages of one 

Pageframe both parent and child data. This class combines features of cDataFormPage and cOneToMany form 

classes. 

 

When active page of the pageframe control is of type “Parent”, navigation buttons work for the alias cWorkAlias. 

If the active page is of “Child” type, navigation is applied on the child table. On Child pages you can place either 

child grid or edit controls. 

 

 
 

In addition to all other setting which the developer keys up in forms builders for other form classes, in 

cOneToManyPageframe form builder it is necessary to define for every page if it will be of Parent type and will 

show data from parent table or it will be of Child type and will display data from child table(s). If the page is of 

Child type, additionally should be specified if it is an edit page or a grid page.  
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9.8. VFX – CTreeViewForm Builder 

Main purpose of this class is to represent the data contained in a particular table (Parent table) in a tree structure. 

The tree-view structure gives the end-user complete overview of the hierarchical data relations contained in the 

table. Here is an example: 

 

 
 

The class is based on cDataFormPage (Vfxform.vcx) and contains a TreeView control - cTreeView 

(Vfxappl.vcx). It combines the functionality of cDataFormPage and the advanced data presentation in a 

hierarchical tree structure. When a particular node in the TreeView is clicked, the record pointer is moved to the 

corresponding data row in the main table. The user can view and modify the data on the right part in the form. 
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With the VFX  CTreeViewForm builder you can rapidly create and key up a form based on cTreeViewForm class 

and set all necessary properties. 

 

 
 

The builder works similar to the VFX - CDataFormPage builder. You can make your setting in the EditPage and 

FormOptions pages in the same way, as in VFX – CdataFormPage builder. In addition to this you can make your 

setting for the TreeView control in the page TreeViewOptions.  

 

There are two types of settings for the TreeView control that you need to set. 

9.8.1. Databinding of the TreeView control 

IDFieldName - Here you should fill the name of the primary key field in your main table 

 

ParentIDFieldName - This property holds the name of the field, where will be stored the Primary key value of 

the parent data record. 

 

NodeText - Here you can either fill the name of the field that holds a description text or an expression, which will 

be evaluated and the result value will be used as NodeText in the tree structure. When a field name is 

used, the developer can allow the end-user to edit the description text directly into the TreeView 

control. This also depends of the AllowNodeRename property. If AllowNodeRename is set to .T., the 

user can edit labels in the TreeView control and this will automatically update the corresponding data 

field in the main table. 

 

AllowNodeRename - This property defines if the user is allowed to edit description text in the TreeView control. 

Editing the description in the TreeView control is allowed only when the Node Text is based on single 

table field. The content of the corresponding data field, will be automatically be updated according 

new description entered in the TreeView control. 

 

Other properties of cTreeview class: 

 

lLoadAllTreeviewNodes – if this property is set to .T. all nodes are loaded in the TreeView control when form 

loads. When the property value is .F., in the TreeView control are loaded only nodes at first level and 

nodes that are expanded when status of the control is restored. Child nodes that are not visible when 
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form is loaded, will not load at that time. These nodes are loaded in the Treeview control when their 

parent node is expanded. 

lRestoreTreeviewStatus – When this property is set to .T. a list of expanded nodes is saved for currently logged 

user when the form is closed. Next time when the form is loaded same nodes of the Treeview control 

are expanded to restore treeview status. 

9.8.2. Layout settings of the TreeView Control 

These settings are correspondent to the TreeView ActiveX control 

Style :  0 - tvwStyleText 

  1 - tvwStylePictureText 

2 - tvwStylePlusMinusText 

3 - tvwStylePlusMinusPictureText 

4 - tvwStyleLinesText 

5 - tvwStyleLinesPictureText 

6 - tvwStyleLinesPlusMinusText 

7 – tvwStyleLinesPlusMinusPictureText 

 

Appearance :  0 - ccFlat 

1 - cc3D 

 

Border Style:  0 - ccNone 

1 – ccFixedSingle 

 

Indentation  This property sets the width of the indentation of nodes in the TreeView control 

9.9. VFX – CTreeViewOneToMany Builder 

Main purpose of this class is to represent the data contained in a particular table (parent table) in a tree structure 

along with the powerful functionality that cOneToMany class gives the developers. The TreeView structure gives 

the end-user complete overview of the hierarchical data relations contained in the particular table. Here is an 

example for a form, based on cTreeViewOneToMany class. 

 

 
 

This class is based on class cOneToMany (vfxform.vcx) and contains a Treeview control based on cTreeView 

class (vfxappl.vcx). The class combines the functionality of cOneToMany and the advanced data presentation in a 

hierarchical tree structure. When a particular node in the TreeView control is chosen, the record pointer is moved 

to the corresponding data row in the main table. On the right part in the form the user can view and modify the 

corresponding data. Additionally in the lower part of the form can be edited related child tables. 
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With the VFX – CTreeViewOneToMany Builder you can quick create a form based on the class 

cTreeViewOneToMany and set all necessary properties. 

 

 
 

The builder works similar to the VFX - COneToMany Builder. You can make your setting in the EditPage and 

FormOptions und Child Grid pages in the same way, as for forms based on the class cOneToMany. In addition to 

this you must make settings for the Treeview control in the page TreeViewOptions.  

 

The settings  that you need to make are same as in the VFX –CTreeViewForm Builder 

9.9.1. Databinding of the TreeView control 

IDFieldName - Here you should fill the name of the primary key field in your main table 

 

ParentIDFieldName - This property holds the name of the field, where will be stored the Primary key value of 

the parent data record. 

 

NodeText - Here you can either fill the name of the field that holds a description text or an expression, which will 

be evaluated and the result value will be used as NodeText in the tree structure. When a field name is 

used, the developer can allow the end-user to edit the description text directly into the TreeView 

control. This also depends of the AllowNodeRename property. If AllowNodeRename is set to .T., the 

user can edit labels in the TreeView control and this will automatically update the corresponding data 

field in the main table. 

 

AllowNodeRename - This property defines if the user is allowed to edit description text in the TreeView control. 

Editing the description in the TreeView control is allowed only when the Node Text is based on single 

table field. The content of the corresponding data field, will be automatically be updated according 

new description entered in the TreeView control. 

9.9.2. Layout-Settings of the TreeView Control  

 

These settings are correspondent to the TreeView ActiveX control 

Style :  0 - tvwStyleText 
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  1 - tvwStylePictureText 

2 - tvwStylePlusMinusText 

3 - tvwStylePlusMinusPictureText 

4 - tvwStyleLinesText 

5 - tvwStyleLinesPictureText 

6 - tvwStyleLinesPlusMinusText 

7 – tvwStyleLinesPlusMinusPictureText 

 

Appearance :  0 - ccFlat 

1 - cc3D 

 

Border Style:  0 - ccNone 

1 - ccFixedSingle 

Indentation  This property sets the width of the indentation of nodes in the TreeView control 

9.10. Enhancements in OneToMany-Forms 

There are several improvements in cOneToMany and cTreeviewOneToMany form classes, comparing with 

former VFX versions.  

 

 Buttons for adding and deleting child records are now enabled only if the form is in Edit or in Insert 

mode. 

 The child part now can contain also other controls than cChildGrid which can be placed similar to 

parent edit page. 

 The Edit pages in child part of one-to-many VFX forms can be created using builder in same way as you 

create edit page in parent part of form. 

 

CChildGrid class, which is implemented in all one-to-many VFX forms, is now expanded with several new 

functions.  

 When the child alias is based on a view or CursorAdapter cursor, the cChildGrid class allows using 

incremental search for columns. 

 Clicking on empty area of the cChildGrid class adds a new child record. 
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9.11. VFX – CGrid Builder 

Although the VFX – Form Builder already generates a Grid Page, you may have the need to make modifications 

only on a grid. The VFX Grid Builder automates the creation of full featured grids. The resulting VFX Power 

Grids are powerful yet simple to use and do not have any performance penalties. You will find the features of the 

power grids extremely useful. The incremental search, the user-specific save and restore of column layout 

changes, column size and sort order will be appreciated by the users of your applications. 

 

To call the VFX Grid Builder, select the last page in your form, and select the Grid Control. To call the Builder 

right click with your mouse and select builder. Of course you could also select the grid object in the property 

sheet and select builder from within the property sheet. 

 

The VFX Grid Builder loads and presents this Dialog: 

 

 
 

Since the user interface is the same as the one used on the grid page of the form builder, for a detailed description 

of all the options, please refer to the description under the topic called The VFX - CDataFormPage builder. 
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10. VFX Builders and Wizards for Pick Fields 

10.1. VFX – CChildGrid Builder 

The Child Grid Builder, allows you to enhance the functionality of your child grids. Use this Builder to either 

customize some fields or to edit the method code OnPostInsert(), which will fire whenever a new child record 

has been inserted. It‟s similar to the standard VFX data manipulation form, where you have the same granularity 

of events: 

 

 OnPreInsert() 

 OnInsert() 

 OnPostInsert() 

 

In the OnPostInsert() method of the child grid, you have to replace the child table field which makes up the link 

to the master table typically with a code like this: 

 
REPLACE <ChildLinkField> WITH <Parent.ParentField> IN <ChildTable> 

 

The Child Grid Builder has the user interface shown below. On the first tab called Grid, you can customize the 

child grid as described earlier: 

 

 
 

On the second tab called Options, you can edit the code for OnPostInsert() method, so that it replaces the foreign 

key field in the child table with the value of the parent field. 
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The reason why the VFX Builder can not automatically generate this OnPostInsert() code is that you might have 

the situation, where you have a combined key or other situations, where you have to replace more than one field 

in the child table. When a single field key is used, the generated code in the example is correct and you need only 

to remove comment characters in the beginning of the lines. 

10.2. VFX - CPickField Builder 

VFX contains several classes for Picklists. A Picklist consists of a text field, a button and a read-only text field. 

In the text field can be entered a value. When leaving the field it is checked whether the entered value is 

contained in the table with the picklist values. If no, a Picklist form is started for selection. In the Picklist form 

the user can select the desired data record. In a read-only text field can be displayed further information from the 

picklist table. When needed, the user can be allowed to insert new data records in the picklist table. All properties 

of the Picklist control can be set with the VFX – CPickField Builder. All this without entering a single line of 

code or text in the property sheet of the picklist container control manually! 

 

To call the VFX Picklist Builder, be sure to select the picklist container control on the form, right click and select 

Builder from the context menu.  

 

NOTE: To select a control which is on a Page, within a Pageframe, within a Form, you have to get used to the 

Visual FoxPro way of accessing controls in a container hierarchy (Click, RightClick, Edit or to use 

Ctrl+Shif+Click). A good way to check whether you are on the right object is to have a look at the property 

sheet‟s current object. 

 

The VFX Picklist Builder loads and shows the following dialog: 
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The following options are available on the page Pick Field: 

 

Pick Dialog Caption. Enter the caption for the picklist form in which the user can select the value he wants to 

pick. 

 

Maintenance Form. If the user doesn‟t find the desired record in the picklist form, you might want to offer the 

user the ability to directly call the data maintenance form (view mode or directly insert mode) for the table 

currently being picked from. Enter the name or the data manipulation form which will be called if the user clicks 

on the Edit command button on the picklist form. 

 

Pick Table Name. Select the name of the table or the view you want to validate and /or pick the value from. 

Here you can select from all tables or views you entered in the data environment. 

 

Pick Table Index Tag. Select the name of the Index tag will be used for validation of the user input. 

 

CPickField::txtField.ControlSource. Select the control source for the input text field.  

 

CPickField::txtDesc.ControlSource. Select the control source of the description field of the picklist field. Make 

sure that you set a correct relation to the table you are selecting this control source from, otherwise this control 

will not refresh correctly when you move the record in your main form. 

 

Return Field Name (Code). Enter the name of the field from the picklist table or view you want to get the value 

from. Do not enter any alias, since the pick table will be opened with a random alias. 

 

Return Field Name (Description). Defines which field from the picklist will be used to get the description of 

the selected record. Do not enter any alias, since the pick table will be opened with a random alias. 

 

Format. The VFX Pickfield Builder takes this property from the database container. 

 

Input Mask. The VFX Pickfield Builder takes this property from the database container. 

 

Status Bar Text. The VFX Pickfield Builder takes this property from the database container. 

 

The following options are available on the page Update: 
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Update Source Fields. Here you can enter fields from the Picklist table, which values will be stored back into 

the edited table. When you enter more than one value, you must separate them with semicolon. 

 

Target Table Name: Choose the target table. Usually this is the table that is processed in the form. 

 

Update Target Fields: Choose the fields for updating. When you enter more than one value, you must separate 

them with semicolon. 

 

On the page Work on View, are available the following options: 

 

 
 

Work on View. If the datasource that you are picking from is a view, mark this option. 
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Use Select Command: Alternatively you can use a select command or a view for validation of the user input. 

When you use a select-command, you must ensure through a where clause that at most one value will be selected. 

Example: „select customer_id from lv_customer where customer_id = trim(this.txtField.Value)” 

 

Use View: Alternatively you can use a select-command or a view for validation of the user input. When you use 

a view, enter the name of the view here.  The where clause of the view must ensure that at most one value will be 

selected.  

 

Use SQL Pass Through: When you check this checkbox, the select-command contained in the view will be used 

from the VFX and trought SQL Pass Through will be sent to the remote datasource. 

 

Pick Dialog Class: Here can be used your user-defined class for the selection list control. Please note that this 

class must be inherited from the CPickField class. 

 

On the page Options, are available the following options: 

 

 
 

User Refresh Code. Sometimes you need to have custom code in the Refresh() method of the picklist container. 

 

Auto Skip. Check this option if you want to automatically tab to the next field after selecting a value from the 

picklist. This sets the cPickField property lUseTab to .T. 

 

Auto Pick. Check this option if you want to automatically call the picklist, when the user enters a wrong value. 

This sets the cPickField property lAutoPick to .T. 

 

Hide Code. Check this option if you want to hide the code field in the picklist. This sets the cPickField property 

lHideCode to .T. The user cannot enter a value, besides he can only choose from the picklist. 

 

Is Key Field. Check this option if you want to define this pickfield as a key field which is only accessible when 

entering a new record and then no more (like the textbox class ckeyfield). This sets the cPickField property 

lKeyField to .T.  

 

OK. The selected options will be used and put in the selected picklist object. 

 

Apply. Does the same as OK but does not quit the VFX – CPickField Builder dialog.  

 

Cancel. Cancels the VFX – CPickField Builder process. Any selections and entries will be lost. 
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This builder is fully reentrant, too. This means that during the development cycle you can call this builder as 

many times as needed without loosing any of the settings which have already been defined. 

 

If you use a Picklist Control on a form, it might look similar to this:  

 

 
 

The user can call the Picklist by:  

 

 clicking on the command button next the Picklist Input Field (normally a three dot caption Icon), 

 doubleclicking in the Picklist Input Field or the Description, or 

 by pressing the Function Key F9 

 

 
 

From the Picklist Dialog there are (like in any VFX Power Grid) features like: 

 

 incremental search with autosort,  

 sorting by doubleclicking on the column header,  

 change column width 

 autosave grid position and layout 

 

The user can select the desired record by: 

 

 doubleclicking, 

 pressing ENTER 

 selecting the OK command button 

 

If the user wants to edit the table which is behind this picklist, he can click the command button Edit… and the 

data manipulation form for this table will be called. When the user need  to add a new record, he clicks the New 

button. 

10.3. VFX – CPickAlternate Builder 

Similar to the cPickField control, the cPickAlternate class can be used for validating user input against a table as 

well as to provide the call of a pick list dialog where the user can pick a value. When using the class 
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cPickAlternate, the primary key of the chosen PickList record will be stores into the correspondent field in the 

main table, while the user will see the value of another field of the PickList table. 

 

Use the cPickAlternate control rather than a Combobox Control, whenever the choice will be made from a table 

with lots of records. It is also suitable, when if you want to give the user the ability to enter a value, that does not 

correspondent to the primary key of the Picklist table. The purpose of the class is to provide the end-user with an 

easy-to-use interface that allows well known values to be entered, instead of program generated primary keys. 

The user fills this logical key value and it is used to navigate to the correspondent record in the PickList table. 

When the searched record is found the primary key value will be passed back to the cPickAlternate control and 

will be used to update the related data in the main table. 

 

This class is based on cPickField class and inherits all of its properties and methods. In addition to them it has a 

new property cControlSourceInternalKey where you have to specify the name of the field in the main table where 

will be stored the foreign key value. This foreign key correspondent to the primary key in the PickList table. 

 

With the VFX – CPickAlternate Builder you can easy set all necessary properties of the class. 

 

 
 

Pick Table Name – Here can be chosen the name of one of the tables from the Dataenvironment. 

 

Pick Table Index Tag – This is the name of the Index tag that will be used for search in the Picklist table. This 

index key corresponds to the value entered in the text box control. 

 

CPickAlternate.txtField.ControlSource – The Controlsource of the text box control. This field will come from 

the Picklist table. 

 

CPickAlternate.txtDesc.ControlSource – The name of the description field. After successful validation its value 

will be displayed in the description field. This field is also from the Picklist table. 

 

Return Field Name (Code) – The name of the field which value from the selection table, will be shown to the 

user. Usually this field name corresponds to the name, which is filled into txtField.ControlSource. 

Here should be entered only the field name without the table name. The value of this field must be of 

character type. If it is necessary, convert the value with TRANSFORM() into a character type. 

 

Return Field Name (Description) – The name of the description text field, which will be returned back from the 

Picklist table. An expression can also be returned. The value is displayed in the description field. The 
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value must be of character type. If it is necessary, convert the value with TRANSFORM() into a 

character type. 

 

Return Field Name (Internal Key) – The name of the field from the Picklist  table, which contains the primary 

key. The relationship from the main table to the Picklist table in the data environment is maintained  

trought this field. 

 

Control Source Internal Key – The name of the field from the main table, where the cPickAlternate class will 

store the key value. This field contains the foreign key to the Picklist table. 

10.4. VFX – CPickTextBox Builder 

Visual Extend offers a Builder which helps you to create full featured Picklist Controls. 

 

To call the VFX - CPickTextBox Builder, select the column in the child grid, which should become a picklist 

control and select the option VFX Power Builders from the VFX Menu: 

 

 
 

The VFX - CPickTextBox Builder offers a similar user interface like the normal VFX - CPickField Builder and 

is also fully reentrant: 
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10.5. VFX – Combo Pick List Builder 

The class is designated for easy creation and maintenance of pick lists. Using this class it is possible to define 

many pick lists without need to create pick table for every particular list. 

 

The class cComboPicklist uses two VFX system tables: Vfxpdef.dbf and Vfxplist.dbf. 

 

The table Vfxpdef.dbf holds definition for pick lists. It contains one row for every defined pick list. For picklist 

definition can be written code that will be executed when user makes a selection. This is a common code and 

executes regardless of specific list item that is selected. In Vfxplist.dbf table you can write more specific code that 

will be executed only if that item is selected. 

 

Pick items are defined in Vfxplist.dbf table. Field Picklist is the identifier of the picklist definition and is foreign 

key to Vfxpdef.dbf table. The fields Code and Descript are values used for creating the list. Depending on picklist 

definition, only Code column or both Code and Descript columns are displayed in the list. Fields Value and 

Proccode are designated for developer‟s purposes. In Proccode field you can write a specific code that will be 

executed when that particular item is selected. 

 

For every instance of cComboPicklist class you can define if adding new records in the pick table is allowed and 

the user level required for user to be allowed to add new values. 
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Properties: 

 

nParentID – ID key value from Vfxpdef.dbf table 

 

Methods: 

 

Addnewcode – this method is executed when the end-user adds a new value in the pick list table. If it is needed to 

perform additional processing, the code should be placed in this method. 

 

For cComboPicklist class it is possible to define two different code snippets. In Vfxpdef table in ProcCode memo 

field and in Vfxplist table in ProcCode memo field.  

 

The code in Vfxpdef.ProcCode table is common for the cComboPicklist and is executed every time when the 

selected item of the Combobox is changed. The code in Vfxplist. ProcCode table is specific for the particular list 

item and is executed only when this item is selected from the list. 

 

For every entry in Vfxplist.dbf table you can define if this is an active entry or not. Using this approach you do 

not need to delete entries which will not be used in the future and thus to cause orphan records in your database. 

When the field will not be used anymore, just set the values in its Active field to .F. 

 

 
 

The settings of the class cComboPicklist, as well as content of tables Vfxpdef.dbf and Vfxplist.dbf can be edited 

with VFX – Combo Pick List Builder. 

 

For the cComboPicklist you have to choose the ControlSource and the Rowsource alias. If in the form‟s data 

environment there is already same alias as the one chosen for Rowsource, you are asked if that alias should be 

used or a new one has to be created. If the Rowsource alias is not in the data environment of the form, the builder 

creates a new cursor object for it and sets its properties accordingly. 
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10.5.1. Pick list maintenance form 

 
 

This form is designated to give the end users of the application ability to maintain used pick list values. For this 

purpose in every VFX project is included the form VFXPlist.scx. 

 

User can navigate through the full list or to filter visible data records by list code. It is possible to delete a record 

from the table, but the proposed approach it to mark unused rows as non-active, in order to avoid orphan records 

in the database. 

10.5.2. The class CComboPicklist 

This class is designated for easy creation and maintenance of pick lists. Using this class it is possible to define 

many pick lists without need to create pick table for every particular list. 

 

The class cComboPicklist uses two VFX system tables: Vfxpdef.dbf and Vfxplist.dbf. 

 

The table Vfxpdef.dbf holds definition for pick lists. It contains one row for every defined pick list. For picklist 

definition can be written code that will be executed when user makes a selection. This is a common code and 

executes regardless of specific list item that is selected. In Vfxplist.dbf table you can write more specific code that 

will be executed only if that item is selected. 

 

Pick items are defined in Vfxplist.dbf table. Field Picklist is the identifier of the picklist definition and is foreign 

key to Vfxpdef.dbf table. The fields Code and Descript are values used for creating the list. Depending on picklist 

definition, only Code column or both Code and Descript columns are displayed in the list. Fields Value and 

Proccode are designated for developer‟s purposes. In Proccode field you can write a specific code that will be 

executed when that particular item is selected. 

 

For every instance of cComboPicklist class you can define if adding new records in the pick table is allowed and 

the user level required for user to be allowed to add new values. 

 

Properties: 

nParentID – ID key value from Vfxpdef.dbf table 
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Methods: 

Addnewcode – this method is executed when the end-user adds a new value in the pick list table. If it is needed to 

perform additional processing, the code should be placed in this method. 

 

For cComboPicklist class it is possible to define two different code snippets. In Vfxpdef table in ProcCode memo 

field and in Vfxplist table in ProcCode memo field.  

 

The code in Vfxpdef.ProcCode table is common for the cComboPicklist and is executed every time when the 

selected item of the Combobox is changed. The code in Vfxplist. ProcCode table is specific for the particular list 

item and is executed only when this item is selected from the list. 

 

For every entry in Vfxplist.dbf table you can define if this is an active entry or not. Using this approach you do 

not need to delete entries which will not be used in the future and thus to cause orphan records in your database. 

When the field will not be used anymore, just set the values in its Active field to .F. 
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11. VFX Builders and Wizards for Localization 

11.1. VFX – LangSetup Builder 

The VFX LangSetup Builder automates the creation of the needed code within the Langsetup() method. You will 

need this, if you have to supply your application in more than one language. The goal of this builder is to extract 

all potential captions, tooltiptext and Status Bar messages, generating unique constants and putting them into the 

Vfxmsg.dbf table, the master table for all include files. After this process, you can use the VFX message editor, 

described later in this documentation, to translate the text in the different languages.  

 

To call the VFX LangSetup Builder, first open the form for which you want to generate or analyze the captions, 

tooltip texts and status bar messages. We could say all texts which are applicable for the translation. Then select 

the following option Form, LangSetup Builder in the VFX menu 

 

 
 

Mark the Checkboxes correspondent to the desired options. Click on the button Build to start the generation of 

the code for the LangSetup()method. 

 

After generation look at the code that were generated for the LangSetup()-Method. . If you marked the Overwrite 

Code Checkbox, the generated code will be written in the LangSetup()-Method of the currently open form in 

design mode. The caption codes will be put into the VFX message table Vfxmsg.dbf where you can edit and 

translate them into other languages. 
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In the Include File VFX.h, the constant _LANG_SETUP defines, whether the LangSetup() method will be 

executed or not. In the LangSetup() Method, will be checked whether this constant exists and only if it exists, the 

code in this method will be executed. This is made for speed optimization of the native forms. 

 
#DEFINE _LANG_SETUP           .T.  

 

In the Include File Vfxdef.h the ID_Language constant defines the current language of your application  
 

… 

#define ID_LANGUAGE "ENG" 

… 

 

The first time you create your application using the VFX Application Wizard, the applications will be generated 

based on your language settings in the VFX Application Wizard screen. If your application has to be translated to 

another language, other than the one you are currently working on, you will have to switch the ID_Language 

constant. Please refer to the chapter Create multilingual Applications using VFX, for further details. 

11.2. VFX - Parent/Child Builder 

Although there is a special VFX – Builder for the creating 1:n-forms, sometimes it is better to manipulate Child-

data in its own form. That is in particular the case, when you want to use the child form not only through the main 

form, but also for direct manipulation. In addition, if you, have many fields on the Child-form, it can be difficult 

to edit them in a 1:n-form. 

 

A special power of VFX is the use of the Linked Child technology. Thereby two forms are logically connected 

one to other. One form serves as a Parent form. Any VFX Form class can serve as Parent form. Also the Child 

form can be based on any VFX Form class. 

 

When moving the record pointer in the Parent form, the content in the Child form will be automatically updated 

and the data records that correspond to the current Parent are displayed. 

 

If the Child form is based on a table, a filter is used, in order to limit the visible data scope. When the Child form 

is based on a view, a REQUERY() is performed if needed, in order to display the desired data set. Thereby the 

underlying view must have exactly one parameter, which must correspond to the parent key. 

 

A Parent form can call several different Child forms. A Child form can serve again as Parent for other Child 

forms. 
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11.2.1. Preparing the Parent-Form 

In the Parent form, with the help of the form builder, must be selected the following options Has More Options 

(sets the property lMore on .T.), Has Child Form and Auto Sync Child Form (sets the property 

lAutoSynChildForm on .T.). The form builder generates automatically template code into OnMore() and 

OnSetChildData() methods. The code of these methods must be manually adapted afterwards. The Child form is 

invoked in the method OnMore(). 

 

If the user wants to see the available options to the current data record,  there are different possibilities: 

 

 User can press the function key F6. 

 User can select option Other... in the Edit menu. 

 User can click on the More… button in the standard toolbar. 

 

Depending on the code in the method OnMore() the user will see a dialog, which looks similar to the following: 

 

 
 

Calling the OnMore() method with the parameter tnPassThrough is very useful, if you want to start a form 

directly on the passed number. You can use this technique, in order to start a form from the OnMore() method on 

a button in a toolbar. 

 

If there is only one option in the OnMore() method, the assigned form is opened, without this dialog to appear. 

11.2.2. Preparing the Child-Form 

Additionally, in the Child form with the form builder on the page Options, the VFX developer must select the 

option Is Child Form or to set manually to .T. the form property lChildForm. 

 

When you call a form, pass the necessary parameters to the Init() method of this form. Since the passed 

parameters are not automatically visible for other methods of the same form, the VFX – form stores the necessary 

parameters in special properties. 

 

Here is the code of the Init() method, which the VFX – Form Builder produces as example for your needs: 

 
lparameters tcArg 

 

local lInitOk 

 

if !empty(tcArg) 

 if getArgCount(tcArg) <> 0 

 

  this.cCalledBy      = upper(  getArg(tcArg,1)        ) 

  this.cFixFieldValue = strtran(getArg(tcArg,2),"@",";") 

  this.Caption        =         getArg(tcArg,3) 

  this.cFixFieldName  = strtran(getArg(tcArg,4),"@",";") 

  this.cFilterExpr    = upper(  getArg(tcArg,5)        ) 

 

  this.lPutInLastFile  = .f. 
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  *********************************************************************** 

  ** Set who has called you 

 

  if this.cCalledBy = "<CalledBy>" 

    

 ******************************************************************* 

   ** Disable CPickField that are Fix Fields for this form 

 

   *{PickFieldList}* 

  endif 

 endif 

endif 

 

this.SetQueryArg() 

 

lInitOk =eval(this.class+"::init(tcArg)") 

 

******************************************************** 

** Insert your extra initialization code here 

 

return lInitOk 

 

The template code could look in such a way, if you adapted it to your needs: 

 
lparameters tcArg 

 

local lInitOk 

 

if !empty(tcArg) 

 

 if getArgCount(tcArg) <> 0 

  this.cCalledBy      = upper(  getArg(tcArg,1)        ) 

  this.cFixFieldValue = strtran(getArg(tcArg,2),"@",";") 

  this.Caption        =         getArg(tcArg,3) 

  this.cFixFieldName  = strtran(getArg(tcArg,4),"@",";") 

  this.cFilterExpr    = upper(  getArg(tcArg,5)        ) 

 

  this.lPutInLastFile  = .f. 

  *********************************************************************** 

  ** Set who has called you 

 

  if this.cCalledBy = "PARENT" 

  ******************************************************************* 

   ** Disable CPickField that are Fix Fields for this form 

 

   ThisForm.pgfPageFrame.Page1.cntParentid.lFixField = .t. 

 

  endif 

 endif 

endif 

 

this.SetQueryArg() 

 

lInitOk =eval(this.class+"::init(tcArg)") 

 

******************************************************** 

** Insert your extra initialization code here 

 

return lInitOk 

 

The VFX function getArg() checks the parameter character string and divides it into its parts. The parts are 

separated by semicolon. 

 

Look at the example. When we call the Contact form for a certain company, the passed parameter can have the 

following parts: 

 
"COMP;1234567890;Contacts for company ISYS;CONT_COMP_ID;UPPER(CONT_COMP_ID)= '1234567890'" 

 

The separated parts of this character string are stored in the already existing form properties, before they can be 

used within the entire form. Let‟s see the form properties, which hold the information from the passed parameter 

character string tcArg: 

 

VFX – Form property Description Example 
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cCalledBy This character string indicates, from which form this form was called. COMP 

cFixFieldValue The value of the field from the main table (primary key in the Parent 

table). 

1234568890 

Caption Title of the child form. Here is a meaningful tip for the parent to which data 

row corresponds. 

Contacts for company ISYS 

cFixFieldName The name of the field in the Child table, which defines the 1:n-relation. This 

field obtains the value indicated above, if a new data record is added 

(foreign keys in the Child table). 

CONT_COMP_ID 

cFilterExpr The (at best) Rushmore optimized Filter expression, in order to show the 

data records that correspond the criteria of the parent table. 

UPPER(CONT_COMP_ID)

= '1234568890' 

 

For very large data sets, it is better to work with views. The VFX – processes work exactly in same way. If the 

Child data originate from a view, it is not necessary to pass the filter expression. 

11.2.3. Settings in VFX - Parent/Child Builder 

A Child form can be started by setting few properties in the OnMore() method of a Parent form. The key of the 

Parent form will be passed to the Child form. In the Child form are visible only the data, which correspond to the 

key of the Parent data record. The visible scope in the Child form can be limited alternatively with a filter or a 

view. 

 

By adjusting some properties in the OnSetChildData() method in the Parent form, the simple Child form 

becomes a Linked Child form. That means that, if in the Parent form the record pointers one moves, the content 

in the Child form is automatically updated according to the current Parent key. 

 

It is possible several Linked Child forms to be controlled at the same time by a particular Parent form. Both the 

Parent form and the Child form can be of any VFX Form types. It is possible an 1:n:m- relationship is to be 

realized, by  using a OneToMany form as Linked Child form. 

 

There is a powerful new builder in VFX that helps creating code for managing parent-child relation between 

forms. For easy handling the relationship code, is used the new class cChildManager. To start the VFX - 

Parent/Child Builder, should be opened the parent form. While the parent form is active the VFX - Parent/Child 

Builder can be started from the VFX menu. 

 

In the builder dialog can be added as many forms as needed. 
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In the column Child Form is entered the name of the child form or the child form can be chosen using the Open 

button. In the column Parent Field (Fix Field Value) is entered the name of Id field in the parent alias. The value 

of this field will be passed to child form when the form is called and on every the record pointer move in the 

Parent form. 

 

In the column Child field (Fix Field Name) is entered the name of the field in the child alias which is foreign key 

to the parent alias.  
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11.3. VFX – Document Management Builder 

The new class cDocumentManagement is designated to maintain all kind of documents (i.e. Word, Excel, 

Powerpoint) related to application data. The cDocumentManagement class is a container that manages child 

records related to current record of main table. It allows the end-user to open related documents and also to send 

them as attachment in an e-mail. 

 

 
 

The class can be added to the existing forms. 
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12. VFX Builders and Wizards for Data Handling 

12.1. VFX - CursorAdapter Wizard 

The VFX - CursorAdapter Wizard creates one CursorAdapter class for every table that is included in the 

database. Using these generated CursorAdapter objects can be accessed data from a form for example. The 

CursorAdapter Wizard can access any type of data source, used in VFX and use it as a foundation for generation 

of CursorAdapter classes 

 

Later, the generated CursorAdapter classes, can be edited with VFP CursorAdapter Builder. In particular, it is 

necessary to take into consideration which parameters is it meaningful to be used for the CursorAdapter classes. 

 

By default these CursorAdapter classes are based on cAppDataAcess class and are saved into Appl.vcx class 

library. However, in the Wizard it is possible to be changed underlying class and target class library. 

 

Wizard leads the developer through three steps. 

12.1.1. Choosing the Datasource 
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13. VFX Builders and Wizards for Product Activation 

13.1. VFX – Messagebox Builder 

A useful tool for the creation of Messageboxes in different languages is the VFX Messagebox Builder. The texts 

of the Messagebox are stored in the table Vfxmsg.dbf. The command for the invoking the Messagebox is copied 

into the clipboard and can be pasted from there to the own program source code. As parameter is passed not the 

text, but a constant. The Include files with the values of the constants in the desired language are created with the 

VFX Message editor. 

 

To call the VFX Messagebox Builder, select the menu option Form, MessageBox Builder in the VFX Menu: 

 

 
 

Click on the button New to create a new Messagebox. Then enter in the field Message id a meaningful name for 

the Messagebox. In the Pageframe you can enter the text for each necessary language. 

 

In the row Style select desired type of the Messagebox. You can chose among different icons and buttons. 

 

By clicking on the button Test it! The Messagebox will be displayed in preview. 

 

Copy in the clipboard the code, created by VFX – Messagebox Builder with the button Copy code to clipboard. 

Then you can paste this code from the clipboard in every part of your code. 

 

For every entry the VFX – Messagebox Builder adds a new data record in the table Vfxmsg.dbf. 
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On the page List you have an overview of all existing data records.  

 

 
 

Tip: Also if you do not create multilingual applications, you can use the VFX – Messagebox Builder. 

13.2. VFX – Message Editor 

The values of all VFX used constants are located in the free table Vfxmsg.dbf. For each language exists a memo 

field containing the text. With the VFX Message editor these texts can be edited. 

 

The VFX Message Editor is the central place to manage and translate all messages and other language specific 

text elements such as captions, tooltip texts and status bar messages. From within the VFX - Message Editor you 

can create all the needed include files (Usertxt.h and Usermsg.h). 

 

To call the VFX - Message Editor, select menu option Form, Message Editor in the VFX Menu: 
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Click on the button Make Include File to create an include file in the language selected in the Pageframe. The 

Include files are saved in a folder with the name of the respective language under the Include folder of your 

project. 

 

After the creation of your Include files, you must only copy these into the \INCLUDE file of your project, as 

described in the chapter concerning the multilingual applications. 

 

Tip: You can mix your own constants with the predefined constants in the table Vfxmsg.dbf. Write your constant 

before or after the VFX - Header and/or Footer. 

13.3. VFX – Class Switcher 

The Class Switcher has two functions. 

 

If no form is open, when it is called, the Class Switcher changes the classes of forms in a whole project. For 

example the form class cDataFormPageBar will be replaced by cDataFormPage. This Allows easy to provide 

all forms with  navigation buttons and/or remove them again. As particularly helpful, this tools handles the 

actualization of existing VFX 3-Projekte. In VFX 3 each form had a frame a with button at the lower edge. In 

VFX you can use instead a real toolbar. 

 

 
 

When while opening the VFX - Class Switcher, a form is opened for edition, you can change the base classes of 

the particular objects. For example it is possible a Textbox to be changed to a Spinner. 

 

 

13.4. VFX – Project Properties 

In VFX can be used own instances of the VFX classes. In the VFX – Project Properties dialog can be registered 

classes for the particular control types, which can be used. As default here stand the known classes from the class 

library Vfxobj.vcx. The VFX developer can change these defaults and register own classes, which are stored 
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preferably in the class library Appl.vcx. These classes can be used from the VFX – Builders when creating new 

forms. 

 

 

13.5. VFX – Help Wizard 

In VFX has been integrated a new System for creation of  CHM Help files.  

 

The VFX – Help Wizard automatically fills out unique HelpContextIDs in all controls of a project. 
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When at application‟s run-time, the table Vfxhelp.dbf is available, help texts can be entered in this table. For this 

purpose, the form Vfxhelp.scx will be opened. The actual help text can be entered into an editbox and will be 

saved into table Vfxhelp.dbf. 

 

With the VFX – Help wizard from the data in the table Vfxhelp.dbf, completely automatically can be generated 

HTM files as well as a help project. It is just necessary to compile this project with the Help-Workshop and the 

CHM help file with context sensitive help for the entire application is ready. 

 

When at run-time the table Vfxhelp.dbf is not available, the usual context sensitive help system will be activated. 

The CHM help file will be opened and the HelpContextID of the active control will be passed as parameter 

13.6. VFX - Project Update Wizard 

Projects, created with previous VFX builds or versions can automatically be actualized to the newest version. 

 

 
 

The VFX - Project Update Wizard can be run from VFX menu using Project, Update Project. The VFX - Project 

Update Wizard compares version of the opened project with the currently installed VFX version. When the 

project is created with an older VFX version, the developer is asked whether the project should be actualized. 

 

After clicking Yes, the wizard starts. Upon this action a backup ZIP file of your project will be created. The ZIP 

file is created in the project folder and is named as the project file. If an archive file with this name already exists 

or cannot be created the wizard cancels its execution. 

 

VFX Project Update Wizard renews VFX class libraries, VFX system report files and the procedure file 

Vfxfunc.prg. The table Vfxmsg.dbf in the project is merged with latest Vfxmsg.dbf table. All include files are 

newly generated. 

 

The structure of VFX tables is actualized. Newly added fields and content are automatically added. 

 

Missing files are added to the project automatically. For example these are new bitmaps files or free VFX system 

tables. 

 

With this the VFX Update Project Wizard completes its work and saves a lot of time the developers. Generally, 

the updated projects will be capable of run immediately with the new version VFX. However, the developer 

should check the project carefully and when necessary make manual adjustments. 
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The most applications have for instance a specific menu Vfxmenu. The Update Project Wizard does not know 

which menu elements the developer removed. Because of this the wizard cannot add new menu elements. 

However the menu can be fast extended with new menu element, by comparing with the menu from the 

VFX installation. 

 

Check the new Vfxmain.prg and make by hand necessary changes according your application. 

 

In former VFX versions were used public variables for all fields from tables Vfxsys.dbf and Vfxuser.dbf. Now, 

properties of an object are used instead. 

 

Example: 

 
Old: gu_myFeld New: goUser.myFeld 

Old: gs_myFeld New: goSystem.myFeld 

 

You can find all usages of gu_ and gs_ with the VFP 9 Code Reference Tool and easy and fast change all 

occurrences. 
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14. VFX Builders and Wizards for Documentation 

14.1. PDM – Project Documenting 

With VFX is delivered a special for VFX developers Project and Database Documenting Tool PDM. The PDM 

can be started from VFX menu option Project, Project Documenting. It creates fully automatically a complete 

technical documentation. The documentation is created in HTML format and contains many cross references. 
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15. Other VFX Builders and Wizards 

15.1. VFX – Menu Designer 

VFX Menu-Designer (VMD) is a tool for quick development of menus. The VMD is a visual designer where 

while development, the menu is shown in same way, as it will look like later at run-time. The VMD makes menu 

development simpler and allows you to set all menu properties, contrariwise of the VFP Menu-Designer, that 

does not support all menu properties. You can create multilingual menus by marking the check box in the Create 

New Menu dialog or later - by clicking correspondent button in the toolbar or choosing the option in the menu. 

 

 
 

A menu contained in a VFX project can be opened with the VMD directly from the VFP-Project Manager. 

Alternatively menus can be opened also from the VMD using the Open button in the toolbar or using the 

appropriate menu option. In the Opening Dialog you can chose between the menu types mnx and vmx. If a menu, 

which was not edited with the VMD, is opened, it is automatically converted into the .vmx format.  

 

The open menu can be edited visually. Man can add and delete elements and edit properties for the particular 

elements. 

 

New menu pads can be added by clicking on the right arrow of the last pad in menu bar. Thus can be added a 

popup. You can add new bar in the popup By clicking on the down arrow at the bottom of the popup. 

 

A menu bar or menu pad can be deleted when element has the focus. Use Menu option Delete or press Ctrl+Del 

to delete current element. 
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Some properties of the elements can be set visually: 

 

 
 

 

- Prompt text 

 

Prompt text could be set for each element directly in design panel when the focus is on the respective element. In 

the settings panel Prompt text box is used only for information which is the active element in the design panel.  

 

- Key text 

 

The key text is used to show the user the Hot key or key combination for the element. It should correspond to the 

Hot key or key combination, chosen in the lower part of the VMD options panel, and is displayed in the menu at 

run-time to help users choosing relevant keys. 

 

- Check mark 

 

In order the menu element to behave as a Checkbox, it is necessary to set the property AutoMark. When, in 

addition, you mark the element by CheckMark property, the element will appear initially marked when the menu 

is loaded. For Menu element, which behaves like a Checkbox, you can write specific code that will be executed, 

when the respective menu bar automatically changes its state to marked (ActionOnMark) and when it gets  

unmarked (ActionOnUnmark). The code is edited in Standard Visual FoxPro editing window. 

 

The  code that is entered  into ActionOnMark or ActionOnUnmark, can be executed by your choice before or 

after the code that is executed in ActionOnSelect To set this behavior, choose the desired option Before 

ActionOnSelect or After ActionOnSelect from the correspondent option group. 

 

- Icon 

 

Each bar in a menu can be assigned an icon. This icon could be selected from a Visual FoxPro integrated system 

resources or another graphical file can be used. For selecting picture, is used the dialog Get picture from. It is 

invoked by clicking on the black border square for the particular menu bar element In this dialog you can choose 

between a graphical file and an icon from the VFX system resources. 
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If for a menu bar element an icon is assigned, and at the same time the element is set to behave as a checkbox, the 

icon itself serves as a check mark. When the menu bar is checked the icon is displayed sunken, and when menu 

bar is unchecked – the icon appears normal. 

 

Position of the particular menu element in the menu structure can be changed using drag and drop operation. For 

this purpose  is used “4way” button at the left part of all pads and bars. In some cases moving the elements is 

restricted: a pad element can not become a bar element and a bar element cannot become a pad element. In 

addition, it is not possible to move a bar in its child popup. 

 

Other properties of the menu elements can be set in the Properties panel. These are the font, the foreground and 

background colors, a message that will be displayed in the VFP status bar, as well as constants that will be used 

when a multi-lingual menu is developed.  All changes will be displayed in the designer in the active element.. 

 

With the button ActionOnSelect the code that will be executed when the menu element is selected, can be entered 

in an editor window. Using the button SkipFor can be entered a logical expression. When this expression 

evaluates to .T., this menu element cannot be selected. 

 

The properties that are set are always valid for the active menu element. By default, newly created child elements 

obtain properties values of their parent 

 

Font properties can be changed by clicking Font button. The Standard Windows Font Selection Dialog appears. 

In this dialog, you can select font name and font size for the element, as well as the font style. 

 

At any time can be displayed a preview for the menu, using Preview button in the toolbar or by choosing the 

option Preview from VMD-menu. 

 

When saving menu, VMD creates automatically the needed include files for language-dependant menus. The 

subsequent steps after editing menus are not required. 
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16. VFX – Task Pane 
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17. Usage and Features for End Users 
The form that is created with the VFX – Form Builder has lots of useful features. The position of the form in on 

the workspace, the size of the form (using a resizer the size of the form can be changed by the user at run-time), 

the latest active page of the Pageframe as well as Grids, Sort order, Column width will be saved personally for 

every particular user. When an user closes a form and then opens it again, the form is displayed exactly same as 

when it was closed. 

17.1. CDataFormPage Form User Interface  

The default user interface for a standard data manipulation form is the following when it is not in edit or insert 

mode: 

 

 
 

If you are in edit or insert mode, the caption of the form changes and the toolbar controls are automatically 

synchronized. 

 

NOTE: For input of large data, you can directly call Ctrl+N while already in insert mode. This allows 

incomparable fast data input for multiple records. For the same handling optimization reason, the table navigation 

keys are available also while in edit or insert mode. 
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Depending on the setting of the application class property nAutoEdit, resp. the form property lAutoEdit the user 

can start typing and the form switches to the edit mode like shown here: 

 

 
 

The buttons in the toolbar as well as the menu entries will be activated corresponding to the form‟s status. 

17.2. Gradient Backgrounds for VFX forms and page frames 

In vfxCtrl.vcx is added the class cGradBackGround. 

In this class is encapsulated the functionality which creates gradient backgrounds for a form or page object. 

Properties: 

AutoStart - If set to .F. the cGradBackground class will not start until the user calls the "Update()" method. 

Default value is .T. 

BackColor1 - Numeric, the RGB value of the starting color of the gradient background 

BackColor2 - Numeric, the RGB value of the ending color of the gradient background 

GradientMode - Numeric, 1 to 4,  the gradient type to be applied to the buttons. 

ReduceColorLevel - Numeric, automatically sets the destination color of the gradient (backColor2) ranging from 

0 (no change) to 100 (white). If left to .F., then no change is applied and the original value of BackColor2 is used 

UpdateTabColor - Logical, changes tab colors in page frames automatically, even when Themes is set. Default 

value is .T. 

Methods: 

Draw - Repaints a Form object 

Start - Starts manually the gradient background when property AutoStart = .F. 

Update(tnGradMode) – Updates background. Called automatically if some of the properties (BackColor1, 

BackColor1, GradientMode, ReduceColorLevel) is changed. 

 

Backgrounds can be set for the application and separately for a single forms or pages.  Form settings 
overwrites global settings. 

New properties are added in cFoxApp to control the backgrounds of all forms and pages in the application (Also 

available in Application Properties Wizard).  

Properties: 

nBackColor1 - RGB value of the starting color of the gradient background of all forms and form's pageframes 

(Used if nGradientMode > 0)  

nBackColor2 - RGB value of the destination color of the gradient background of all forms and form's pageframes 

(Used if nGradientMode > 0) 

nGradientMode - Gradient mode used for setting background of all forms and form's pageframes. (0 - use Form's 

settings; 1 - Horizontal; 2 - Vertical; 3 - Diagonal TopLeft -> BottomRight; 4 - BottomLeft -> TopRight). 

If nGradientMode is not 0, all forms and pages will be colored using nBackColor1 and nBackColor2.  

 

For these purpose a new properties and methods are added to cFormVFXBase to control this behavior. For forms 

BackColor property is used as start color. 

Properties: 
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nBackColor2 – RGB value of the destination color of the gradient background. 

nGradientMode – Gradient type (0 - Do not use gradient colors; 1 - Horizontal; 2 - Vertical; 3 - Diagonal 

TopLeft -> BottomRight; 4 - BottomLeft -> TopRight) 

Methods: 

SetBackColor – Sets the background of the form or form's pageframes. 

 

These properties can be set in all Form builders on Form Options page. 

Backgrounds for pages can also be set from Form builders in tabs: Edit pages, Grid page, Children. For each 

page background is generated a line of code on PageFrame‟s Init like: 
This.SetPageBackColor(tnPageNo, tnBackColor1, tnBackColor2, tnGradientMode) 

This is backword compatible with Page‟s back color functionality. Just added destination color and gradient 

mode. 

17.3. The VFX Power Grid 

In all columns in a grid an incremental searching is enabled by default. Also doubleclicking on any column 

header is a grid automatically sorts it by the correspondent column. If there is no existing index for the column, a 

temporary index will be created by VFX automatically.  

 

When it is necessary to expand search for additional column, press Ctrl key and meanwhile click on other column 

header. The consecutive sorting order is displayed in the headers trough numbers in parentheses. 

 

 
 

A double click on the column header sorts the column. The next double click toggles the sort order. 

 

After clicking in a column can be started entering of a search string. The sort order will be set on this column and 

entered string will be searched incremental. The entered string will be displayed in the status bar. 

 

 
 

Using the VFX CGrid Builder, you can define, for which columns you want to have the Incremental Search 

capability enabled. This allows your user simply to type characters, numbers or even date while in any column 

and VFX automatically sorts data by this column and positions the record pointer on the first match. During the 

Incremental Search, the searched item is displayed in the status bar and corrections can easily be made using the 

Backspace key. 

 

VFX shows the current sort order in the grid column header. The developer can choose among the following 

types of visualization:  

 

 No visualization 

 Underlining the caption 

 Visualization using different colors  
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 Visualization through p and down arrow, similar to the Windows-Explorer 

17.4. Form based on the class cTableForm 

In the forms based on the class cTableForm, the search grid and other controls are placed next to each other or 

one under another in a container. A typical cTableForm based form is the Administration of the user rights. 

 

 
 

17.5. Form based on the class cOneToManyForm 

 

 
 

The operations on the master table are identical to the standard data manipulation form. The toolbar and the 

Menu Edit apply to the master table. 
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The Child data rows are edited directly in the Grid. Only if you are in Edit- or Insert mode of the master table, 

you can write into the child grid, insert new child records or delete the currently selected child record. All 

operations on the child records are handled using the optimistic table buffering. If you select undo changes, the 

changes made to all child records of the current master record are also reverted. If you select save changes, all 

changes applied to the master record and to all child records of the current master will be saved. 

 

A click on the empty area of the child grid adds a new child record. 

 

When the child data is based on a view or on a CursorAdapter, incremental search can be performed for the child 

data. 

 

One of the most interesting features of VFX is the special Picklist control, which you can easily add to any of 

your Child Grids using the VFX - CPickTextBoxt Builder. The Picklists can be accessed in edit or insert mode. 

 

By a double-click in the CpickTextBox or by pressing the function key F9 the Picklist will be shown. 

17.6. Printing 

By default in all forms can be printed a list without need to have report prepared for this purpose. At run-time 

VFX application creates a temporary report, based on the appearance on the search page. 

 

 
 

Before printing the user can eliminate undesired columns from the columns list. The width of the columns 

corresponds to the width of the columns in the Grid. 
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VFX supports several possibilities to save the VFP 9.0 report output in files. Generated reports can now be saved 

in several new formats. The supported formats are PDF, HTML, XML, TIFF and BMP. These file types can also 

be used to create an attachment and e-mail the report. 

 

In Grid report dialog, when E-mail or Save As option is chosen, the type of generated file is selected from a 

Combobox among all available export formats. 
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If the desired format is TIFF or BMP, a group of subsequently numbered files is generated. For every page in the 

report is created a separate file. File names are generated using the file name chosen by the user and a numeric 

value representing page number. 

17.7. Sending E-Mail 

All file formats that can be exported as a report output can also be sent as an e-mail attachment. 

 

In E-Mail details dialog can be entered recipients; CC recipients, BCC recipients list and a text for e-mail body. 

The visibility of BCC Textbox is controlled by goProgram.lUseBCCReceipients. When this property is set to .T., 

it is possible to enter BCC recipients list 
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For every recipients list user can invoke the E-mail contacts dialog to select a list of e-mail addresses saved in the 

Outlook Address book. The dialog is called from the ellipsis button next to every recipients list field. 

 

 
 

After clicking OK, all addresses, selected in E-mail contacts form are passed back into correspondent recipients 

list. 
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17.8. Sending Fax 

Another feature for report output is the ability to send generated report as a fax. When the user chooses Fax 

option for report output the fax number should be entered in the textbox.  

 

The report is sent to a fax printer and the specified number is automatically used for that, without need of any 

additional actions by the end-user. 

 

VFX uses the fax application FRITZ!fax by AVM and Winfax by Symantec. VFX recognizes when one of these 

fax applications is installed. When a fax application is found, it is used for report output to the corresponding fax-

printer driver. 

 

 
 

The fax number is passed to the fax application directly by the VFX application. The end user will not meet the 

fax application dialogs. 

 

When a particular form uses an individual report file, the end-user can enter the fax number in an additional 

dialog: 
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17.9. Filtering 

The visible data scope in a form can be narrowed by setting a filter expression. For this purpose VFX provides a 

ready-to –use dialog. You can include as many fields as you need, linked with „and“ or „or“ logical clause. 

 

It is possible to combine many different search criteria. The search criteria will be saved per user and form. And 

are available to be used on the following application executions. 

 

In Search dialog the user can enter only valid values. For every chosen data type, in the Operator column, are 

available only operators which can be applied to this data type. It is possible to enter values from same data type. 

 

 
 

In the column Value are placed many controls. The property CurrentControl of this column is changed, 

depending of the data type of the field, chosen in the column Field. 

 

When a fields of Character data type is chosen, in the column Value is shown a textbox control, where can be 

entered any characters. Additionally is available an operator Contains. In this case the filter expression is created 

with $ operator. The rightmost column in the grid is used in this case to specify if string comparison will be case 

sensitive. 

 

When a Numeric fields is selected in column Field, in the column Value is shown a textbox that will allow the 

user to enter digits only. 

 

When a field of Date or Datetime data type is selected, the Inputmask of the column Value will be set 

accordingly. 

 

When a field of Logical data type is chosen, in the Combobox in the column Value can be chosen between True 

and False. In this case use does not enter a value manually. 

 

In such case it is not possible for end-user to enter non-valid value. 
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17.10. Layout 

The layout of the application created with VFX is improved with new XP style icons. New icons are developed 

for toolbar and menu entries.  

 

 
 

Users are able to change their personalized layout setting under the menu option Tools, Customize. It is possible 

to switch between large or small toolbar icon size. They can set whether tool tip texts for toolbar buttons will be 

displayed. When Show screen tips option is marked, additionally can be specified if hot keys will be displayed in 

tool tip texts. For example the hotkey combination for the button New is CTRL+N. 

 

 
 

New for layout of VFX forms is the ability to select a bitmap as background for a page in the pageframe in all 

data forms. The picture can be set in VFX – Form Builders. 

 

In VFX – Form Builders, it is also possible instead of setting background picture for a page in the pageframe, to 

define background color. 

17.11. Dockable Forms 

VFX supports dockable forms.  
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The docking behavior of forms is controlled by goProgram.nDockable property of the application object. If this 

property is set to -1, for every particular form are used its own settings. When goProgram.nDockable contains a 

value greater than -1, this value is assigned to Dockable property of all forms. 

 

 

 

NOTE: When the WindowType of the form is set to Modal, the value of the property goProgram.nDockable is 

not applied to the form. Generally, modal forms cannot be docked. 

 

The dock-status and the dock-position of a particular form is saved for every user in the resource table Vfxres.dbf. 

17.12. VFP Toolbox for end-users 

The useful toolbox functionality of VFP 9 is extended to end-users, too. The toolbox is fully integrated into 

VFX and adjusted to VFX specifics. Users can define specific text that can be easily dropped-down into text 

boxes and edit boxes in forms. Dragging an item from the toolbox dropping it into a Textbox or Editbox controls 

in a form will place the item text at the cursor position. 

 

 Similar to VFP toolbox, text items are grouped into categories. 

 

 
 

On right mouse click on Toolbox windows and choosing Customize Toolbox, categories and items can be added, 

edited and deleted. 
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For every category can be specified Category name and Help text. For Items can be entered Item name, Help text 

and Item text. 

 

Category names and Item names are shown. The correspondent Help text is displayed in an Editbox in the lower 

part of the  Toolbox window as description for the active item. The Item text is placed in the destination control 

at the cursor position. 

 

Using the buttons  and  the user can change the display sequence of the categories in the Toolbox window. 

Items can be move within category using  and  button. 

17.13. Treeview 

The class cTreeView class is now enhanced for better performance while loading. For every user, when the form 

is closed, in the resource table Vfxres.dbf is saved current state of all TreeView nodes: expanded or collapsed. On 

next opening of the form all nodes of the TreeView control are shown in the state in which they were when the 

form was closed. 

 

It is possible now, the grid report in forms based on cTreeviewForm and cTreeviewOneToMany form classes to 

be printed as a treeview structure. 

 

A context menu with New, Rename and Delete options is added to the Treeview control 

17.14. Document management with the class cDocumentManagement 

The new class CDocumentManagement is designated to maintain all kind of documents (i.e. Word, Excel, 

PowerPoint) related to application data. The CDocumentManagement class is a container that manages child 

records related to current record of main table. It allows the end-user to open related documents and also to send 

them as attachment in an e-mail. 

 

The class can easy be added to the existing forms. 
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17.15. About Dialog 

A link label is placed in the About dialog, for displaying the End-user license agreement (EULA). This link 

invokes a dialog form, where the EULA can be read and printed from. 

 

The End-user license agreement text is kept in the table in a data row with Type = "EULA" and Filename = 

"EULA_" + lcLangID (where lcLangID is the abbreviation string for the particular language). In this way it is 

possible to provide an End-user license agreement text for every language. 

17.16. Further end-user features 

- Support of the incremental search even when the field contains .NULL. 

- Localized Hotkeys for the class cpickdate and a multiline tool tip text 

- New classes: e-mail with e-mail client call, hyperlink with Internet Explorer call, numerical text box 

with calculator call, TAPI, file selector with open file dialog 

- Conform to visible =.F. for Grid-Columns for the search dialog and the print dialog 

- Progress bar by the actualization of the customer database 

- Script for download and install Adobe Acrobat reader (for PDF documents) 

- Keyboard support in the XP opening dialog 

- Drag and drop support in Mover dialog 

- Position on last viewed record when form is reopened 

- Support of the HighLightStyle property in Grids 

- Improved memo fields visualization in Grids 

- When all entries in favorites menu are deleted, the corresponding menu bar is also removed 
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18. Features for Developers 

18.1. System settings in Options Dialog 

In the Options Dialog the fields of the table Vfxsys.dbf can be edited. The programmer can also add to this table 

fields with global settings. At run-time values of all fields of Vfxsys.dbf table are available as properties of the 

global object goSystem 

18.2. Active Desktop 

The Active Desktop gives a professional look to the applications. On the otherwise empty screen are placed icons 

and options. By moving the mouse over the pictures is displays the associated menu below the pictures. In the 

menus there are underlined menu options similar to hyperlinks in the Internet Explorer, that can be simply clicked 

and an action is started. In most cases as action will be started a form. 

 

The class of the Active Desktop is in the class library Appl.vcx and according to the wish of the developer can be 

extended with any controls. 

 

 
 

The Active Desktop can be used in addition to or in place of the Open Dialog forms. 

18.3. More Functions 

Through a form property (lMore) the button More functions in the standard toolbar can be activated. In the Click 

method of this button is called the OnMore method of the active form. This method already contains a template 

code, which can be easily changed. Here is created an array containing parameters passed to the called VFXMore 

form, where in a dialog can be selected between the available functions. For example can be started Child forms. 

18.4. Mover-Dialog 

The VFX Mover dialog is an efficient control, which you can use in your applications. The VFX Mover dialog 

gets two arrays, passed as parameters. The first array contains elements available for selection. These elements 

are displayed in the left list box. The second array contains the selected elements. The second array can be 

emptied with a call from the mover dialog. The user can select any number of elements. 
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Here is an example code for the usage of the VFX Moverdialog controls in practice: 
 

LOCAL laSource[1,1], loMover 

 

*--prepare the array of all available items 

SELECT keygrp_id, keygrp_name FROM keygrp INTO ARRAY laSource 

 

*--create the mover object based on the VFX Class CMoverDialog 

loMover = CREATEOBJECT("CMoverDialog") 

*--set the caption 

loMover.Caption = CAP_KEYFIELDGEN 

*--set the property which defines which column from the array get‟s displayed 

loMover.cntMover.nColToView = 2 

*--enable multiple selections 

loMover.cntMover.lstSource.MultiSelect = .T. 

*--pass the array of all available items 

*  here you can also pass a second parameter if you want to define, which 

*  elements from the array must appear as already selected 

loMover.cntMover.SetData(@laSource) 

*--show the mover dialog 

loMover.Show() 

 

*--Result: The Public Array _gaMoverList contains the selected items, use it  

*  and release this Public Array after you have done. 

 

After the creation of the object loMover you have the complete control over it and you can change all desired 

properties and methods. 

 

NOTE: In order to obtain a detailed technical description of the VFX Class Libraries, including all properties 

and methods, please read in the VFX technical reference. 

18.5. OLE-Classes 

It is possible to use OLE automation for Word, Excel, Outlook and PowerPoint from VFX applications. The 

most important functions are available in classes. 

18.6. Debug-Mode 

Through setting a constant the application can be started in Debug mode. In Debug mode is available an 

additional menu, with which assistance the debugger can be started at any time. In addition the debuggers can be 

started by one right-click with the mouse on a form. Also the data environment window is opened. 

 

VFX uses a constant in VFX.h include file which defines whether your application runs in debug mode or not. By 

default the following code is placed in the Vfxmain.prg to call the debugmode method with a true parameter to 

activate debug mode depending on _DEBUG_MODE constant setting: 

 
#ifdef _DEBUG_MODE 

  goProgram.DebugMode(.t.) 
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#endif 

 

If you don‟t want Debug Mode code execution, in the Include File VFX.h, comment the line, where the 

_DEBUG_MODE Constant is defined: 
 

… 

* #DEFINE _DEBUG_MODE  .T. 

… 

 

18.7. Delayed Instantiation 

The load time of a form essentially depends on the number of controls, which must be loaded with the form. But 

however not all controls of a form are immediately visible when a form is started. If user works with a page 

frame, first only the controls of a page are visible. The controls of the others, not visible at first pages, do not 

have to be loaded at all. Only first time when the user activates another page, the controls present at this page 

must be loaded 

 

The Delayed Instantiation is supported by VFX by the very practical function AddPageDelay(). 

 

For this purpose, all controls of a page frame must be saved in a container as a class. To accomplish this, in the 

VFP form designer, mark all controls of the current page and select Save As Class option in the menu File. The 

class should be stored in the class library Appl.vcx. This class library is available to the developer for storing own 

classes. When saving as class, VFP automatically fills a container with the selected controls. The name of the 

class should be selected in such a way, that the reference to the form and the page of the pageframe are easily 

seen. Now the controls stored as a class can be deleted from the page frame. 

 

The function addpagedelay() is used to load the container of the form at run-time. The call must be included into 

the Activate() Event of the current page and looks in this way: 

 
AddPageDelay(thisform, this, 'x', '<Name of the class>') 

 

It is recommended first to develop and test a form without Delayed Instantiation. If the form is nearly finished, it 

can be reorganized to use Delayed Instantiation. Pay attention that references to particular controls must be 

changed. Before the conversion to Delayed Instantiation it could refer to a text box for example like this: 

 
Thisform.pgfPageframe.Page1.txtMytextbox 

 

After the conversion to Delayed Instantiation the reference looks in this way: 

 
Thisform.pgfPageframe.Page1.x.txtMytextbox 

 

The x here is the name of the container, in which are the controls of the page. 

18.8. Important VFX – Methods 

18.8.1. Form methods 

Valid 

VFX offers a Valid method on Form level. This method is always called, when the data of the form are to be 

saved. Here should be performed all validations. If this method returns the value .F., the saving procedure will 

not continue and the form remains in edit mode. The data is saved by returning of .T. 

OnMore 

With the assistance of this method it is in particular possible to call Child-forms. If you like, a ready Template-

code can be generated in the form, from the VFX - Form builder. Depending on the application, only few values 

of this method need to be adapted from the developer. 
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In the OnMore()method at run-time will be shown a Dialog, where the user can select the Child-form that will be 

called. 

Onpostinsert 

This method is called immediately after adding a new data record, before the user to receive the opportunity for 

data manipulation. 

 

Here can also be filled default values in the fields. This method also gives you possibility to assign primary key 

values. 

Onrecordmove 

Each time, when the record pointer is moved, this method is called. Here can be shown or updated, values which 

do not originate from the database. 

 

18.8.2. Methods of the Application object 

OnPreStart 

In this method can be written code that will be executed when the Start method is called. 

OnPostStart 

In this method can be written code that will be executed after the call of Start method. 

18.9. VFX primary key generation 

It is possible you not want to show the primary key of some tables to the users. But for a correct database design 

you want to use a primary key. For this and similar situations VFX offers a function, which makes possible 

generation of primary keys and operates in a multi-user environment exactly the same way, as in an client/server-

environment. 

 

The modular design of the VFX class hierarchy gives you the possibility to make modifications after inserting a 

new data record. Apart from many other functions, VFX provides a method with the name OnPostInsert(), which 

is invoked in the moment, when a new data record is added. Normally VFX provides methods for all important 

events, which are executed automatically before, during and after the event. In this case, when a new data record 

is added, the following methods are available: 

 

 OnPreInsert() 

 OnInsert() 
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 OnPostInsert() 

 

In addition, there is a property that specifies whether the user can add new data records. This property is named 

lCanInsert. 

 

NOTE: For further information please read the VFX Technical Reference. 

 

In order to generate a primary key, you could insert the following code into the OnPostInsert() method of your 

form. The code calls the function GetNewId(). The parameter specifies the table, for which the key is generated.  

 
DODEFAULT() 

REPLACE comp_id WITH GetNewId('CUSTOMER') IN customer 

 

The last generated key value is stored in the table Vfxsysid.dbf. 

18.10. Data manipulation tracking 

The Data manipulation tracking (Audit-Trail) logs changes made to the data. VFX uses trigger to determine 

changes in the data. The trigger functions are placed in all tables. 

 _audit_insert() tracks the insertion of new data record  

 _audit_update() tracks all changes 

 _audit_delete() tracks the deletion of data record 

  

An Audit-Trigger can be linked with a RI-Trigger with a logical AND: 

 
__ri_delete_parent() AND _audit_delete() 

 

 
 

On a button in the standard Toolbar can be viewed the activity log for the current data record. 

18.11. Askform 

The Ask form corresponds to a Message box, however it has an extended functionality. The Captions of the three 

(maximum) command buttons can be passed as parameters. In addition it is possible to be specified a timeout for 

the message box. When the timeout is reached without user action, is returned a value, which corresponds to 

pressing the default button. 
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An example for implementation of the function Askform() is in the form Parent.scx in the demo application 

VFX90Test. 

18.12. Progress bar 

VFX offers two different ways to indicate the progress of long lasted operations. The simple variant, realized 

with the form class cGaugeWin, displays a bar that indicates the progress.  

 

 
 

With the form Vfxmtr.scx can be represented a progress bar by indicating the remaining execution time. 

 

 
 

Examples for the use of both progress indicators are in the form Parent.scx of the demo application VFX90Test. 

18.13. Date selection 

18.13.1. cPickDate class 

The class cPickDate contains a text box for entering a date, as well as a button for calling a calendar control. 

 

 
 

For the Textbox for date selection are available the following hotkeys: 

 

+, = Next day 

-, _ Previous day 

T, t Today 

F, f The first day (beginning) of the current month 

L, l The last day of the current month 

Y, y New Year 's day 

E, e End of the year 

P, p Previous month 

N, n Next month 

 

For the calendar is used the Microsoft MonthView ActiveX control. When creating a Setup for deploying the 

application, this ActiveX control (Mscomct2.ocx) must be included also into the Setup. VFP 9 provides a Merge 

module for this. 
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18.13.2. cDatetime class 

Additionally there is the class cDatetime can be used for entering Datetime data type values. 

 

 
 

This class contains a cPickDate control for date input. All functions of the cPickDate control, as for example the 

calendars or the hotkeys, are available. 

 

You can switch to 24-hours format by using SET HOURS TO 24. This setting can be made global for all forms 

in the function formsetup() in Applfunc.prg. 

 

The control source of the class cDatetime is set in the property cControlSource. The control source must be of 

Datetime data type. 

18.14. Report selection 

 

When for a form must be printed different reports, the class cRSelection offers a suitable selection dialog. The 

available reports are  read from tables. It can be made difference between reports, which are visible for all users 

and reports, which are visible for particular user only. 

 

An example how it can be used is in the form Reports.scx in the demo application VFX90Test. 

18.15. The Microsoft Agents 

The agents are nice characters, which loosen up the use of VFX applications. 

 

 

 

   
 

In VFX80Test the form Agent.scx shows a simple example for the possible usage. 
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18.16. The VFX – Resource table 

VFX applications use a VFX Resource Table () to store all information about forms the user has opened since the 

last initialization. This information is used to set the size of the Form, the Grid layout, as well as the current Sort 

Order. 

 

VFX applications do not use the Visual FoxPro resource table Foxuser.dbf, but use the free VFX Resource Table 

Vfxres.dbf instead. 

 

Here are the settings stored on a per user basis in the VFX Resource Table. 

 

Setting Description Remark 

Position and size of the form. The user sees the forms always appearing 

exactly the same way he closed it. 

Personal Form Setting.  

 

Note that this also applies to the 

picklists the user called! 

Any layout changes applied to grids. The user sees the grid of any form exactly the 

way he left it. This applies to column width, as 

well as position and does not depend of the type 

of column. (this works for calculated fields, 

too). 

Personal Grid Settings.  

 

Note that this applies also to the 

picklists the user called and in the 

advanced one-to-many form with 

multiple child grids! 

Actual sort order within a Data 

manipulation form. 

The last sort order will always be restored 

automatically, regardless whether an index tag 

exists or not. If it does not exist, VFX will 

create it automatically. 

VFX creates unique named Index Files 

in the temporary Windows folder and 

deletes them when the user closes the 

form. 

 

Note that this applies also to the 

picklists the user called! 

Position and state of the form toolbar. If you have form-specific toolbars, the user sees 

them always at the same, position and docking 

state they left.  

 

Form Toolbar Hide If the user decides not to work with the form-

specific toolbar and close it, the Toolbar will not 

appear again, until the user reactivates it 

through the View/ Toolbars Menu Option. 

 

 

You can reset this VFX Resource File by clicking the Clear Resource command button from the user list form 

described earlier. This will delete all entries from the VFX Resource File.  

18.17. The Include Files 

 

Since include files play an important role in VFX Application Development, let‟s take a look what types of 

Include Files VFX uses: 

 
Include File Included by Language 

specific 

Content/Description 

FoxPro.h VFX.H No Standard FoxPro Definitions. 

FoxPro_Reporting.h VFX.H No Reporting constants for in VFP. 

ReportListeners.h VFX.H No Constants for the VFP ReportListener class. 

ReportListeners_Loc.h VFX.H Yes Localized texts for the VFP ReportListener class. 

UserDef.h VFX.H No Language independent Constants used in your own 

Application. 

UserMsg.h VFX.H Yes Language Specific Text for messages used in your own 

Application. Optionally generated by the VFX message 

editor, when type MESSAGE has been selected. 

UserTxt.h VFX.H Yes Language Specific Text for the about dialog, captions 

and Tooltiptext used in your own Application. 

Optionally generated by the VFX message editor, when 

type OTHER has been selected. 

VFX.h VFXMAIN.PRG No Sets the _DEBUG_MODE, _LANG_SETUP, _DBCX 

and other core constant and includes the other Include 

Files. 

Vfxdef.h VFX.H Yes Sets the ID_LANGUAGE constant and defines other 

not language specific VFX constants. 

VfxGlobal.h VFX.H Yes Constants for fields from user list and options. This file 

is used for backward compatibility with former VFX 
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versions. 

Vfxmsg.h VFX.H Yes Language Specific Messages used in VFX User 

Interface. 

Vfxoffce.h VFX.H No Used in the Office Classes Word, Excel and Outlook. 

VfxToolbox.h VFX.H Yes Contains constants for the VFP Toolbox. 

VfxTxt.h VFX.H Yes Language Specific Captions and Tooltip text used in 

VFX User Interface. 

_FrxCursor.h VFX.H Yes Constants for the VFP ReportListener class. 

 

The application wizard generates most of the constants automatically when you create a new application. You 

have to make changes in VFX.h include file, if you want to change the debugging mode and in VFXDef.h include 

file if you want to change the current language. 

 

In order to prepare Visual FoxPro for a new compiling, you must make a change in the file(s), which include the 

Include files. The command clear program in the command window deletes all compiled programs in main 

memory. Additionally the files Program\*.fxp and Menu\*.fxp under the application folder, should be deleted. 

You should include the file VFX.H into your forms, if you use constants in your forms 

18.18. OLE drag & drop 

In VFX applications OLE drag & drop is available in three different ways. By default in Grids OLE drag & drop 

is enabled. The entire content of a grid can be copied, for example to Excel with one mouse-click. 

 

When needed, it is also possible to switch OLE drag & drop for particular controls. By default this feature is 

switched off and can be set using the VFX – Application Builder into the property nOLEenableDrag of the 

application object. 

 
nOLEenableDrag=1 && 0 use form setting (default), 1 enable, 2 disable 

 

Further, it is possible to copy the data of all controls of a Page in a Pageframe into another OLE drag & drop 

capable application. This feature is also switched off by default and can be enabled, if necessary, using the VFX 

– Application Builder, changing the property nPageOLEdragdrop of the Application object. 

 
nPageOLEdragdrop=1 && 0 use form setting (default), 1 enable, 2 

disable 

18.19. Hooks 

VFX offers direct intervene within all important methods through Hooks. As example let‟s look at the OnInsert() 

method of a form. The OnInsert() method is called, if a new data record is to be added. First the method 

OnPreInsert() is called. Only if this method passes back .T. as a return value, а data record will be added. After 

adding the data record the OnPostInsert() method is called. Here can be entered data into the new data record, for 

example with the command Replace. If the OnPostInsert() method returns .F.,  a Tablerevert() is invoked and 

thereby the new data record will be immediately deleted again. 

 

An elegant way to intervene in the sequence of functions of VFX methods, without having to change the classes, 

is the use of Hooks.  

 

An Eventhook is inserted in most of VFX methods. If the Eventhooks is activated, in each Eventhook the 

function Eventhook Handler is called. As parameters to this function will be passed the name of the calling 

method, a reference on the current object and a reference on the current form. Then, through a Case construction 

can be implemented individual code. Thereby can be affected  the sequence of VFX of functions execution in 

each practically place. 

 

The concept of the Hooks was extended. So far it was possible trough a Hook to implement your own code block 

within a VFX method. Via the return value of the Hooks you could control whether the still following VFX code 

in the method should be executed further or not. The return value, which the VFX method supplied thereby, 

could not be affected and was hard predefined in VFX.  

 

Now with the extended Hooks the return value of the method of the Hook can be additionally controlled. 
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Hooks are saved in the file Vfxhook.prg. Using Hooks can be enabled in VFX – Application Builder by setting 

the property nEnableHook = 1. NEnableHook is a property of the application object. 

 

In this example the FontColor of all controls, that are disabled, is set to Black. 

 
function EventHookHandler(tcEvent, toObject, toForm) 

 local lContinue 

 lContinue = .T. 

 DO CASE 

 CASE UPPER(tcEvent)=="INIT" 

  IF PEMSTATUS(toObject,"disabledforecolor",5) 

   toObject.disabledforecolor=; 

    eval(left(rgbscheme(1,2),at(",",rgbscheme(1,2),3)-1)+")") 

   IF PEMSTATUS(toObject,"disabledbackcolor",5) 

    toObject.disabledbackcolor=; 

     eval("rgb("+substr(rgbscheme(1,2),; 

     at(",",rgbscheme(1,2),3)+1)) 

   ENDIF 

  ENDIF 

 ENDCASE 

 return lContinue 

endfunc 

18.20. Business Graph 

Statistical reports are an endless digits list, quite hard to read and analyze. The best way to demonstrate 

calculated results is to create colorful graphical presentation. The new class cBusinessGraph gives to the VFX 

developer the great chance better to represent and print application data as a graph just in few minutes.  

 

To draw the graph, MSChart ActiveX control is used and series data is read from a table or cursor. The data to be 

shown can be obtained from any cursor. Every column in the cursor is considered to be one series in the graph. It 

is supposed one of fields in the cursor to hold label texts. If you do not specify field which contains labels, all 

fields in the cursor are used as series data. Fields, containing series data, should be of numerical data type. 

Additionally you have to provide series titles, which are displayed as legend text. 

Properties 

cAliasName – Alias of the cursor, contained data series.  

 

cGraphTitle – Title for the graph. 

 

cLabelField – Name of the field which will be used to set data labels in the graph. 

 

cLegendTitles – A comma-separated list, containing series titles.  

 

lShowLegend – When the value of this property is set to .T., a legend will be displayed in the graph. 

 

nGraphType –Graph type: 

0 - 3D BAR 

1 - 2D BAR 

2 - 3D LINE 

3 - 2D LINE 

4 - 3D AREA 

5 - 2D AREA 

6 - 3D STEP 

7 - 2D STEP 

8 - 3D COMBINATION 

14 - 2D PIE 

16 - 2D XY 
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Methods 

DrawGraph – Draws the graph using provided data and control‟s settings. All series data, labels and titles are set 

accordingly control settings. All data points and legend are actualized. 

   

OnPrint – Prints a copy of the graph using the hardcopy report Hardcopy.frx.  

18.20.1. Example 

Let‟s assume a part of the application creates the cursor shown below. It is required to use it for creating a 

business graph. 

 

 
 

The class cBusinessGraph can be placed in any form. For the example data shown above should be set the 

following properties of the object: 

 
.cAliasName = "YearlySales" 

.cGraphTitle = "Yearly sales statistic" 

.cLabelField = "CategoryName" 

.cLegendTitles = "Average sale price, Maximal sale price, Minimal sale 

price" 

 

In the property cLabelField should be entered the name of the fields containing text description. In property 

cLegendTitles are listed texts, which need to be used as a legend for data series. The sequence of texts must be 

same as fields sequence in the cursor. 
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Now, calling the DrawGraph method the following graph is drawn. 

 

 

18.21. VFX – GDI Graph Builder 

This builder helps developer to set properties of cGDIGraph and cGDIGraphCustom classes. The builder is 

organized in 7 pages. At first one Data properties can be set.  

 

Data properties: 

 

Source Alias – Select name of the alias containing fields which will be used to create the chart. All cursors from 

DE are listed; 

 

Axis2 Field Name – Select field name which contains the text to be drawn in the axys opposite to the scale; 
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Legend Field Name – Select field name which contains the character values to be used as main legends of the 

Pie, Doughnut or Single bar (horizontal or vertical) charts; 

 

Hide Slice Field Name – Select field name which contains the logical values that tell if the slice of the Pie or 

Doughnut chart will be hidden or not; 

 

Detach Slice Field Name – Select field name that contains the logical values that tell if the slice of the Pie or 

Doughnut chart will be detached or not; 

 

Color Field Name – Select field name of the cursor that contains the RGB values of the custom colors for the 

chart; 

 

Charts Count – The number of Value sources; ChartsCount will receive the quantity of columns of data in your 

cursor; Changed when a row is add or delete in the grid. At least one row is needed. The grid allows to set data 

which will be used to create Fields collection of GDIGraph object. All properties of Fields collection can be set 

(FieldValue; Legend; ShowValuesOnShape; Shape; Color). 

 

At second page Chart Type and other Style properties (depending on chart type) can be set. 

 

 

Style properties: 

 

Chart Type – Select the type of chart to be drawn (1 - Pie; 2 – Doughnut; 3 – Full-stacked bars; 4 – Point; 5 – 

Lines; 6 – Area; 7 – Simple Bars; 8 – Multiple Bars; 9 – Stacked Bars; 10 – Stacked Area; 11 – 3D Bars; 12 – 

Horizontal Simple Bars; 13 – Horizontal Multiple Bars; 14 –Horizontal Stacked Bars; 15 – Horizontal Full-

Stacked Bars; 16 – Full-stacked area); 

 

For all chart types can be set: 

 

Side Legend – Determines if the side legend will be shown; 

 

Legend Position – Determines the Side Legend position relative to the chart (0 - No Legend; 1 - Vertical Top 

Left; 2 - Vertical Bottom Left; 3 - Vertical Top Right; 4 - Vertical Bottom Right; 5 - Horiz Top Left; 6 - Horiz 

Top Center; 7 - Horiz Top Right; 8 - Horiz Bottom Left; 9 - Horiz Bottom Center; 10 - Horiz Bottom Right); 

 

Values in shapes – Determines if the source values will be drawn inside the shapes of the chart; 

 

Show Percentages – Used for full-stacked charts, determines if the default Shape Legend and Tooltip text will be 

shown as Percentage (instead of values); 

 

Change color on mouse over – Determines if a shape color will be changed when the mouse is passed over it; 

 

Show Tooltips – If true, tips are shown when user moves the mouse over the chart shapes; 
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Shadow – Determines if a shadow will be drawn instead of the 3D - depth efect; Works for Bars, Pie and 

Doughnut chart types. The size of the shadow is determined by the Depth. 

 

Report Name – Select frx file which to be used when GDIGraph is printed. Default value is vfxGDIGraph. 

 

Logo file name – Select a picture, if you want a logo to be print in top left corner of the graph. Default value is 

empty (no logo printed). 

 

Pie and Doughnut properties: 

 

Donut Ratio – Determines the width of the doughnut related to its size (0.01 = full slice; 0.99 = thin); 

 

Detach Pixels – Determines the quantity of pixels that slices will detach from the center of the doughnut or pie; 

 

Anticlockwise – Determines the direction that the slices will be drawn in Pie or Doughnut charts.  

 

Show percentage as values – Determines if percentages will be shown on each slice instead of values; 

 

Detach slices on click – Allows the detachment of pie or doughnut slices on mouse click over the shapes; 

 

Detach on legend click – Allows the detachment of pie or doughnut slices on mouse click over the legend shapes; 

 

Enhanced drawing – Enables the enhancing drawing mode, when all edges are drawn separately, providing a 

better effect when transparencies are applied to the chart. 

 

Det Steps – Determines number of steps that a slice of a pie or doughnut will take till full detachment. 

 

Angle – Recalculates the needed angles, adjusting for a better visualisation when the pie has an important 

difference between width and height. 

 

Distance – The distance in percentage used to determine the center point for the gradient brush, assigning the 

point where the destination color will reach its maximum intensity. 

 

Legend Distance – The distance in percentage starting from the center of the pie or doughnut where the shape 

legends will be drawn (0.01 – Center of the pie; 1 – External border of the pie); 

 

Force Circle – Forces the Pie or doughnut shapes to be circular (with the same width and height), independent 

from the width or height of the GDIGraph container. 

 

 

Bars properties: 

 

Bar shape – Determines the shape of bar shown in chart (Rectangular, Cilynderical or Triangular); 

 

Between Bars – Determines the distance in pixels between bars; 
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Legend direction – Determines the direction of the legend that stays inside the bars shapes. (Horizontal; Vertical 

(from top to bottom); Vertical 2 (from bottom to top)); 

 

Legend alignment - Determines the alignment of the legend that stays inside the bars shapes (Default or 

centered); 

 

 

Points and Lines properties: 

 

Line Caps – For the case of plain line chart (having .Depth = 0), shows rounded caps in each line intersection 

point; 

 

Unique shape – Determines if same shape will be used in all the intersections of all lines for plain line charts; 

 

Unique Shape – Determines the shape to be used in all the intersections of all lines for plain line charts (having 

.Depth = 0). The default value is zero, that means that each line will have a different shape; 

 

Shape Width – Determines the width of shape; 

 

 

Area properties: 

 

Draw 3D line in top – When true, a cover line will be drawn on the top of the 3D Area chart; 

 

Draw borders – When true, draws borders around each Area piece. 

 

GDIGraph permits to fully configure the formatting of 8 kinds of legends. This can be done on 3td page of the 

builder.  
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Legend Types: 

 

Title – the title of the chart, that stays always at the top of the chart canvas; 

 

SubTitle – subtitle, text that is drawn immediately below the Title; 

 

ScaleLegend – the text that is drawn to show the scale values, besides the axis; 

 

ShapeLegend – the text that is drawn inside the chart shapes, or over the lines, for lines or area charts; 

 

XAxis – the main X axis text;  

 

AxisLegend2 – the secondary axis legend, and is related to the property "FieldAxis2"; 

 

YAxis – the main Y axis text;  

 

SideLegend – the text that stays in the side legends.  

 

See below the 8 objects in a chart: 

 
Legend Properties 

 

Font Name – Specifies the name of the font used to display text;  

 

FontSize – Specifies the font size for text displayed;  

 

FontBold – Specifies if the text is bold;  

 

FontItalic – Specifies if the text is italic; 

 

FontUnderline – Specifies the text is underlined;  

 

Alignment – Specifies the alignment of the text: left; center; right  
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ForeColor – Specifies the foreground color used to display text; 

 

ForeColorAlpha – Specifies the transparency (alpha channel) of the text (0 – transparent; 255 – opaque);  

 

BackColor – Specifies the RGB background color;  

 

BackColorAlpha – Specifies the transparency (alpha channel) of the background for the current object (0 – 

transparent; 255 – opaque);  

 

Caption – Specifies the text that will be shown. Can be set only for Title, SubTitle, XAxis and YAxis. For the 

other controls, this is ignored because the text is determined during the chart creation; 

 

Rotation angle – Specifies the rotation of the text (0-360). The point of rotation is determined by the alignment 

property;  

 

Rotation center – Specifies the rotation of the text (0-360). The point of rotation is at the center of the string;  

 

Hide legend when data is NULL – Specifies if legend will be hidden when data is NULL. 

 

At 4
th

 page Axes properties can be set. 

 

 
 

Axes Properties: 

 

Axis Visible – Determines if axes are drawn; 

 

Show tics on legend axis - Determines if the legend axis (axis2) will show tic marks on each legend. Used for 

Bars, Lines, Area or Point charts; 

 

Scale back lines type – Determines the background lines scale type (none; horizontal lines; vertical lines; both 

lines); 

 

Scale back bars type – Determines the background scale type (none; horizontal bars; vertical bars; both bars); 

 

Tic length - Determines the length in pixels of the tic marks used in the scales and in the legend axis. Used For 

Bars, Lines, Area or Point charts; 

 

Line width - Width in pixels of the GDI+ pen used to draw the background scale; 

 

Line style – Determines the Dash style of the GDI+ pen used to draw the background scale (Solid; Dash; Dot; 

DashDot; DashDotDot); 

 

Line color - Determines the RGB value for the line Background scale color; 
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Bar color - Determines the RGB value for the Background scale bar color; 

 

Axis color – Determines the RGB value for the Axys main color; 

 

Line ZERO color - Determines the RGB value for the color of the line of the zero scale; 

 

Lines and Bars Alpha - Determines the transparency level of the chart background bars and lines; 

 

Axis Alpha  – Determines the transparency for the Y and X axys and the background lines; 

 

Show line ZERO – Determines if the background line for the zero scale will be shown or not; 

 

At 5
th

 page Colors and background properties can be set. 

 

 
 

Colors/Background Properties:  

 

Color Type – Determines used type of color; 

 

Brush Type – Determines the type of brush used to fill the chart; 

 

BackColor – Determines the main RGB color for the current chart. For the case of a Gradient background, this 

willl be the starting color for the gradient; 

 

BackColor2 – Determines the secondary RGB color for the background of the current chart. This is the ending 

color for the gradient; 

 

Transparency (0-255) – Determines the transparency level, of the background of the chart; 

 

Chart Grad Level (-10 +10) – Used when working in Gradient Brush mode, determines the destination gradient 

color, increasing the original color to white or reducing to black. (-10 – destination color is black; 0 – solid color; 

+10 – destination color is white); 

 

Gradient Direction – Determines the direction of the gradient; 

 

Invert gradient colors – Determines if the gradient start and destination colors will be inverted; 

 

Gradient Type – Determines the type of gradient between (Sigma Bell - gradient brush that changes color starting 

from the center of the path outward to the path's boundary. The transition from one color to another is based on a 

bell-shaped curve; Triangular - gradient with a center color and a linear falloff to each surrounding color); 

 

Gradient Position – Determines the location where the gradient destination color will be in the shape; 
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At 6
th

 page Scales and Margins properties can be set. 

 

 
 

Scales/Margins properties: 

 

Global Margin – Determines the global margin width left without any drawing in the GDIGraph control. It is a 

blank space in pixels left in the 4 edges of the control: Top, Bottom, Left and Right; 

 

Top Margin – Determines the top margin left without any drawing in the GDIGraph control. It is a blank space in 

pixels left in the top side of the control; 

 

Bottom Margin – Determines the bottom margin left without any drawing in the GDIGraph control. It is a blank 

space in pixels left in the bottom side of the control; 

 

Left Margin – Determines the left margin left without any drawing in the GDIGraph control. It is a blank space in 

pixels in the left side of the control; 

 

Right Margin – Determines the right margin left without any drawing in the GDIGraph control. It is a blank 

space in pixels left in the right side of the control; 

 

Show Scales – Determines if the scale in the Axis will be shown; 

 

Scale Value –  

 

Scale Min Value – Determines the lowest value that will be displayed on the vertical axis.  If automatically 

calculated, this value will always be lower than all the values in the chart. To set it to automatic MinScale 

calculation, just set this property to the logical False (.F.); 

 

Scale Max Value – Determines the highest value that will be displayed on the vertical axis.  If automatically 

calculated, this value will always be higher than all the values in the chart. To let GDIGraph calculate 

automatically the value for the highest scale, pass the logical value .F. (false); 

 

Scale Divider – Determines the value that the scales must be divided. Useful when the values are very big, and 

scales values could be reduced to provide an easier comprehension of the chart; 

 

Horizontal bars per legend – Determines which of the tick marks on the vertical axis show legends.  A value of 1 

means every tick mark, 2 means every other one, etc.; 

 

Minimum Nr of Y Axis legend – Determines if Scale is calculated automatically, then this value is used in that 

automatic computation as it attempts to find a “nice” value when displaying the legends. The actual number of 

scale legends created will be between this value and twice this value; 

 

Automatic scale formatting – Determines if Scale Legend will be automatically set. 
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On the last page some Quality properties can be set. 

 

 
 

Quality Properties: 

 

QualitySmoothing – Specifies whether smoothing (antialiasing) is applied to lines and curves and the edges of 

filled areas; 

 

QualityCompositing – Specifies the quality level to use during compositing (0 – Default quality; 

 

QualityTextRenderingHint – Specifies the quality of text rendering; 

18.22. cGDIGraph and cGDIGraphCustom 

New classes for graphs. Similar to cBuisenessGraph but much more flexible and nice looking. 

 

Main advantages of new class: 

 Create good looking and modern charts in pure VFP; 

 Explore the power of colors, using solid, gradient and hatch brushes;  

 Transparencies; 

 3D effects; 

 Animations, detach any pie or doughnut slice on mouse click, change colors on mouse over; 

 Tooltips; 

 Control mouse events, allowing full mouse behavior customization; 

 NO ActiveX components ; 

 Easy to setup, Benefit from all the GdiPlusX drawing capabilities, allowing developer to modify the 

charts the way they like using VFX – GDI Graph Builder; 

 Easy to customize, allowing users to modify the charts the way they like (cGDIGraph custom class 

provided); 

 Easy to print, save as PDF, send as e-mail, copy to clipboard; 

 Different chart types. 
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3D Pie Chart using Gradient custom colors  

(Slice is detached, percent drawn in shapes) 

 

 
 

3D Doughnut Chart using Gradient custom colors  

(Tooltip displayed, color is changed on Mouse over) 

 

 
 

Full-Stacked Bars Charts  

(Cylynder bars) 

 

 
 

Points Chart  

(Different shapes is used, values shown in shapes) 
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Lines Chart 

(Monochrome colors) 

 

 
 

Area Chart 

(Solid colors) 

 

 
 

Simple Bars Chart 

(Random gradient colors) 

 

 
 

Multiple Bars Chart 

(Triangular bars, basic gradient colors) 
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3D Stacked Bars  

(Gradient custom colors) 

 

 
 

Stacked Area  

(Custom gradient colors) 

 

 
 

3D Bars Chart 

(Gradient colors using palette 5, cylinder bars) 

 

 
 

Horizontal Simple Bars Chart 

(Custom solid colors, cylinder bars) 
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Horizontal Multiple Bars  Chart 

(Custom gradient colors) 

 

 
 

Horiz. Stacked Bars  

(Custom solid colors) 

 

 
 

Horizontal Full-Stacked Bars Chart 

(Custom solid colors, white background) 

 

 
 

Full-Stacked Area Chart 

(with transparent solid colors) 
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Properties: 

 

aColors – ReadOnly one-dimensional array that stores information about the current colors for the chart. Useful 

when working with random colors; 

 

aCoord – Bi-dimensional array that stores information about the object that is under the mouse, like X, Y, Width, 

Height, Value, Legend, Start, Sweep, ChartIndex, RECNO(), ObjType; 

 

AlphaChannel – Determines the transparency level (255 = Opaque, 0 = Transparent). Apart from the modern 

visual effect, applying transparencies may be very important, specially for some cases when one piece 

of chart is drawn over another, such as in Area or 3D bars; 

 

AreaDrawBorders – When true, draws borders around each Area piece. Applicable only to Area chart types; 

 

Area3DTop – When true, a cover line will be drawn on the top of the 3D Area chart, as shown below; 

 

AxisAlpha  – (255 = Opaque, 0 = Transparent). Determines the transparency for the Y and X axys and the 

background lines. Useful when the background contain colors; 

 

AxisColor  – The RGB value for the Axys main color; 

 

BackColor – Specifies the main RGB color for the current chart. For the case of a Gradient background, this willl 

be the starting color for the gradient. The destination color will be defined in the BackColor2 property; 

 

BackColor2 – Specifies the secondary RGB color for the background of the current chart. This is the ending 

color for the gradient. The starting color is defined by the BackColor  property.  In order to switch to a 

solid color, you can pass a FALSE value - .F. 

 

BackColorAlpha – Determines the transparency level, of the background of the chart: (255 = Opaque (default), 0 

= Transparent ). This is useful when you need to have a big image as background for the whole chart; 

 

BackGradientMode – If using gradient background (having the property BackColor2 specified), determines the 

direction of the gradient colors as follows (0 – horizontal; 1 – vertical; 2 - diagonal 1; 3 - diagonal 2); 

 

BarLegendDirection – Numeric, the direction from the legend that stays inside the bars shapes. (0 - Horizontal 

(default); 1 - Vertical (from top to bottom); 2 - Vertical 2 (from bottom to top)); 

 

BarsPerScale – Determines which of the tick marks on the vertical axis show legends.  A value of 1 means every 

tick mark, 2 means every other one, etc.; 

 

BarsSpaceBetween – For bars chart - the distance in pixels between bars; 

 

BarType – For bars charts - the type of bar shown in chart  (0 - Rectangular shaped bars; 1 - Cilyndrical shaped 

bars; 2 - Triangular shaped bars); 

 

BrushType – Type of brush used to fill the chart (1 - Solid Colors; 2 - Gradient Colors (converts the colors using 

a scale of gradients); 3 - Monochrome Hatch brush (draws in black and white using hatch brushes to 

distinguish between the shapes)); 

 

cAddLogoFileName - File name of logo image. If not empty a logo will be printed on left top corner of chart. 

 

ChangeColorOnMouse – Determines if a shape color will be changed when the mouse is passed over it. Use the 

property SelectedShapeColor to customize the color of the shape under the mouse; 

 

ChartsCount – The number of Value sources. This is one of the most important properties to be set. ChartsCount 

will receive the quantity of columns of data in your cursor.  For example, if you plan to have a line 

chart containing 3 lines, or a MultiBars with 3 bars, the value to be passed is 3; 
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ChartRow – For Pie, Doughnut and SingleBars charts, determines which row will be used to create the chart, for 

the case when more than one sequence of data is passed. This is interesting to be used when you pass 

to GDIGraph various columns of data, and want to allow the users to switch directly between the data; 

 

ChartSum – For Pie, Doughnut and SingleBars charts, returns the sum for the current column of data when the 

readonly SingleData property is true; 

 

ChartType – Determines the type of chart to be drawn (1 - Pie; 2 – Doughnut; 3 – Full-stacked bars; 4 – Point; 5 

– Lines; 6 – Area; 7 – Simple Bars; 8 – Multiple Bars; 9 – Stacked Bars; 10 – Stacked Area; 11 – 3D 

Bars; 12 – Horizontal Simple Bars; 13 – Horizontal Multiple Bars; 14 –Horizontal Stacked Bars; 15 – 

Horizontal Full-Stacked Bars; 16 – Full-stacked area); 

 

ColorType – (0 - Basic Colors: Basic colors will be used, based in an internal list of colors available; 1 – Custom 

(default): For Single data charts, such as pies, doughnuts and single bars (horizontal or vertical), a 

specific field (or column) must be added to the main cursor, containing the RGB values for each color. 

This field name must be passed to FieldColor property durinGDIGraph initialization, (In case of other 

chart types, the custom colors need to be passed directly through the "Fields" collection, which is 

created internally using cColorContent property); 2 – Random colors; 3 – Scale of Gradients Colors 

will be defined starting from the main color, that is defined in .Fields(1).Color (or first color in 

cColorContent property). A gradient starting from the main color ending at almost white.); 

 

cReportName – Report name used to print graph. 

 

CurrIndex, CurrLegend, CurrValue, CurrRecord, CurrColumn, CurrObjType – When any mouse event is fired, 

6 properties are populated, in order to inform about the current chart and the shape that was clicked. 

Using these properties you can obtain all the information that you need about the current shape; 

 

CurrIndex – the index number to be used in the aCoord property to obtain more info about the current shape. If 

no shape was selected, the value of this property is 0 (zero); 

 

CurrValue – the value of the shape; 

 

CurrLegend – the associated legend; 

 

CurrRecno – the RECNO(), the row value from the Source alias cursor; 

 

CurrColumn – the column number from the Source alias cursor; 

 

CurrObjType – the type of object - Pie, Rect or Legend; 

 

Depth – Control the depth effect (3D level) of chart. Use the value 0 (zero) for plain charts; 

 

DonutRatio – Applicable to doughnut charts: the width of the doughnut related to its size (0.01 = full slice; 0.99 

= thin); 

 

FieldAxis2 – The name of the field that contains the text to be drawn in the axys opposite to the scale; 

 

FieldColor – The field name of the cursor that contains the RGB values of the custom colors for the chart. Note 

that the field from the source cursor must be of Numeric Type; 

 

FieldDetachSlice – The field name of the cursor that contains the logical values that tell if the slice of the Pie or 

Doughnut chart will be detached or not. Works only for Pies or Doughnut charts. Pie or doughnut 

slices can also be detached interactively, by clicking on them; 

 

FieldHideSlice – The field name of the cursor that contains the logical values that tell if the slice of the Pie or 

Doughnut chart will be hidden or not. Works only for Pies or Doughnut charts; 

 

FieldLegend – The field name of the cursor that contains the character values that contain the main legends of the 

Pie, Doughnut or Single bar (horizontal or vertical) charts; 
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FieldXAxis – The name of the field that contains the text to be drawn in the axys opposite to the scale; 

 

FontName – Specifies the name of the font used to display text in all the Legend objects available; 

 

GradientInvertColors – Determines if the gradient start and destination colors will be inverted; 

 

GradientLevel – When working in Gradient Brush mode (property BrushType = 2), determines the destination 

gradient color, increasing the original color to white or reducing to black. (-10 – destination color is 

black; 0 – solid color; +10 – destination color is white);  

 

GradientPosition – Determines the location where the gradient destination color will be in the shape. Numeric, a 

value from 0 through 1 that specifies where, along any radial from the center of the path to the path's 

boundary, the center color will be at its highest intensity. A value of 0.5 (the default) places the highest 

intensity at the center of the path; 

 

GradientShapeDirection – If using gradient brushes (Property BrushType = 2), determines the direction of the 

gradient colors as described below (0 – horizontal; 1 – vertical; 2 - diagonal 1; 3 - diagonal 2); 

 

GradientType – 0 - SigmaBell (default) - gradient brush that changes color starting from the center of the path 

outward to the path's boundary. The transition from one color to another is based on a bell-shaped 

curve; 1 - Triangular - gradient with a center color and a linear falloff to each surrounding color; 

 

LegendHideWhenNull – Determines if the associated side legend will be shown if the current value is NULL; 

 

LegendPosition – Determines the Side Legend position relative to the chart (0 - No Legend; 1 - Vertical Top 

Left; 2 - Vertical Bottom Left; 3 - Vertical Top Right; 4 - Vertical Bottom Right; 5 - Horiz Top Left; 6 

- Horiz Top Center; 7 - Horiz Top Right; 8 - Horiz Bottom Left; 9 - Horiz Bottom Center; 10 - Horiz 

Bottom Right);  

 

LineCaps – For the case of plain line chart (having .Depth = 0), shows rounded caps in each line intersection 

point; 

 

LineCapsShape – Determines the enumerated shape to be used in all the intersections of all lines for plain line 

charts (having .Depth = 0). The list of the enumerated shapes available is listed in the cShapeContent 

property. The default value is zero, that means that each line will have a different shape; 

 

Margin – Specifies the global margin width left without any drawing in the GDIGraph control. It is a blank space 

in pixels left in the 4 edges of the control: Top, Bottom, Left and Right; 

 

MarginBottom – Specifies the bottom margin left without any drawing in the GDIGraph control. It is a blank 

space in pixels left in the bottom side of the control; 

 

MarginLeft – Specifies the left margin left without any drawing in the GDIGraph control. It is a blank space in 

pixels in the left side of the control; 

 

MarginRight – Specifies the right margin left without any drawing in the GDIGraph control. It is a blank space in 

pixels left in the right side of the control; 

 

MarginTop – Specifies the top margin left without any drawing in the GDIGraph control. It is a blank space in 

pixels left in the top side of the control; 

 

MaxValue – The highest value that will be displayed on the vertical axis.  If automatically calculated, this value 

will always be higher than all the values in the chart. To let GDIGraph calculate automatically the 

value for the highest scale, pass the logical value .F. (false); 

 

MinNumberScaleLegends – If Scale is calculated automatically, then this value is used in that automatic 

computation as it attempts to find a “nice” value when displaying the legends. The actual number of 

scale legends created will be between this value and twice this value; 
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MinValue – The lowest value that will be displayed on the vertical axis.  If automatically calculated, this value 

will always be lower than all the values in the chart. To set it to automatic MinScale calculation, just 

set this property to the logical False (.F.); 

 

Multichart – Determines if more than one kind of chart is allowed to run at the same time. GDIGraph supports 

partially mixing some types of charts in the same canvas. You can create a chart, combining simple 

bars, lines and shapes at the same time; 

 

MultichartMargin – Determines if there will be a margin at the beginning and at the end of the chart. To be used 

when a Bar chart is not present, in order to obtain a better effect. 

 

oBmp – The GdiPlusX bitmap object from GDIGraph' ImageCanvas. The use is recommended for advanced 

users. It allows you to manipulate directly the Chart image surface, for example, for saving an image in 

a specific ImageFormat, applying special effects after rendering, sending to the clipboard, etc. 

(Important. This is for users that are familiarized with GdiPlusX. In order to draw in the Chart canvas, 

you'll need to use the GdiPlusX drawing commands, such as "DrawImage". GdiPlusX support is not in 

the scope of this help file.)  

 

 

oGfx – The GdiPlusX graphics object from GDIGraph' ImageCanvas. The use is recommended for advanced 

users, allows you to add drawings directly to the Chart surface;  

 

PieCompensateAngles – Recalculates the needed angles, adjusting for a better visualisation when the pie has an 

important difference between width and height. Set this to false to force circular shapes. Applicable 

only to Pie and Doughnut charts; 

 

PieDetachAnimationSteps – The quantity of steps that a slice of a pie or doughnut will take till full detachment. 

This is to be used for animation purposes. The recommended and default setting for this property is 3 

steps. That means that when you detach a slice of doughnut or pie interactively, the slice detached will 

appear in 3 different positions till it reaches the final definitive position. Notice that the whole chart 

image will be redrawn on each step. So, if you increase too much this value, it may take a long and 

undesirable time till the slice is completely detached; 

 

PieDetachPixels – For Pie and Doughnut charts, the quantity of pixels that slices will detach from the center of 

the doughnut or pie; 

 

PieDetachSliceOnClick – Allows the detachment of pie or doughnut slices on mouse click over the shapes; 

 

PieDetachSliceOnLegendClick – Allows the detachment of pie or doughnut slices on mouse click over the legend 

shapes; 

 

PieEnhancedDrawing – For Pie and Doughnut charts. Enables the enhancing drawing mode, when all edges are 

drawn separately, providing a better effect when transparencies are applied to the chart. The default 

value for this property is TRUE, and it provides a quicker drawing of the shapes; 

 

PieGradCenterAngle - The angle used to determine the center point for the gradient brush, assigning the point 

where the destination color will reach its maximum intensity. 

Use this property together with PieGradCenterDistance property, to determine the exact location 

where the gradient destination color will be in the pie or doughnut shape. 

 

PieForceCircle -  Forces the Pie or doughnut shapes to be circular (with the same width and height), independent 

from the width or height of the GDIGraph container. 

Applicable only to Pie and Doughnut charts. 

 

PieGradCenterDistance - The distance in percentage used to determine the center point for the gradient brush, 

assigning the point where the destination color will reach its maximum intensity. 

The value 0 (zero) represents the center of the pie. The value 1 represents the external border. 
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Use this property together with PieGradCenterAngle property, to determine the exact location where 

the gradient destination color will be in the pie or doughnut shape. 

 

PieShowPercent - Shows the percentages on each slice instead of values when the property 

ShowValuesOnShapes is set to true. 

 

PieLegendDistance - For Pie and Doughnut charts, the distance in percentage starting from the center of the pie 

or doughnut where the shape legends will be drawn. 

   0.01 = Center of the pie  

   1 = External border of the pie 

 

PointShapeWidth - For Point and Plain Line charts, determines the width of the pen that will draw the shapes. 

 

QualityCompositing - Specifies the quality level to use during compositing 

Value Name Description 

0 Default Default quality 

1 HighSpeed High speed, low quality 

2 HighQuality High quality, low speed compositing 

3 GammaCorrected Gamma correction is used 

4 AssumeLinear Assume linear values 

 

QualitySmoothing - Specifies whether smoothing (antialiasing) is applied to lines and curves and the edges of 

filled areas. 

0 Default Specifies no antialiasing. 

1 HighSpeed Specifies no antialiasing. 

2 HighQuality Specifies antialiased rendering. 

3 None Specifies no antialiasing. 

4 AntiAlias Specifies antialiased rendering. 

 

QualityTextRenderingHint - Specifies the quality of text rendering. 

0 SystemDefault 

Each character is drawn using its glyph bitmap, with the system default 

rendering hint. The text will be drawn using whatever font-

smoothing settings the user has selected for the system. 

1 SingleBitPerPixelGridFit 
Each character is drawn using its glyph bitmap. Hinting is used to 

improve character appearance on stems and curvature. 

2 SingleBitPerPixel Each character is drawn using its glyph bitmap. Hinting is not used. 

3 AntiAliasGridFit 

Each character is drawn using its antialiased glyph bitmap with hinting. 

Much better quality due to antialiasing, but at a higher 

performance cost. 

4 AntiAlias 

Each character is drawn using its antialiased glyph bitmap without 

hinting. Better quality due to antialiasing. Stem width 

differences may be noticeable because hinting is turned off. 

5 ClearTypeGridFit 

Each character is drawn using its glyph ClearType bitmap with hinting. 

The highest quality setting. Used to take advantage of 

ClearType font features. 

 

Scale - The increment between tick marks on the vertical axis. If zero, this increment is calculated automatically 

(and will hopefully create legends that are “nice”). 

 

ScaleAutoFormat - Automatically sets the ScaleLegend.Format property. 

 

ScaleBackAlpha - Determines the transparency level of the chart background bars and lines 

 0 = Transparent  

 255 = Opaque  
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ScaleBackBarsType - Determines the background scale type, where: 

 0 = none  

 1 = horizontal bars  

 2 = vertical bars  

 3 = both  

 

ScaleBackColor - The RGB value for the Background scale bar color.  

 

ScaleBackLinesDash - The Dash style of the GDI+ pen used to draw the background scale. The accepted values 

range from 0 to 4, following the standard dash styles brought by Gdi+ 

 (0 – solid, 1 – Dash, 2 – Dot, 3 – DashDot, 4 – DashDotDot)  

 

ScaleBackLinesType - Determines the background lines scale type, where: 

 0 = none  

 1 = horizontal lines  

 2 = vertical lines  

 3 = both 

 
ScaleBackLinesWidth - Width in pixels of the GDI+ pen used to draw the background scale. 

 

ScaleDivider - Specifies the value that the scales must be divided. Useful when the values are very big, and scales 

values could be reduced to provide an easier comprehension of the chart. 

 

ScaleLineColor -The RGB value for the line Background scale color. 

 

ScaleLineZeroColor - The RGB value for the color of the line of the zero scale. 

 

SelectedShapeColor - Determines the RGB color that the shape under the mouse will be drawn if the property 

ChangeColorOnMouse is TRUE. 

 

Shadow - Determines if a shadow will be drawn instead of the 3d - depth efect. Works for Bars, Pie and 

Doughnut chart types. The size of the shadow is determined by the Depth property. 

 

ShapeMousePointer - Specifies the shape of the mouse pointer when you move the mouse over a particular shape 

of the chart at run time. Use this property to indicate changes in functionality as the mouse pointer passes over 

shapes of the chart. The default value is 15 - Hand. 

 

ShapeLegendExpression - Specifies an expression that replaces the default ShapeLegend text. Allows full 

customization of the text to be drawn inside the chart shapes. Add any VFP valid expression to determine the 

text. As the shapes are dynamic, having each one a different value and origin, it is possible to know what value 

each shape contains, and in to which column and row (RECNO()) it is associated in the data cursor. 

 
Using the properties below you can obtain all the information that you need about the current shape.  

 

Property Name 
Type Description 

CurrIndex Numeric 

the index number to be used in the aCoord property index to obtain more info about 

the current shape 

if no shape was selected, the value of this property is 0 (zero) 

CurrValue Numeric the value of the shape 

CurrLegend Character the associated legend 

CurrRecno Numeric the RECNO(), the row value from the Source alias cursor 

CurrColumn Numeric the column number from the Source alias cursor 

CurrObjType Character the type of object - Pie, Rect or Legend 

 
ShowAxis - For Bars, Lines, Area or Point charts; defines if the X and Y axys will be drawn. 

mk:@MSITStore:D:/Mira/OutsourcingDevelopment/VisualExtend/FoxCharts/FoxChartsHelp.chm::/html/property_aCoord.html
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ShowLineZero - Determines if the background line for the zero scale will be shown or not. 

 

ShowAxis2Tics - For Bars, Lines, Area or Point charts; determines if the legend axis (axis2) will show tic marks 

on each legend. 

 

ShowScale - Determines if the scale in the Axis will be shown. 

 

ShowSideLegend - Determines if the side legend will be shown. 

 

ShowTips - If true, tips are shown when user moves the mouse over the chart shapes. 

 

ShowValuesOnShapes - Determines if the source values will be drawn inside the shapes of the chart. 

 

ShowValueZero - Forces display of the line for Y = 0 even if it does not fall between the minimum and maximum 

values. 

 

SingleData - ReadOnly, tells if the current chart is based on single data, eg. Pie, Doughnut, Single Bars. 

 

SourceAlias - The name of the alias that contains the needed fields that will create the chart. 

 

TicLength - For Bars, Lines, Area or Point charts; determines the length in pixels of the tic marks used in the 

scales and in the legend axis. 

 

Fields – The Fields collection object is used to group a set of properties related to a specific column. It contains 

the following properties (Color; FieldValue; Legend; Shape; ShowValuesOnShape). The color 

property for the first column of the Fields collection, Fields(1).Color, represents the RGB value of the 

color from the first column chart. This is the main color that will be used to create the gradient colors 

chart (when the property ColorType = 3). This collection is created on Init of cGDIGraph, using 

following properties: 

 

cColorContent – Comma separated List of Numeric values, the RGB value of the color to be used in the 

current "n" column; 

 

cFieldValueContent – Comma separated List of field names from the data cursor, defined in the 

SourceAlias property, that contains the numeric values that will create the chart (for “n” column). This 

is the most important property to be set in any kind of charts;  

 

cLegendContent – Comma separated List of field names from the main data cursor, defined by the 

SourceAlias property, that stores the main legends of the charts, that are shown in the side legends. The 

side legends will be shown only if the property ShowSideLegend is set to TRUE - .T.; 

 

cShapeContent – Comma separated List of shapes that will be shown for the current chart row. Applies 

to Point charts. The use of this property is not obligatory, because automatically the value is set based 

on the current chart row. GDICharts brings 11 predefined shapes (1 – closed circle; 2 – closed square; 3 

– closed triangle; 4 – plus sign; 5 – star; 6 – square with plus sign inside; 7 – open square; 8 – open 

circle with dot inside; 9 – lightning; 10 – man; 11 – dot). It is possible to use your own shapes too. 

Having some basic Gdi+ skills, you can create your own xfcGrphicsPath object, like shown below: 
 

 * Create a custom GdiPlusX shape 

 * This shape will be used only when the chart is selected to "points" 

 WITH _Screen.System.Drawing as xfcDrawing 

  LOCAL loPath as xfcGraphicsPath 

  loPath = .Drawing2D.GraphicsPath.New() 

  loPath.StartFigure() 

  LOCAL laPoints(4) 

  laPoints(1) = .Point.New(3,0) 

  laPoints(2) = .Point.New(0,3) 

  laPoints(3) = .Point.New(3,6) 

  laPoints(4) = .Point.New(6,3) 
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  loPath.AddPolygon(@laPoints) 

 ENDWITH  

 .Fields(3).Shape = loPath 

 

You can play with the above sample, changing the coordinates of the points, and even add more lines, 

by changing the size of the array and adding new destination points. 

 

cShowValuesOnShapeContent – Comma separated List of Logical values, determines if values will be 

drawn in the determined shape. Useful when you don't want to call the attention to a specific line. The 

shape legends will be shown only if the property ShowValuesOnShapes is set to TRUE - .T. 

 

Methods and Events: 
 

AfterChart – This is an event that occurs immediately after the chart is drawn, but still before the image object is 

updated. Use this when you want to draw something specific in your chart. In order to draw in the 

Chart canvas, you'll need to use the GdiPlusX drawing commands, such as DrawImage. If the property 

cAddLogoFileName is not empty, VFX automatically will print the picture in top left corner of the 

chart. You can use this feature to print watermark or your company's logo in the graph.  

 

ChangeColor(tnRGB, tnLevel) – Method that returns a darker or brighter version of the original color. Most 

recommended to obtain some destination gradient values. (tnRGB - Numeric, the source RGB color 

value; tnLevel - Numeric, from -100 to +100, where zero means no change. Negative values mean 

darker colors, and positive brighter colors). This function is used internally to calculate the destination 

colors for the gradients, but can be used by you when you need a full control over some colors.  

 

Click – Event that occurs when a user presses and releases the mouse button over the GDIGraph object. When 

Click and DblClick events are fired, 6 properties are populated, in order to inform about the current 

chart and the shape that was clicked (CurrIndex, CurrLegend, CurrValue, CurrRecord, CurrColumn, 

CurrObjType);  

 

DrawChart – Draws and updates the current chart image. DrawChart is the last method to be called after you 

setup all the chart properties;  

 

DrawReport(tnWidth, tnHeight) – Returns the FULLPATH() of physical copy of an image from the current chart 

drawn using the EMF encoder. This is most recommended for reporting purposes, because the EMF 

image format is vectorial, allowing a perfect resizement of the chart image in the report designer 

surface (try resizing to 500%) or even in a PDF output. (tnWidth, tnHeight – Optional, send the 

dimensions of the EMF to be created. Useful for the case when you need to redraw the chart in a 

different size from the original GDIGraph obejct);  

 

GetChartProperties (tnType, tlWrapper) – Returns the properties and values used to create the current chart. It 

can then be pasted into a program to re-create the chart, or saved as is for later execution (tnType 1 - 

Returns all properties; 2 - Returns the Non default properties; 3 - Returns properties since last call to 

SaveChartProperties method; tlWrapper - to include code around it ... WITH / ENDWITH);  

GetScaleLegend (tnScaleNumber, tnValue) – Returns legends to be used in vertical scale. (tnScaleNumber – 0 

corresponds to the highest scale legend; -1, returns the value to be used in determining the width of 

the scale legends);  

 

GetScaleValue(tnScaleNumber) – Returns the value for the N-th tick mark on the vertical axis. (tnScaleNumber 

– 0 corresponds to the highest tick mark on the axis. It is then increment (by 1) for all the tick marks 

on the axis);  

 

SaveChartProperties – Used in conjuction with GetChartProperties method. Saves a copy of the current 

properties for a chart so that they can be compared with later changes. Subsequent call to 

.GetChartProperties(3) then shows only those properties changed since;  

 

SaveToFile(tcFile, tnQuality) – Saves the current chart to a file in the image format compatible with Gdi+: Bmp, 

Png, Jpeg, Gif, Tiff and Emf. tcFile, tnQuality, where (tcFile - character, the destination file name. 
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Make sure to add the extension, otherwise the chart will be saved in PNG format; tnQuality - 

numeric, determines the image quality to be used when a JPEG file is saved. From 0 (low quality) to 

100 (best quality)). For full control while saving, or for using some specific encoders, you can access 

the "oBmp" property of GDIGraph and use the GdiPlusX commands available for the bitmap object.  

Just send the file name as a parameter, and GDIGraph will save the current chart based on the file 

extension;  

 

ShapeMouseEnter(nButton, nShift, nXCoord, nYCoord, tnValue, tcLegend, tnCoordIndex) – Event that occurs 

when a user moves the mouse over an object. The values from the parameters nButton, nShift, 

nXCoord and nYCoord are exactly the same passed when any other kind of Mouse event occurs. 

Additional parameters added by GDIGraph, that will allow you to obtain an extra level of control on 

your chart when a user passes the mouse over a shape or portion of the chart (tnValue – Numeric, the 

value that corresponds to the shape. If the mouse is not over a shape, the returned value is logical 

FALSE, F.; tcLegend – Character, the text of the legend associated to the current shape; 

tnCoordIndex – Numeric, the index number of the current chart). When any mouse event is fired, 6 

properties are populated, in order to inform about the current chart and the shape that was clicked, 

Using these properties you can obtain all the information that you need about the current shape 

(CurrIndex, CurrLegend, CurrValue, CurrRecord, CurrColumn, CurrObjType);  

 

ShapeMouseLeave(nButton, nShift, nXCoord, nYCoord, tnValue, tcLegend, tnCoordIndex) – Event that occurs 

when a mouse cursor exits an object;  

 

ShapeMouseMove(nButton, nShift, nXCoord, nYCoord, tnValue, tcLegend, tnCoordIndex) – Event that occurs 

when a user moves the mouse into an object;  

 

ShapeToolTip(nButton, nShift, nXCoord, nYCoord, tnValue, tcLegend, tnCoordIndex, tcObjType) – Event that 

occurs immediately before the default tooltip is exibited. Use this event in order to customize the text 

that is to be shown in the tooltips;  

 

onItemClick – called when an Item from ContextMenu is selected;  

 

onPrint – Print/review chart. Pass .t. as parameter for preview, otherwise print. 2 – PDF, 1 – Email. Executes 

onPrint method of the conained form;  

 

LangSetup – Called when language is changed and application uses Runtime localization. Available only for 

cGDIGrapfCustom class.  

18.23. Toolbars 

18.23.1. Use the Main Toolbar you like 

It‟s a good practice to create a new class library file for your application (or company) specific needs. We 

prepared this for you and called it Appl.vcx. To make your live as easy as possible, we already created two 

classes within this Appl.vcx:  

 

cAppToolBar and cAppNavBar. 

 

The first is the standard toolbar and the second is one which you may use if you do not want to have the 

navigation and other buttons on the form. 

 

CAppToolBar: 

 

 
 

CAppToolBar will be used, if you are working with the VFX forms with the navigation and other buttons on the 

form. 
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CAppNavBar: 

 

 
 

CAppNavBar will be used, if you are working with the VFX forms without the navigation and other buttons on 

the form. 

 

To switch from one main toolbar to another is needed to change the values of the property cMainToolbar in the 

application class CFoxAppl in Appl.vcx: 

 

You could use the CAppToolBar or CAppNavBar toolbar class, to develop most of your office compatible 

applications. But of course, you can create also other toolbars. All you have to do is create a new class which 

inherits the CToolbar class or even the CAppToolBar or CAppNavBar class. 

 

Select New while in the project manager on the class tab or on any class library object, you will see the following 

Dialog: 

 

 
 

Class Name: Enter the name of the new class. Assume we name it CMyToolbar. 

 

Based On: Click the ellipsis button, and in the following Open Dialog, select the Class cAppToolBar (or 

cAppNavBar)  from the VFX Class Library Appl.vcx.  

 

 
 

From: The reference to the VFX Library File called Appl.vcx will automatically be displayed 

 

Store In: If your application-specific library file does not yet exist, just type in the full path and name, otherwise 

pick it using the ellipsis button (GetFile Dialog). 

 

Now, you have to modify your toolbar class. Do this using the Visual Class Designer. 
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Add a Custom button 

Visual Extend offers predefined buttons for the easy creation of toolbars. Drag the class cToolbarbutton from the 

VFX class Vfxctrl.vcx onto your toolbar and adapt the following properties and methods of the newly added 

command button: 

 

Click Event: Add the command which you want to execute, whenever this command button will be clicked. 

Assume we want to run a Customer form. In this case we place the code 

 

goProgram.RunForm("CUSTOMER") 

 

into the Click() event. 

 

Picture: Select a BMP or ICO file to be used on your toolbar command button. 

 

Make sure to place the desired code into the Refresh() Event of every toolbar icon (or the toolbar directly) for 

proper refresh of your icons. If you call a modal form, VFX will automatically disable all toolbar icons, but it‟s 

up to you to reactivate the toolbar icons again. This could happen with the following code in the refresh event:  

 
this.enabled = this.parent.cmdopen.enabled 

 

The above code would automatically synchronize the toolbar icon with the state of the file Open toolbar icon, 

which will always be synchronized with the actual state of the application. 

Add a Separator 

Start with a separator, which separates the last standard Icon from the first application-specific on the main 

toolbar.  

 

 
 

Use this icon from the Visual FoxPro Form Control Toolbar and drop it on your toolbar as needed. 

18.23.2. Adding a toolbar to a Form 

The possibility to add a toolbar for a form is very user-friendly. The toolbar must be based on cToolbar class and 

saved into Appl.vcx class library. 

 

The name of the toolbar is entered in a property cToolbarClass of the form. VFX invokes the toolbar 

automatically, if the form is active and it hides again when another form becomes active. Of course the state and 

the position of the toolbar are saved on a per user basis. 

 

Usually, in the Click() method of the toolbar buttons is called a method of the active form. For example: 

 
_screen.activeform.myMethod() 

 

For example, to open a Child form using a button in the toolbar, add into the toolbar a button, based on the class 

cToolbarClass. In the Click() event of the button write this code: 

 
_screen.activeform.onmore(1) 

 

This is all. Since VFX guarantees the fact that the toolbar is visible only if the correspondent form is active, we 

can be sure that _ screen.activeform exists. The OnMore() method is called within this form and receives as 

parameter a passed value 1. Thus the form is notified, that the first array element of the OnMore() method will be 

used, without activating the OnMore() Dialog 
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18.24. CWizard-Сlass 

The class cWizard makes it possible to create assistants. The user will be led step by step through the process. A 

good example for the use of the class cWizard is contained in the VFX Wizards itself. The VFX – Metadata 

Wizard is based on the class cWizard. 

 

 

18.25. CDownload class 

This class allows you to download files from the Internet. If necessary, the downloaded files can be run and 

further actions can be performed. In particular in this way can be performed application installation from the 

Internet; 

 

The class can be used for many different purposes through passing different execution macros to ExecMacro 

method. 

 

Macros are character strings that contain consecutive commands, defined in the macro language. User-defined 

macros can be developed. An example can be found in the field Install_GS in the table Vfxsys.dbf. With this 

macro the Ghostscript application is downloaded from the Internet and installed. 

 

The class uses the Internet site URL, stored into the goProgram.cConnectionCheckURL property, to check if 

there is an existing Internet connection. If necessary, a Dial-Up connection will be automatically established. 

When there are no dial-up network entries, a new entry will be created. The connection information can be 

predefined by the developer. If necessary, in a dialog, user can  change the phone number to be dialed, user name 

and password to access the network resources. 

Properties 

LastErrorNo – This property contains the number of the last error (in case some were encountered). It can be 

used to check what the reason for the latest raised error is 

 

LastErrorText – When an error occurs, the description text for the error is stored in this property 

Methods 

ExecMacro (vcMacro, lnNoRun) 

 

vcMacro – Macro-language script to be executed 

 

lnNoRun – When this property is set to .T. the downloaded file will not be run 
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18.25.1. Macro language commands 

„D:“ URL  

The downloaded file will be searched at this internet address. This command automatically runs the 

downloaded file, after successful download, if lnNoRun parameter is set to .F. 

 

 „C:“ nTimeOut; lPartial; lTopLevelForm; lResultOnError; SearchedString 

Waits while the window with caption SearchedString appears 

 

nTimeOut – Timeout in seconds – when the expected form does not appear within this timeframe, a 

timeout error will be generated 

 

lPartial – when the value of this parameter is .T., it is enough to find searched string as a part of a 

window‟s caption. When the value of the parameter is .F., this specifies that the window‟s caption 

must match exact searched string. 

 

lTopLevelForm – When the value of this parameter is .T., the string is searched only in the caption of 

the top-level forms. 

 

lResultOnError – With this parameter is controlled the behavior of the script, in case the form is not 

found within the given timeout period. If the existence of that form is significant for further execution, 

then, when timeout occurs execution should be stopped. In this case the value of lResultOnError has to 

be .F. If the execution of the script can continue regardless of the fact that window did not appeared, 

the passed value should be .T. 

 

SearchedString –String that will be searched within form‟s captions. 

 

 „W:“ nTimeOut; lPartial; lTopLevelForm; lResultByError; SearchedString 

Waits until the window than contains searched string in its title is closed. 

 

nTimeOut– Timeout in seconds. When expected form does not close within it, a timeout error is 

generated 

 

lPartial – when the value of this parameter is .T., it is enough to find searched string as a part of a 

window‟s caption. When the value of the parameter is .F., this sets that the window‟s caption must 

match exact searched string. 

 

lTopLevelForm – When the value of this parameter is .T., the string is searched only in the caption of 

the top-level forms. 

 

lResultOnError – With this parameter is controlled the behavior of the script, in case the form is not 

found within the given timeout period. If the existence of that form is significant for further execution, 

then when timeout occurs execution should be stopped. In this case the value of lResultOnError has to 

be .F. If the execution of the script can continue regardless of the fact that window did not appeared, 

the passed value will be .T. 

 

SearchedString –String that will be searched in form‟s captions. 

 

„X:“ 

Closes the top level window. In advance, using “C:” command, must be ensured that the desired 

window is at top level. 

 

 „K:“ nKeyCode1; nKeyCode2; …  

Places the listed key codes into the Windows keyboard buffer 

 

 „U:“ URL 

From this internet address will be downloaded a file. The downloaded file will not be run, regardless 

of the lnNoRun parameter‟s value 
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18.25.2. Example 

Explanations for the Ghostscript Installation macro: 

 

D: ftp://mirror.cs.wisc.edu/pub/mirrors/ghost/AFPL/gs811/gs811w32.exe 

Downloads the file gs811w32.exe from the Internet and runs it afterwards. 

 

C: 30; .F.; .F.; .F.; WinZip Self-Extractor - gs811w32.exe 

Waits until window with caption “WinZip Self-Extractor - gs811w32.exe” appears. 

 

K: 43 

Sends the key code  “Enter” to the active window. This will start the files extraction. 

 

C: 60; .F.; .F.; .F.; AFPL Ghostscript Setup 

Waits until a window with caption “AFPL Ghostscript Setup” appears. 

 

K: 43 

Sends the key code “Enter” to the active window. This will start the GhostScript installation. 

 

W: 240; .F.; .F.; .F.; AFPL Ghostscript Setup Log 

Waits while the window with the caption “AFPL Ghostscript Setup Log” is opened. This window 

shows the installation process and the script execution must wait until this process finishes. 

 

C: 30; .T.; .T.; .T.; Ghostscript 

Waits until the window with the caption “Ghostscript” appears. This window shows the message that 

the Setup were finished successful. 

 

X: 

Closes the last window. 

 

With this the Ghostscript installation is completed. 

18.26. CCreatePDF class 

This class is creates report files in PDF format. It receives as parameters the alias name of the used cursor, name 

of the resultant PDF file that will be created, name of report file to be used for the report creation as well as an 

optional expression that will be used as FOR clause to filter out report data. 

 

To be able to create a file in PDF format it is necessary GhostScript and a Postscript Printer driver to be installed 

on the computer. The class checks if GhostScript is already installed. Otherwise, GhostScript will be 

automatically downloaded from the Internet and installed. The cDownload class is used to perform download 

from the Internet. In the memo field VFXSys.Install_GS is a placed a script, which will be used Ghostscript 

downloading and installation. Refer to the description of the class cDownload for more details. 

 

If there is no Postscript printer driver installed on the computer, the class installs the standard Windows printer 

driver according to the value stored in the goProgram.PSPrinterToInstall property. Usually, this installation does 

not need user interaction 

 

The report will be passed to the Postscript driver and the result is saved into a file. Then the Ghostscript 

transforms this postscript file into a PDF-file. 

18.27. CEmail class 

This class gives the developer the ability to send e-mails just by passing a few parameters to the method 

Send_Email_Report. In addition to this to the e-mails can be attached additional report exported files in PDF 

format. 

 

The AddAttachment method can be called as many times as needed. The alias name of your data table or view, 

name of the created file, formatting report name and optional expression to be used as FOR clause should be 

passed. Then the method Send_Email_Reports method must be called. All PDF files will be created and attached 
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to the created e-mail. Also the files, which you have previously created and passed to the AddAttachment method 

without report name and alias name parameters will be attached. 

18.28. Application update 

The possibilities for the application update at the customer side over the Internet were extended. The developer 

can define a list of the customers who are entitled to download updated application versions and to install it. This 

customer list is stored in a coded file on the web server and is downloaded before the real actualization into the 

customer's PC and is checked. Together with the customer list a version list is downloaded. The purpose  of this 

version list is to handle application update dependent on the program version currently installed at the customer 

side. 

 

Both lists can be edited from VFX menu, under Activation, Manage Application Updates option. 

 

 
 

In the column Application Version is entered the application version number. In the column Application Update 

URL is the link  to the file that need to be downloaded, in order to update that particular application version. 

 

At customer side, the actualization process executes in two steps. In the first step is executed a download script 

that downloads the customer list and the version list. The name of the file containing the customer list is 

UpdateCustomer.vfx. The version list file is named UpdateVersion.vfx. The download script for these both files 

is in the field UpdateApp in the table Vfxsys. dbf. 

 
In the second step, after both files are downloaded and decrypted, it is checked whether the user is entitled to 

update application. The download link for the updated application version according his current application 

version is obtained from the file UpdateVersion.vfx. 

18.29. VFP Toolbox for developers 

VFX supports the VFP Toolbox for developers. When a project is open, VFX libraries, used in this project, are 

added to the toolbox.  

18.30. Further development with VFP 

The entire VFX 8.0 project is based on normal VFP source code. At any time the created application can be 

developed further with VFP, even when on the developer‟s computer VFX is not installed. 
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18.31. Error handling 

In VFX is implemented an enhanced handling of run-time errors. Now the customer can send rum-time log to the 

developer by e-mail. The customer is informed about the contents of the error report. Sending the error report as 

an e-mail to the developer is the fastest way to localize and remove problems in the application. The E-mail 

address of the developer is assigned to the property goProgram.csupportemail. The value of this property can be 

changed with the VFX - Application Builder. 

18.32. Troubleshooting Guide 

Error "cap_application_title not found": The include files could not be found. Make sure that the current 

directory is the directory of the project you are working with! Tip: Try this in the command window: CD ?. Shut 

down, restart, set directory to your application directory, open project, select rebuild all and run. If you included 

your own include files, make sure to recompile your source program before you rebuild your project!  

 

Hint: Select the option "Properties" (last option in the right click menu when editing a PRG) and then in the 

dialog "Compile before saving". This guarantees that you have always recompiled PRG's as described later on in 

this guide. 

 

Changes in include files don't go through: Make a change in the file which includes the Include file, quit 

Visual FoxPro, delete the compiled FXP's, restart, select the correct project directory, rebuild your project. Tip: 

Try also the CLEAR PROGRAM command which clears all compiled programs from memory. If you make 

changes in an include file which affect a form, make sure to open the form and save it, otherwise the changes in 

the include file may not affect the form. If your include file changes do still not go through make sure to delete all 

FXP files and rebuild all again. 

 

Important! Working folder: Make sure that the current Directory is the Directory of the Project you are 

working with! Try this: CD ? 

 

NOTE: You should better use the VFX Application Manager to open and switch projects. 

 

Created forms are based on the library in another directory rather than on the (expected) library of my 

application: This is only a problem if you work simultaneously on different projects or on different versions of 

the same project. To solve incorrect links, temporarily rename the directory of your project and open all of your 

forms. Open all Forms and Classes and locate the correct library from your application when necessary and select 

save. 

 

Incremental Search and other VFX Power Grid Features do not work: Make sure you called the Grid 

Builder as described in the User Manual.  

 

Incremental Search says Feature not available: You must set the buffering mode to 3, otherwise no IDX files 

can be generated. You probably have it set to 5! 

 

OneToMany Form does not refresh the childtables when I move the record in the parent: Make sure that 

you set the OneToMany Relation correctly in the form's Data Environment! All you have to do is to drag the 

relation from the parent primary key to the child‟s foreign key. Don‟t set any other properties. Tip: Make sure 

that you did NOT set the OneToMany property of your OneToMany relation in the form's Data Environment to 

true. Setting this property to true mimics the SET SKIP TO command and therefore is NOT at all what we want... 

 

My picklist does not work with numeric fields: Make sure to set the CPickfield class property cReturnExpr to 

TRANSFORM(Field) rather than Field. The rest will work as with character fields. 

 

Changes in PRG’s do not go through: Issue CLEAR PROGRAM and retry. Or, better yet, set the edit option to 

“Compile before saving”! 

 

Project Rebuild failed: If you have some library elements in another language than the desired or have general 

concerns that the project did not recompile correctly, start the rebuild all option from the VFX application 

manager described above.  
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NOTE: The include files and the menu files must be checked manually!!! Don‟t expect a German version if the 

include files are in English. 

18.33. Further enhancements for developers 

- The VFX Builder is called when a Pageframe is selected. 

- Support of views and Cursoradapter classes by displaying the Audit Trails 

- Support of all VFX classes in Builders 

- As a separator in all VFX properties, comma or semicolon can be used alternatively  

- Additional new fields cins_time and cedt_time to the keep the last processing time 

- If readonly property is set to .T., tabstop is set to .F. automatically 

- cpickfield builder: the properties cfieldlist and cfieldtitle can be keyed up directly in a textbox in the 

Builder 

- Vfx system tables can be optionally included in a SQL Sever database. 

- New builder for Audit-Trail triggers generation. 
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19. Development Techniques 

19.1. Adding a form in the Open-Dialog 

VFX gives you a template for an Open-Dialog. Of course you can adapt this dialog to your needs or provide your 

own dialog. 

 

In addition to the Open-Dialog (Vfxfopen.scx), existing in former VFX versions, in VFX 8.0 is available a new 

Open-Dialog in Windows XP style (Vfxxpopen.scx). This new Open-Dialog in activated by default. If you wish, 

you can switch to the old Open-Dialog, using the property goProgram.lxpOpenStyle. 

 

 
 

lxpopenstyle 

 

.T. – the new Open-Dialog in the Windows-XP-style will be used. 

 

.F. – the old Open-Dialog (Vfxfopen.scx) will be used. 

 

The Group Headings in the new Open-Dialog are read from the new table field Vfxopen.groupcap. The state of 

the particular groups (expanded or collapsed) is stored for each user. 
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The File/Open-Dialog uses the table Vfxfopen.dbf. For each form the VFX – Form-Builder adds automatically a 

data record in the table Vfxfopen.dbf. Here is the structure of the table Vfxfopen.dbf: 
 

VFXFOpen-Field Description Example 

ObjectID This field is used, when the Open-Dialog Vfxfopen.scx is used. For this the 

property goprogram.lxpopenstyle  must be set to .F. Usually the VFX Open-

Dialog has two pages. (Tip: You can set the Pagecount property of the page 

frame to any value, in order to change the number of the pages in the form 

Vfxopen.scx.) If you want your form to appear on the page 1 of the page 

frame, enter in this field PAGE1. For the following pages enter PAGE2, 

PAGE3 etc. 

PAGE1 

ObjectNo Enter a number for the order sequence in the list. 1 will become the first 

element, then follows 2 etc.. The Ordering will be used on each page. 

1 

GroupCap This field is used when the Open-Dialog Vfxxpopen.scx is used. For this 

purpose the property goprogram.lxpopenstyle must be set to .T. This field 

contains a group caption. The grouping takes place according to the entries 

in field ObjectID. The GroupCap must be entered only for the first entry of a 

group. 

Contacts 

Title Enter the title, which appears in the list window. Customers 

Descr Enter a description text, which will be shown, when the user selects this 

entry. 

Address list 

Form Enter the names of the called forms. ADRE 

Parameter If you want to pass parameters to the form, you can enter them here.  

Viewlevel The user level, which is required to run the form (for example 1 = Admin, 2 

= Head user, 3 = Common user etc.) 

1 (only administrators can run this 

form) 

NewLevel The user level, which is required in order to be able to add new data records 

in the form. 

1 (only administrators can add new 

data records) 

EditLevel The user level, which is required in order to be able to edit the data records 1 (only administrators can edit the 

data records) 

Eraselevel The user level, which is required in order to be able to delete data records on 

this form. 

1 (only administrators can delete 

data records) 

Favorites This form can be added to the  Favorites menu. .T. 

PrimaryKey The Primary key used to manage the Favorites menu. ID 

FavorDescr Description for entry in the Favorites menu.  

InetLevel Access right for AFP forms 1 (only Administrators can access 

AFP-Forms) 
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20. Builders and VFX features considerations 

20.1. CursorAdapter wizard 

SQLTABLES() function used to obtain list of database tables. Returns a cursor with all available tables in the 

database. However, later user can access only tables, which belong to his schema 

20.2. Upsizing wizard 

Upsizing wizard should be enlarged to convert VFP database objects to DB/2 

A possible difficulties may arise when in VFP database are created  two indexes on the same field in a table using 

different VFP expressions, like: 
LOWER(LEFT(kdstrasse,7)) 

UPPER(kdstrasse) 

(goma.dbc, mag.dbf, Gothaer project) 

When these two indexes are upsized to MS SQL Server the functions are removed, as far as SQL Server does not 

support index expressions. In that case in SQL Server database are created two identical indexes with different 

names. This is not possible in DB2 UDB. In such case in DB2 database only the first index will be created. 

FillDatadictForConnection() function uses SQLTABLES() to creates a cursor with info about database and 

tables. However when executin the function toward DB2 database, table names are retrieved, but the column 

Table_Cat contains only NULL values Instead of Database name. A workaround can be retrieving database name 

from the connection string. 

ReadSQLTables() function uses bracketed identifiers. It must be changed to appropriate delimiter, depending on 

database engine type. 

20.3. Client database update 

Now the table Datadict holds structure information in SQL Server specific format. In order to support DB/2, it 

will be necessary in Metadata wizard to add functionality to gather structure information in DB/2 specific format 

and in application to add functionality to apply DB/2 structure information toward DB/2 database. 
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21. Ribbon Bar 
To use Ribbon bar is needed to set cFoxApp.nMenuAndToolbar = 2 and Rebuild the project. 

 

The Ribbon Bar shows the Main Menu, Main Tollbar and Opem Form in a view similar to Office 2007 toolbars. 

 

 
 

The Open form is loaded as first Home page. The Groups are shown as different containers. 

The main Menus are shown as different pages. The File menu is loaded in Start Form which is opened from big 

circle button (Main button). The main toolbar is loaded as quickbar, on the left side of the Application caption.  

 

 
 

In the Start Form, the File Menu is shown on the left site, in the right site are loaded Last opened items (Recent 

Items). 

When the mouse pass over a menu items which is marked to have submenus, the submenu is loaded over Recent 

Items as shown in the picture: 

 

 
 

The Ribbon Bar can be resized. If the contents of the page is more wide as the screen, a mover pictures are 

shown in the right, left or both sides of the page. These movers moves the contents to left or to right so it can be 

visible. 
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The page frames (lower part of Ribbon Bar) can be hiden by pressing Minimize the Ribbon from right menu.  

 

 
 

Checking Minimize the Ribbon will hide the lower part as shown in the picture: 

 

 
 

Clicking on the tab will show the lower part and give opportunity to select an item. Leaving the shown part with 

the mouse will automatically hide it. 

 

The right menu gives also a possibility to hide Quick Access Bar as shown in the picture: 

 

 
 

Pressing Alt + Underline letter selects the tab. All hot keys used with standard menu can also be used with 

Ribbon Bar (Ctrl+C, Ctrl+PgUp, etc.). 

Except this in Ribbon bar there are an additive set of Short Keys (similar to Office2007). They are shown when 

ALT+H is pressed as shown in the picture: 

 

 
These Short Keys works only when they are visible. Pressing some of the shown keys will execute the click of the 

menu item or quick item and will hide all Short Keys labels. They can also be hiden with ESC button. 

 

The main library used for realization of Ribbon Bar is vfxRibbon.vcx. Used pictures are saved in RIBBONBAR 

folder (New folder in BITMAP folder).  

 

A class is added to VfxAppl.vcx which is subclassed in Appl.vcx. 

 

Class cRibbonTbrTabMenu (cAppRibbonTbrTabMenu) 

Inherit  tbrTabMenu class of vfxRibbon.vcx.   

 

Class cRibbonBarStartMenu(cAppRibbonBarStartMenu) 
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Inherit cStartMenuDialogClass of vfxRibbon.vcx. This is the form shown from Main circle button. Here is 

loaded file menu in the left site and file submenues on right or Recent files.  

Methods: 

ShowRecentItems() - Load recent items from goProgram.aLastForm array.  

 

New method of cFoxAppl. 

ShowRibbonBarMenu() - Shows Ribbon Bar Menu. 

 

Example 

A method LoadAdditiveTabMenues() in cRibbonTbrTabMenu provides users to write there code to add theirs 

tabs and items. This method is called after loading the main tabs and items in the menu. So Users menu tabs will 

be added as last ones. 

If the user wants to add a Menu tab and Items, he must write in LoadAdditiveTabMenues method and in 

onSelectItem method. It‟s also possible to create a new method instead of onSelectItem one and to bind the 

Execute event of menu items to the new method.  

In onSelectItem method can be used cItemKey properties of menu items to identify the elements. 

This is some example code which adds a menu tab of the type: 

 
 

 

Appl.vcx; cAppRibbonTbrTabMenu 

The code in LoadAdditiveTabMenues() 
 
* An example for additive tab menues 
lcTabDescription = "\<Additive Menu Tab" 
 
* Adds a menu tab with Caption = lcTabDescription and HotKey = 'T' 
loMenu = goProgram.oMenuBar.cntTabMenu.AddMenuItem(lcTabDescription, 'A') 
lcKeyLabel = "ALT+A" 
* Adds the control in aKeyExprs array. This array is used from ProcessHotKey method 
* and envoke the Click event of tab when lcKeyLabel (ALT+A) is pressed 
This.cntTabMenu.AddItemToKeyExprsArray(loMenu, lcKeyLabel)  

loMenu.cmdMenuItem.ToolTipText = "This is an example of User tab" 
 
* Index number of ne tab 
lnTabIndex = This.cntTabMenu.pgfPopups.PageCount 
 
* Adds the first popup group 
loPopup1 = goProgram.oMenuBar.cntTabMenu.AddPopup("Messages", lnTabIndex) 
 
* Determine the number of columns in the first popup 
loPopup1.nColumns = 2  
* Deretmine the width of popup (The columns in the popup has the same width) 
* The two columns will have width = 150  
loPopup1.Width = 300  
 
* Adds the first item 
loItem = loPopup1.AddPopupItem("Message A", "NORM", "A") 
This.cntTabMenu.AddItemToKeyExprsArray(loItem, "CTRL+A") 
loItem.cPicture = "email.bmp" 
loItem.cDisabledPicture = "emaildis.bmp" 
loItem.cSkipForExp = [TYPE("_Screen.ActiveForm") = "O"] 
* Left 
loItem.Alignment = 0 
* Used as KEY ID of the menu item 

loItem.cItemKey = "MSG1" 
loItem.ToolTipText = "Displays A in message box (CTRL+A)" 
BINDEVENT(loItem, "Execute", goProgram.oMenuBar, "onItemExecute") 
 
* Adds the second item 
loItem = loPopup1.AddPopupItem("Message B", "NORM", "B") 
This.cntTabMenu.AddItemToKeyExprsArray(loItem, "CTRL+B") 
* Left 
loItem.Alignment = 0 
* Used as KEY ID of the menu item 
loItem.cItemKey = "MSG2" 
loItem.ToolTipText = "Displays B in message box (CTRL+B)"  
BINDEVENT(loItem, "Execute", goProgram.oMenuBar, "onItemExecute") 
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* Adds the Third item 
loItem = loPopup1.AddPopupItem("Message C", "NORM", "C") 
This.cntTabMenu.AddItemToKeyExprsArray(loItem, "CTRL+C") 

* Left 
loItem.Alignment = 0 
* Used as KEY ID of the menu item 
loItem.cItemKey = "MSG3" 
loItem.ToolTipText = "Displays C in message box (CTRL+C)" 
BINDEVENT(loItem, "Execute", goProgram.oMenuBar, "onItemExecute") 
 
* Adds the Fourth item 
loItem = loPopup1.AddPopupItem("Message D", "NORM", "D") 
This.cntTabMenu.AddItemToKeyExprsArray(loItem, "CTRL+D") 
* Left 
loItem.Alignment = 0 
* Used as KEY ID of the menu item 
loItem.cItemKey = "MSG4" 
loItem.ToolTipText = "Displays D in message box (CTRL+D)" 
BINDEVENT(loItem, "Execute", goProgram.oMenuBar, "onItemExecute") 
 
* Adds the second popup group 
loPopup2 = goProgram.oMenuBar.cntTabMenu.AddPopup("Wait Windows", lnTabIndex) 
loPopup2.nColumns = 1  
loPopup2.Width = 200 
* Adds the first item 
loItem = loPopup2.AddPopupItem("Wait window W", "NORM", "W") 

This.cntTabMenu.AddItemToKeyExprsArray(loItem, "CTRL+W") 
* Right 
loItem.Alignment = 1 
* Used as KEY ID of the menu item 
loItem.cItemKey = "WW1" 
loItem.ToolTipText = "Displays Wait window W (CTRL+W)" 
BINDEVENT(loItem, "Execute", goProgram.oMenuBar, "onItemExecute") 
 
* Adds the second item 
loItem = loPopup2.AddPopupItem("Wait window X", "NORM", "X") 
This.cntTabMenu.AddItemToKeyExprsArray(loItem, "CTRL+X") 
* Right 
loItem.Alignment = 1 
* Used as KEY ID of the menu item 
loItem.cItemKey = "WW2" 
loItem.ToolTipText = "Displays Wait window X (CTRL+X)"  
BINDEVENT(loItem, "Execute", goProgram.oMenuBar, "onItemExecute") 
 

Code in onSelectItem: (Appl.vcx, cAppRibbonTbrTabMenu) 
DODEFAULT() 
 
PRIVATE paUserSource 
 

AEVENTS(paUserSource, 0) 
lcItemKey = paUserSource[1].cItemKey 
 
DO CASE  
 CASE lcItemKey = "MSG1" 
  MESSAGEBOX("1. Stop", 0 + 16, This.Caption) 
 CASE lcItemKey = "MSG2" 
  MESSAGEBOX("2. Question", 0 + 32, This.Caption) 
 CASE lcItemKey = "MSG3" 
  MESSAGEBOX("3. Exclamation", 0 + 48, This.Caption) 
 CASE lcItemKey = "MSG4" 
  MESSAGEBOX("4. Information", 0 + 64, This.Caption) 
 CASE lcItemKey = "WW1" 
  WAIT WINDOW "W" 
 CASE lcItemKey = "WW2" 
  WAIT WINDOW "X" 
ENDCASE  
 
This.Refresh() 

21.1. New method of cRibbonTbrTabMenu class 

LoadFormsBarToRibbonBar() 

 

In Ribbon bar is added the possibility to load Form‟s Toolbar and Menu. 

If the property cToolbarClass is not empty, the form‟s toolbar is loaded as first group in an additive tab in Ribbon 

Toolbar Menu. It‟s visible when the form is Active. Each button from toolbar is shown as a separate item in the 

tab. The Picture, DisabledPicture, Caption are also kept. As well the functionality on Click and Refresh. 

Remark: Only CommandButtons from Form‟s toolbar are shown in Ribbon Toolbar Menu. 

If the property cMenuForm is not empty, the form menu is loaded as second group (if the form has toolbar) or as 

first group (if the form has no toolbar). It‟s visible when the form is Active. Each menu item is shown as a 
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separate item in the tab. If the menu is separate in sections, in the tab separate groups will be created. The 

Picture, Caption and Skip for clauses are also kept. As well the functionality on Select. 

As in the Menu designer there is no possibility to add more than one picture, if in the same path as the main 

picture is available disabled picture named <name of picture>dis.<extension of picture> it will be used as 

Disabled picture in Ribbon Toolbar Menu tab. 

Remark: It‟s expected Form menu to content only one pad. 

21.2. LoadAdditiveTabMenues 
A new method LoadAdditiveTabMenues() is added in cRibbonTbrTabMenu provided 

for users to write there code to Add theirs tabs and items. This method is 

called after loading the main tabs and items in the menu. So Users menu 

tabs will be added as last ones. 

If the user wants to add a Menu tab and Items, he must write in 

LoadAdditiveTabMenues method and in onSelectItem method. It‟s also possible 

to create a new method instead of onSelectItem one and to bind the Execute 

event of menu items to the new method.  

 

In onSelectItem method can be used cItemKey properties of menu items to 

identify the elements. 

 

This is some example code which adds a menu tab of the type: 

 

 
 

Appl.vcx; cAppRibbonTbrTabMenu 

Add a method LoadAdditiveTabMenues 

The code in LoadAdditiveTabMenues() 
* An example for additive tab menues 

 

lcTabDescription = "\<Additive Menu Tab" 

* Adds a menu tab with Caption = lcTabDescription and HotKey = 'T' 

loMenu = goProgram.oMenuBar.cntTabMenu.AddMenuItem(lcTabDescription, 'A') 

lcKeyLabel = "ALT+A" 

* Adds the control in aKeyExprs array. This array is used from ProcessHotKey method 

* and envoke the Click event of tab when lcKeyLabel (ALT+A) is pressed 

This.cntTabMenu.AddItemToKeyExprsArray(loMenu, lcKeyLabel)  

loMenu.cmdMenuItem.ToolTipText = "This is an example of User tab" 

 

* Index number of ne tab 

lnTabIndex = This.cntTabMenu.pgfPopups.PageCount 

 

* Adds the first popup group 

loPopup1 = goProgram.oMenuBar.cntTabMenu.AddPopup("Messages", lnTabIndex) 

 

* Determine the number of columns in the first popup 

loPopup1.nColumns = 2  

* Deretmine the width of popup (The columns in the popup has the same width) 

* The two columns will have width = 150  

loPopup1.Width = 300  

 

* Adds the first item 

loItem = loPopup1.AddPopupItem("Message A", "NORM", "A") 

This.cntTabMenu.AddItemToKeyExprsArray(loItem, "CTRL+A") 

loItem.cPicture = "email.bmp" 

loItem.cDisabledPicture = "emaildis.bmp" 

loItem.cSkipForExp = [TYPE("_Screen.ActiveForm") = "O"] 

* Left 

loItem.Alignment = 0 

* Used as KEY ID of the menu item 

loItem.cItemKey = "MSG1" 

loItem.ToolTipText = "Displays A in message box (CTRL+A)" 

BINDEVENT(loItem, "Execute", goProgram.oMenuBar, "onItemExecute") 

 

* Adds the second item 

loItem = loPopup1.AddPopupItem("Message B", "NORM", "B") 
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This.cntTabMenu.AddItemToKeyExprsArray(loItem, "CTRL+B") 

* Left 

loItem.Alignment = 0 

* Used as KEY ID of the menu item 

loItem.cItemKey = "MSG2" 

loItem.ToolTipText = "Displays B in message box (CTRL+B)"  

BINDEVENT(loItem, "Execute", goProgram.oMenuBar, "onItemExecute") 

 

* Adds the Third item 

loItem = loPopup1.AddPopupItem("Message C", "NORM", "C") 

This.cntTabMenu.AddItemToKeyExprsArray(loItem, "CTRL+C") 

* Left 

loItem.Alignment = 0 

* Used as KEY ID of the menu item 

loItem.cItemKey = "MSG3" 

loItem.ToolTipText = "Displays C in message box (CTRL+C)" 

BINDEVENT(loItem, "Execute", goProgram.oMenuBar, "onItemExecute") 

 

* Adds the Fourth item 

loItem = loPopup1.AddPopupItem("Message D", "NORM", "D") 

This.cntTabMenu.AddItemToKeyExprsArray(loItem, "CTRL+D") 

* Left 

loItem.Alignment = 0 

* Used as KEY ID of the menu item 

loItem.cItemKey = "MSG4" 

loItem.ToolTipText = "Displays D in message box (CTRL+D)" 

BINDEVENT(loItem, "Execute", goProgram.oMenuBar, "onItemExecute") 

 

* Adds the second popup group 

loPopup2 = goProgram.oMenuBar.cntTabMenu.AddPopup("Wait Windows", lnTabIndex) 

loPopup2.nColumns = 1  

loPopup2.Width = 200 

* Adds the first item 

loItem = loPopup2.AddPopupItem("Wait window W", "NORM", "W") 

This.cntTabMenu.AddItemToKeyExprsArray(loItem, "CTRL+W") 

* Right 

loItem.Alignment = 1 

* Used as KEY ID of the menu item 

loItem.cItemKey = "WW1" 

loItem.ToolTipText = "Displays Wait window W (CTRL+W)" 

BINDEVENT(loItem, "Execute", goProgram.oMenuBar, "onItemExecute") 

 

* Adds the second item 

loItem = loPopup2.AddPopupItem("Wait window X", "NORM", "X") 

This.cntTabMenu.AddItemToKeyExprsArray(loItem, "CTRL+X") 

* Right 

loItem.Alignment = 1 

* Used as KEY ID of the menu item 

loItem.cItemKey = "WW2" 

loItem.ToolTipText = "Displays Wait window X (CTRL+X)"  

BINDEVENT(loItem, "Execute", goProgram.oMenuBar, "onItemExecute") 

 

Code in onSelectItem: (Appl.vcx, cAppRibbonTbrTabMenu) 
DODEFAULT() 

 

PRIVATE paUserSource 

 

AEVENTS(paUserSource, 0) 

lcItemKey = paUserSource[1].cItemKey 

 

DO CASE  

 CASE lcItemKey = "MSG1" 

  MESSAGEBOX("1. Stop", 0 + 16, This.Caption) 

 CASE lcItemKey = "MSG2" 

  MESSAGEBOX("2. Question", 0 + 32, This.Caption) 

 CASE lcItemKey = "MSG3" 

  MESSAGEBOX("3. Exclamation", 0 + 48, This.Caption) 

 CASE lcItemKey = "MSG4" 

  MESSAGEBOX("4. Information", 0 + 64, This.Caption) 

 CASE lcItemKey = "WW1" 

  WAIT WINDOW "W" 

 CASE lcItemKey = "WW2" 

  WAIT WINDOW "X" 

ENDCASE  

 

This.Refresh() 

  

 

Add also this code: 

In Appl.vcx, cFoxApp 
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Method ShowRibbonBarMenu 

 
IF DODEFAULT() 

 This.oMenuBar.LoadAdditiveTabMenues() 

ELSE  

 RETURN .F. 

ENDIF 

21.3. cXPOpenCombo 

Class: 

 cXPOpenCombo – vfxappl.vcx 

 Added methods: 

- EnableCombo() – enables this combo and fills its list 

- DisableCombo() – disables this combo and makes it Visible = .F. 

- ItemExecute() – executes the currently selected item: run a form/command  

Added properties: 

 nUserLevel – this combo box is used when the user level is below this value. 

  

Properties: 

 cFoxApp.oXPOpenCombo (vfxappl.vcx) 

 

Fields: 

 (vfxfopen.dbf) TbrCboSort – N(2) 

With the new user interface changes it is possible to replace the XP open dialog in a VFX application with a 

combo box in the main toolbar. For this purpose the class cXPOpenCombo can be used.  

An object of this class can be placed in cAppNavBar (app.vcx). If it is present in the main toolbar on application 

startup, a reference to it is added in goProgram.oXPOpenCombo.  

This combo box can be used instead of XP open dialog for user levels below a certain value or all user levels. 

For this purpose the object‟s property nUserLevel is used. If this has value of 0, the combo box is used for all 

user levels. Otherwise it is used for user levels lower than its value, and for user levels above it – XP open dialog 

is used. 

What will be started is determined on goProgram.Start() and goProgram.RunForm() (for vfxopen/vfxxpopen). 

The combo is started by calling its EnableCombo() method. It is filled with data from VFXFOPEN table. To 

open this table LoadVFXFopen() is used. The combo box has two columns. Only the first column is visible and it 

stores the display names of the forms as entered in the Title field in vfxfopen table. The list is ordered by the 

values in field TbrCboSort. The second column stores the command to be executed when the item is selected. 

This is done by calling the combo‟s method ItemExecute(). It executes the command of the currently selected 

item. 

ItemExecute() is called only when an item in the combo is selected with the mouse. 

 

21.4. Small Enhancements 

Vfxxpopen and Vfxopen 

Vfxxpopen and Vfxopen dialogs use the function LoadVFXFopen() to open vfxfopen table according to current 

user level. 

 

Postscript printer driver 

If the property goProgram.lAlwaysInstallPSPrinter (default .F.) is set to .T. the printer whose name is in 

goProgram.PSPrinterToInstall is installed when a PDF is created even if other PS printers are available. The 

printer is installed if it hasn‟t already been installed. 

 

DE Builder 

The ckeckbox “Send Updates” controls the CA property SendUpdates. 

 

Manage config.vfx 

The menu entry in the application menu is available only for end-users with user level = 1. 

 

XP open dialog on Terminal Server 

The auto hide function of the XP open dialog is not active when the application is running as a terminal server 

client. The option “Auto hide XP open dialog” in Customize dialog is also disabled. 
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Class switcher 

When switching between classes and one or both are containers besides the property values of the containers the 

following properties of their main textboxes are transferred: ControlSource, InputMask, Format and 

StatusBarText. 

 

Help file 

For every form a help file can be specified different from the main help file. The file‟s name (without path) 

should be put in the form‟s cFormHelpFile property. It is opened from the same location as the main help file 

(goProgram.cHelpFile) 

 

cDateTime class 

A cDateTime control can use as a control source either a field from a cursor or a variable/property. On Init() of 

the control the type of the control source is determined and it‟s property nControlSourceMode set accordingly: 1 

(Default) for field, 2 for variable/property. This property is regarded when the value is saved to the control 

source – with Replace or direct assigning(=). 
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Onetomany Optimierung 

In onetomany forms containing child pages incremental search on grid page is very slow sometimes due to 

repeated calls to CursorRefresh of child cursor adapters. To speed this up a new feature is added in 

cdataformvfxbase class.  

Property: nRecordMoveRefreshtimeout - Interval of timer (in miliseconds) which refreshes cursors. There is also 

a property of goProgram with the same name. If goProgram. nRecordMoveRefreshtimeout is not empty the 

property of the form is overridden with the value of the property of goprogram.  

If there is a value different from 0 in the form‟s nRecordMoveRefreshtimeout property in Init of the form a timer 

is created. The timer‟s Timer event is bound to a new form method called OnRecordMoveRefresh. The 

OnRecordMoveRefresh  method contains all the code which so far was placed in OnRecordMove method.  

The idea is: if the user is typing something in the grid after each entered symbol OnRecordMove gets called. In 

OnRecordMove() method if the current active page is the grid page the timer is reset. If the user has stopped 

typing the timer‟s interval will have elapsed and the Timer() event will call OnRecordMoveRefresh() method.  In 

OnRecordMoveRefresh the timer‟s Interval is set to 0. If the form has no timer set OnRecordMove directly calls 

OnRecordMoveRefresh.  

All the code which so far was placed in OnRecordMove() method should be moved to OnRecordMoveRefresh  

to ensure proper execution when using nRecordMoveRefreshtimeout property of the form. 

21.5. Form Builder Settings 

Some specific settings which cannot be saved in form‟s properties are saved in the file VFXProjectSettings.txt.  

The file is located in the project‟s folder. 

 

An example content of the file: 

 

[FORM BUILDER] 

VERTICALSPACING=8 

MINLABELWIDTH=100 

[/FORM BUILDER] 

 

Currently in the file are saved the settings: 

-  VERTICALSPACING – vertical spacing between controls 

- MINLABELWIDTH – minimal width of labels 

The values in the file are automatically replaced with the values from the form builder when the builder is run. 

In order for the new settings to be applied when running the builder on an existing form it is necessary to select 

the checkbox “Reorder elements”. Otherwise only the values are saved in the file but the controls are not 

rearranged. 
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21.6. Save as FRX reusability 

A new functionality is added for report processing. After the ability to save the automaticaly generated reports 

(“Save report as template file”), now it‟s possible to manage the created report files: to modify the .frx file, add a 

caption and description, assign them to all users, group of users or a particular user, delete a report.  

For this purpose a new page is added in Grid Report dialog, Templates where are listed all report files visible to 

the current logged users and for the current form. 

If the user is of Admin level, the buttons Edit and Delete are provided along with “Save report as template file”.^ 

 

 
 

The Click of “Save report as template file” generates a new frx file and show Open dialog to enter a file name for 

FRX. If pressing “CTRL+V” a default name will be paste in File name control.  

 

 
 

After a file name is given, a template dialog is open. 
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In this dialog a Caption and Description can be added, also an assignment can be provided. After pressing Ok 

button a new row is added in Templates page grid. 

 

The button “Edit” opens again the Template Dialog, but this time the file name cannot be changed and if the User 

is allowed to Modify report, a button “Start VfxModifyReport.exe” is shown. 

 

 
 

The click of button Start VFXModifyReport opens the report in Report Designer window and allow to modify 

the design of report. Also Caption, Description and Assignement can be edited. 

 

The button “Delete” allow user to delete a report. The .frx and .frt file are also deleted. 

The report which is printed is the current selected from Template grid. If no reports available in Template grid or 

no one is selected, a generated report is printed. 

If the user is no with Admin level and no templates are found the page Templates is removed. 

 

For template dialog is added a new class in vfxFormBase.vcx, cTemplateDialogVfxBase which inherits 

cFilterUserSelection class from vfxForm.vcx. Also a new class is added in vfxForm.vcx, cTemplateDialog which 

inherits cTemplateDialogVfxBase. And a new scx file is added to the project vfxTemplateDialog.scx. The 

records are saved in a table vfxReports.dbf which is also new. 

 

New methods in cRepGen class: 

LoadReportTemplates() - Loads report templates data. 
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21.7. Menu designer new functionality Allowed FOR 

On Each menu item, including separator, can be set Allowed For expression which determine if the menu entry 

will be defined or no. This functionality replace RemoveUnusedMenuBars function which is no more used.  

The Allowed For expression is checked in all menu types (Standart VFP, DBi menu and Ribbon). 

All SkipFor expressions must use goProgram.onSkipMenu() instead of onSkipMenu function which is no more 

used.  

 

New methods: 

onSkipMenu() - Determine if a menu entry must be skipped or no; 

isMenuItemAllowed() - Determine if a menu entry will be defined or no. 

21.8. Class cEmailXLSAttachment 

This is a class based on cCommandButton in Vfxctrl.vcx.  

On click it creates an excel file and Attach the file to an e-mail which is created and send. VFX send e-mail 

dialog is used to take E-mails adresses, Subject and text for e-mail. 

The Excel file it‟s created with same columns as in Search grid (except fields from related tables). If the column 

is Calculated field, and in the expression there is field from related table it‟s also not included). 

The grid column headers captions are respected as well in Excel file. 

 

Methods: 

CreateFiledList()  - Creates fields which will be exported based on grid; 

SetColumnCaptions(tcFileName) - Add column captions in xls file same as in grid columns. The expected 

parameter it the xls file name. 

 

Properties: 

cExportedFields     - <<Internally used>> Contains a list of fields to be exported; 

cExportedFieldsCaptions - <<Internally used>> Select a list of exported fields captions. 
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22. Data Handling 

22.1. Data Handling conception 

One of the greatest innovations in VFX is the completely new conception of the data access. Don‟t worry, 

existing applications are fully compatible with the new data access conception. As till now, it is possible to work 

further directly with tables or views on local or Remote-data sources. 

 

The new data access is rather an additional possibility to access various data sources. VFX supports the VFP 

class CursorAdapter for data access. The VFP class CursorAdapter can be considered as a small revolution in the 

data access from VFP applications. 

 

So far, the data access in VFP and VFX always worked with the help of a DBC. Experienced programmers could 

also access data by SQL Pass-Through, but here we will not discuss this detailed. The data access through a DBC 

is well known for us and it is trustworthy and reliable. However, the data access through a DBC has also a few 

disadvantages. A DBC is nothing else than a table. The file extension is changed by DBF in DBC because it 

concerns a special table. In the DBC is kept information about the database structure and the integrity, as well as 

information about connections if working with Remote datasource. 

 

Users could manipulate the DBC data. Connection information about the Remote data source, including user 

name and password, is kept as a clear text and is fully readable if the DBC is opened, for example, with Excel. 

The idea to work without DBC has two general reasons. The connection information must be protected against 

unauthorized access and modification. The application can very easy be ported from a DBC data source to a 

remote data source. 

 

Exactly these goals can be achieved by using the CursorAdapter class. CursorAdapter objects can be added to the 

Dataenvironment in same way as tables or views. CursorAdapter class can be inherited and VFX provides the 

class cBaseDataAccess from the class library Vfxctrl.vcx. This class is a underlying class for all created 

CursorAdapter objects used in a VFX application. 

 

All handy features of VFX forms, like incremental search in grids, filter and print functionality are also available 

for forms that use CursorAdapter objects as datasource. This functionality is implemented in same way as for 

forms using tables or views. 

 

CursorAdapter object, based on the class cBaseDataAccess, uses a connection manager class, which developers 

know from former VFX versions. This ensures that all CursorAdapter objects will use one common data handler. 

This approach not only optimizes usage of data access resources, but also considers connections license policy, 

so that no redundant connections to the datasource are created. 

 

The connection specific information that will be used by the Connection Manager object is read from the file 

Config.vfx. Similar to the DBC, where can be stored connection information for more than one connection, in the 

file Config.vfx can be stored information about several connections. The connection can be created either to a 

DBC or to any remote data source using either a DSN entry or a connection string. In order to protect the file 

Config.vfx against unauthorized access, it is password encrypted. The password that is used for encryption is 

keyed up in the property goProgram.cconfigpassword and in this way is included into the compiled EXE file. 

 

Through additional entries in Config.vfx file the application can connect to different data sources by switching 

between defined data sources. The file Config.vfx can contain multiple connections definitions. When multiple 

connection definitions are saved, on application start the end-user sees a selection dialog. This feature is equal 

with the ability to specify many databases in the system table Vfxpath.dbf well know from the former VFX 

versions. 

22.2. Concept of new applications 

When with VFX is started a new application development, the new data access concept should be seriously taken 

into consideration. If the data access of the newly developed VFX application is exclusively based on the class 

cBaseDataAccess, thanks to its portability it is possible later to switch between different data sources without any 

problems. 
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In this way the application development can start with using a DBC as datasource. With VFX - CursorAdapter 

Wizard, are be created CursorAdapter classes, correspondent to every table in the database. These CursorAdapter 

classes will be used then as a datasources in all forms. 

 

This data source will not become data source for the compiled application. It is used for building CursorAdapter 

classes only. When application runs, the actual DataSource will be read from Config.vfx file. In this way you can 

set different data source for the particular end-users. 

22.2.1. Choosing the underlying class and class library 

 

 
 

If the option Generate SQL Connection String is selected, on second step it is also required to choose database 

from the list of databases which reside on the selected SQL Server. 

 

On this step are to be chosen underlying CursorAdapter class and destination library.  

 

The default values are:  

 

Class Library: Appl.vcx 

 

Parent Class Name: CAppDataAccess 

 

Destination Class Library: Appl.vcx 

 

It is also possible to set whether classes that already exist in destination class library should be overwritten by 

checking Replace existing classes option. 
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22.2.2. Choosing Tables 

 
 

Last step for building CursorAdapter classes shows a list of all tables and fields for every table. When you 

navigate trought the table list in the left grid in the dialog, in the right grid is displayed the list of fields for 

correspondent table.  

 

By default fields which are primary key for the table are marked as key fields for the crated CursorAdapter class. 

All other fields by default are marked as updateable fields. You can change these preset values accordingly. 

 

As a result the Wizard creates one CursorAdapter class, corresponding to every table in the chosen database. For 

generated classes are filled following properties: CursorSchema, Tables, SelectCmd, KeyFieldList, 

UpdatableFieldList, and UpdateNameList. 

22.3. Data access with CursorAdapter 

Builders of VFX use CursorAdapter objects in the Dataenvironment. CursorAdapter objects can be used in 

Dataenvironment in same way as local or remove views are used. 

 

In all VFX Builders and Wizards, CursorAdapter objects can be used as datasource. CursorAdapter objects can 

be used as datasource also in Picklists. 

 

VFX includes a CursorAdapter class, which ensures the base functionality, needed to access application‟s data. 

This is the class cBaseDataAccess, placed in the class library Vfxctrl.vcx. This class should be used as an 

underlying class for all CursorAdapter objects, used in the application. It ensures that the whole application uses 

one common data connection and does not create unnecessary connections. 

22.3.1. The class CBaseDataAccess 

The new cBaseDataAccess class is based on VFP CursorAdapter class, providing VFX developers with extended 

data access functionality. The class cBaseDataAccess uses common application settings and allows you to 

develop applications which can be easily ported to different data sources. The data access settings for the class 

cBaseDataAccess are saved in Config.vfx file 
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When an instance of the class cBaseDataAcess is loaded its properties are set accordingly the correspondent 

goProgram properties. The property goProgram.cDataSourceType is used as DataSourceType for the newly 

created object. If NATIVE DataSourceType is used, the class uses the database path and database name, referred 

by goProgram.cDataDir and goProgram.cMainDataBase properties. For all other values of DataSourceType, to 

obtain DataSource value is called GetConnection method of the connection manager object. The object is 

specified in cConnMgrName property. 

 

In the class library Appl.vcx is placed the class cAppDataAcess, which is an instance of the class 

cBaseDataAcess. The developer should place and additional specific settings for application data access in this 

class cAppDataAcess. 

Properties 

cConnMgrName – The name of the object which should be used as a connection manager object. This 

connection manager object is used as a DataSource for the class cBaseDataAccess. By default this is 

goProgram.oConnMgr. 

 

cExecuteAfterCursorFill – This property is aimed to contain code which needs to be executed after CursorFill 

method is executed. Here can be placed code for any necessary data processing as well as code for 

creating indexes. Using a property it is possible specify code to be executed when the object is created at 

run time. 

 

Filter – Filter expression to be applied on the retrieved data for the created cursor  

 

Order – The index tag specified here will be used for the created cursor. Index tag can be defined in the VFX – 

Data Environment Builder. 

Methods 

CreateIndexes – The code in this method is generated by the VFX - Data Environment Builder. Here are placed 

command to build needed indexes for the created cursor. This method is called immediately after 

CursorFill method  

22.4. Managing data access using the file Config.vfx 

When developing the application, the choose DataSource used in the CursorAdapter Builder refers resources, 

local for the developer‟s computer.  

 

It is not always possible the users‟ computers to use resources named in same way. For instance, the name of 

SQL Server instance on customer‟s network is always different than name of your local SQL Server running on 

your computer and used in development. 

 

Even if on the development computer and on the customer computer a SQL server database should be used, the 

name of the SQL server on both computers will be different. Hence, as a rule, on the development computer and 

on the customer computer is necessary to use different connectivity data. 

 

This is the reason at runtime not to use DataSource which were set at design time. At run time cBaseDataAccess 

class uses the object goProgram.oConnMgr - an instance of class cConnectionMgr. Settings for 

goProgram.oConnMgr object in turn, are read at run time from the file Config.vfx 

 

VFX provides an own connection-manager class to establish a connection to the datasource. This connection-

manager is instantiated as a Child object of the application object and is available through the reference 

goProgram.oConnMgr at run-time. 

 

CursorAdapter objects based on the class cBaseDataAccess use the object goProgram.oConnMgr, an instance of 

the class cConnectionMgr, to establish a connection to the datasource. The settings for the object 

goProgram.oConnMgr are read from the file Config.vfx. In this file is kept the information about the datasource 

used by the application. 
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The file Config.vfx contains data, encrypted for safety reasons, that is used to connect to the customer database, 

for example, type of the datasource, connection string and other. The password for encoding the file is stored in 

the property goProgram.cConfigPassword. VFX developers should define this password themselves. 

 

The file Config.vfx can be created by the developer and deployed along with the application. If by the start of the 

application the file Config.vfx does not contain any entries (or is corrupted), the dialog Manage Config.vfx is 

invoked and the user should define the datasource entries. 

 

Later, users with administrator's rights can edit the file Config.vfx using the menu Tools/Manage Config.vfx 

 

 
 

For every particular client you can define different DataSource type and specify corresponding VFP native 

database or ODBC connection to the database. The file Config.vfx can contain multiple records. When there are 

more than one record in it, a Client selection dialog is invoked. 

 

 

It is possible to use a connection, defined in a VFP database. For this, choose DBConnection as connection type. 

At run time the connection name is assigned to cDBCConn property of goProgram object. In the file Config.vfx 

is defined the name of database to be used for different clients. At run-time the connection information is 

retrieved from the database, specified for the currently selected client and this connection is further used to 

connect to remote data. 

 

To use ODBC connection, can be used a connection string or an existing DSN. If a Connection String option is 

chosen for DataSource type the ellipsis button can be used to invoke a dialog that helps the user to build a valid 

ODBC connection string. 

 

When DSN will be used, additionally can also be specified username and password to be used while establishing 

connection. If you do not provide username and password for the DSN and the connection requires 

authentication, a login screen will pop up asking user to enter username and password. 

 

The file Config.vfx corresponds to the table Vfxpath.dbf, known from previously VFX versions. All fields, 

included in Vfxpath.dbf table are also included in Config.vfx file 

 

In the file can be defined several entries, which access different types of datasource. Thus a user of the 

application can decide by the application start whether he wants to work with a VFP database or with different 

server databases. 

 

Through the encryption of Config.vfx file, for the VFX application is attained a security that was not achieved 

before. 
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By analogy with Vfxpath.dbf, developer can add own defined fields to Config.vfx file and use these fields later at 

run time. The button Add Column invokes a dialog window, where you can specify name and type of the field to 

be added 

 

 
 

22.5. Switching between DBC and SQL Server 

When a VFX application is so constructed that the data access is accomplished exclusively through 

CursorAdapter classes, it is possible afterwards to switch between a DBC and a SQL Server database very easily. 

 

Let‟s assume, we have developed an application that uses a DBC as a datasource. By the development we have 

ensured data access everywhere in the application occurs only through CursorAdapter classes. Now a customer 

would like to run this application with a SQL Server database. 

 

For this purpose, first it is needed to port the VFP database onto SQL Server. We can do this using the VFP 

Upsizing wizard, but also other tools, such as xCase for example, are suitable for this task. 

 

For the access to the SQL server database can be provided a DSN. However, this also brings a security risk 

because the DSN can be manipulated. It is more secure in the file Config.vfx to be chosen a connecting string for 

the data access. Thereby connection information is independent of other settings at operating system level and 

keeps all information about the data access saved within the application. 

 

The SQL Server database is installed on the server of the customers. The finished application is delivered with an 

empty Config.vfx file. In this way, the Manage Config.vfx dialog for keying up the datasources is automatically 

invoked by the application start at the customer‟s side. The connection to the SQL Server installed by the 

customer can be defined with user's name and password and it can be edited within the application. 

22.6. Forms based on views 

While the development of VFX great attention was paid to the fact that it must work both directly with VFP 

tables, and also with local views and with remote views. In particular, Views cannot have any index keys. VFX 

must also provide a temporary index file in each case, in which an ordering is needed. 

 

Views can be used as data source for every VFX Form type. It also possible to base OneToMany forms or 

Parent/Child constructions on views. The usage of views is possible with Picklists, too. Thus, an VFX application 

can be used as front-end for example  for a SQL server or other remote data sources. 

 

In most cases Views are parameterized. The parameters must be defined before querying the data of the view. For 

entering the view parameter, VFX provides the form class CAskViewArg. The Data Manipulation Form is 

created, as usual, using the VFX – Form Builder. The property lWorkOnView will be set to .T. For the view in the 

data environment the property noDataOnLoad will be set to .T. This means, that by the loading of the form the 

view will be opened without querying data. 

 

Now a form, based on the class CAskViewArg will be created. The controls, which contain fields as 

ControlSource that will be used also as view parameters, can be copied through the clipboard from the Data 

Manipulation Form, on the form based on the class CAskViewArg. In the property cviewparameter is specified 
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the name of the View parameter. For the controls could be added appropriate labels. With this the form is ready 

and can be saved. 

 

 
 

Now the form based on the class CAskViewArg must be called from the Data Manipulation Form. This happens 

on the end of the Init()-Events: 

 
do form <Form for input of the View parameter> with this 

 

It is also possible the form for input of the view parameters to be called again at run-time. If the call is made from 

a control, for example from the Click() Event of a button, the call must look in this way: 

 
do form < Form for input of the View parameter> with thisform 

 

This is all what you need to do to work with views. All further is handled by VFX. 

22.7. Multi-Client-Support 

Usually VFX – Application works with just one database, as it was set in the VFX – Application Wizard. When 

needed, it is possible to build client management feature. Therefore the property cDataDir of the application 

object cFoxAppl in Appl.vcx should be set to an empty string. 

 

When the datapath is empty, at run time the VFX Application searches for a file Config.vfx. The usage of the file 

Config.vfx is discussed above in the topic Managing data access using the file Config.vfx. When the file 

Config.vfx does not exist, VFX – Application checks for the table Vfxpath.dbf. This table must be located in same 

folder where the executable program file is. When this table has exactly one data row, will be used data path, 

stored there. If the table contains more than one row, when the application starts, a Client Selection dialog is 

invoked, for choosing desired database. 
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22.8. Updating the user’s database 

22.8.1. VFP-Databases usage 

VFX includes procedures to automatically update the database at customers side. The tables which should be 

updated, will be copied, without data, in the Update folder, under the Data folder. On next start VFX – 

Application finds out presence of the tables in the Update folder and updates the database. Free tables can also be 

updated in this way, too. On application start the database in the data folder is updated. Using this approach to 

the database can be added new tables, new fields in tables, new Indexes and new views. Also fields and tables 

that are no more used are deleted in this way. Finally all files from the Update folder.  

22.8.2. SQL Server-Database usage 

The Metadata Wizard helps you to prepare metadata definition of your currently used database structure. The 

Metadata can be used for database update at customer‟s side. 

 

 
 

Alternatively you can pick out the connection among the connections to a SQL server created in a VFP database 

or the SQL server can be manually selected.  
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The Metadata Wizard creates a table Datadict.dbf. This is a free table, where the structure of the SQL Server 

database along with constraints, user defined data types, rules, views and stored procedures is stored. The wizard 

scans existing connections in the active project and retrieves data structures for every one of them. Later, when 

the table Datadict.dbf is deployed to end-users the data structure update will use it and again scanning existing 

connections will update user‟s database structures. 

22.9. Index files 

VFX ensures optimum use of existing index keys. For the incremental search in VFX power Grids VFX 

automatically considers all existing index keys of the opened table. An index key with UPPER() clause is 

expected for character fields. For date fields is expected an index key with DTOS() clause. 

 

If VFX does not find a suitable index key, a temporary index file is created. This index file is deleted, as soon as 

the form is closed. Furthermore the index file is deleted, if the form changes into edit mode or into insert mode as 

well as by deleting data records. That is meaningful because if temporary index files are opened running 

transactions, for example as used in the RI code, would lead to VFP run-time error. VFP does not permit 

temporary index files, if you work with transactions. 

 

When transactions are used in a form, after the data manipulation the former valid index keys can be set again, if 

it is necessary. For the user it seems that the selected sorting sequence remains the same. You can set this in 

VFX – Application Builder by marking Recreate temporary index files after editing option. 

 

If in a form and in any code called from it, no transactions in the used tables are invoked and also no RI code is 

placed, you can set in VFX – Application Builder not to delete temporary index files during the data 

manipulation. For this, mark the following options: Disable clearing indexes when editing data, Disable clearing 

indexes when inserting records resp. Disable clearing indexes when deleting records. 

 

Temporary index files are deleted every time when a form. is closed 
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23. DB2 – Application programming considerations 

23.1. Data types conversion considerations 

The automatic type‟s conversion, used by Cursor adapter classes helps to overcome differences between almost 

all data types in VFP and DB/2. The only problems appear with following data types, as far as their 

correspondent types are incompatible: 
VFP/MS SQL DB2 UDB 

LOGICAL/BIT CHAR(1) bit data 

GENERAL/IMAGE BLOB 

When trying to convert a column with data type CHAR(1) bit data to VFP data type L, using the conversion 

feature in CursorAdapter class by setting Use cursor schema = .Т. and placing L as data type in the 

CursorSchema, on CursorFill execution is raised the following error : Type conversion required by the DataType 

property for field <field name> is invalid. 

For more detailed information, see: http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/library/en-

us/dv_foxhelp9/html/c101845f-d0a1-4f86-b1ba-225929032da6.asp 

23.2. SQL language syntax and semantics 

23.2.1. Column and table aliases 

In same way as in VFP and SQL Server, DB2 UDB syntax uses the AS keyword to define column aliases and 

table correlation names, as shown below: 
SELECT d.deptno AS DepartmentNo, 

e.empno AS EmployeeNo, 

e.firstnme || „ „ || lastname AS EmployeeName 

 FROM department AS d INNER JOIN employee AS e  

ON d.deptno = e.workdept 

Column names and table names, containing spaces, are enclosed in “” 

23.2.2. Functions 

Some often used functions have same names in VFP, SQL Server and DB/2 UDB 

UPPER() 

LEFT() 

RIGHT() 

LTRIM() 

RTRIM() 

23.2.3. Strings processing 

In difference of VFP and SQL Server, string cannot be concatenated using + operation. For this purpose is used 

|| or CONCAT 
SELECT d.deptno AS DepartmentNo, 

e.empno AS EmployeeNo, 

e.firstnme || „ „ || lastname AS EmployeeName 

 FROM department AS d INNER JOIN employee AS e  

ON d.deptno = e.workdept 

23.2.4. Datetime processing functions 
VFP SQL Server  DB2 UDB 

YEAR(DATETIME()) DATEPART(year, 

GETDATE()) 

YEAR(CURRENT DATE) 

QUARTER(DATETIME()) DATEPART(quarter, 

GETDATE()) 

QUARTER(CURRENT DATE) 

MONTH(DATETIME()) DATEPART(month, 

GETDATE()) 

MONTH(CURRENT DATE) 

 DATEPART(dayofyear, 

GETDATE()) 

DAY OFYEAR(CURRENT 

DATE) 

DAY(DATETIME()) DATEPART(day, GETDATE())  DAY(CURRENT DATE) 

WEEK(DATETIME()) DATEPART(week, WEEK(CURRENT TIME) 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/library/en-us/dv_foxhelp9/html/c101845f-d0a1-4f86-b1ba-225929032da6.asp
http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/library/en-us/dv_foxhelp9/html/c101845f-d0a1-4f86-b1ba-225929032da6.asp
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GETDATE())  

DOW(DATETIME()) DATEPART(weekday, 

GETDATE())  

DAYOFWEEK(CURRENT 

DATE) 

HOUR(DATETIME()) DATEPART(hour, 

GETDATE())  

HOUR(CURRENT TIME) 

MINUTE(DATETIME()) DATEPART(minute, 

GETDATE())  

MINUTE(CURRENT TIME) 

 DATEPART(second, 

GETDATE())  

SECOND(CURRENT TIME) 

 DATEPART(millisecond, 

GETDATE())  

MICROSECOND(CURRENT 

TIMESTAMP) 

23.2.5. NULL values 

In where clause for VFP, SQL Server and DB2 UDB the syntax <field name> IS NULL or <field name> IS NOT 

NULL is used in same way 

23.2.6. Unqualified columns 

SQL Server and VFP permit the use of an unqualified column wildcard (*) alongside other elements in the 

SELECT clause list. DB2 UDB adheres to the SQL standard which states that a SELECT element that contains an 

unqualified column wildcard cannot contain anything else. DB2 UDB requires these elements to be qualified (a 

sequence of t1.*, t2.*, ... where t1, t2, ... are the tables in the FROM clause). 

For example, the following query is valid in VFP and SQL Server, but not in DB2 UDB: 
SELECT e.*, * FROM employee e, jobs j WHERE e.job_id = j.job_id 

Because an unqualified column wildcard appears in the SELECT list alongside other elements, the query would 

be invalid in DB2 UDB. To convert this query, the wildcard column would need to be qualified, like the 

following modified query demonstrates: 
SELECT e.*, j.* FROM employee e, jobs j WHERE e.job_id = j.job_id 

23.2.7. SELECT INTO 

The VFP‟s SELECT INTO TABLE  and  SQL Server‟s SELECT INTO statement is completely different than DB2 

UDB‟s SELECT INTO statement. SQL Server‟s SELECT INTO statement is equivalent to a CREATE TABLE 

statement followed by an INSERT statement in DB2 UDB. Thus, the following query in SQL Server: 
SELECT * INTO t2 FROM t1 

is equivalent to the following statements in DB2 UDB: 
CREATE TABLE t2 AS (SELECT t1.* FROM 

23.2.8. ANSI joins 

Similar to VFP and SQL Server, the DB2 UDB syntax for joins is ANSI-style, with the operators: 

_ INNER 

_ LEFT [OUTER] 

_ RIGHT [OUTER] 

_ FULL [OUTER] 

VFP and SQL Server display all NULL values at the beginning of the result set when the ORDER BY or GROUP 

BY clause is included in a SELECT statement. In DB2 UDB, NULL values of a column appear last when that 

column is ordered in ascending sequence, and first when ordered in descending sequence. Although DB2 UDB 

does not provide syntax for changing the sort order of NULL values, there is a way to obtain similar results by 

using the COALESCE() function to convert NULL to an empty string. 

23.2.9. Autoincrement 

The SQL Server IDENTITY property can be specified in the table definition to provide system-generated values 

in sequence. DB2 UDB also provides an IDENTITY attribute that can be specified in the table definition. The 

syntax used in DB2 UDB differs from SQL Server and VFP. 
VFP SQL Server DB2 UDB 
 

CREATE TABLE employee (; 

empid INT AUTOINC,; 

name VARCHAR(40) NOT NULL,; 

job VARCHAR(15) NOT NULL,; 

hire_date DATETIME NOT NULL,; 

department INT NULL,; 

basic_salary DECIMAL(8,2) 

 

CREATE TABLE [employee] ( 

[empid] INT IDENTITY, 

[name] VARCHAR(40) NOT NULL, 

[job] VARCHAR(15) NOT NULL, 

[hire_date] DATETIME NOT NULL, 

[department] INT NULL, 

[basic salary] DECIMAL(8,2) 

 

CREATE TABLE employee ( 

empid INT GENERATED ALWAYS AS 

IDENTITY, 

name VARCHAR(40) NOT NULL, 

job VARCHAR(15) NOT NULL, 

hire_date TIMESTAMP NOT NULL, 

department INT, 
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NULL,; 

commission DECIMAL(8,2) NULL) 

NULL, 

[commission] DECIMAL(8,2) 

NULL) 

basic_salary DECIMAL(8,2), 

commission DECIMAL(8,2)) 

DB2 UDB only allows a single column in a table to be defined as IDENTITY. If unique sequences are required 

for additional columns, sequence objects can be used. Unlike IDENTITY columns, sequence objects are separate 

database objects and are not defined in the table definition. 

The IDENTITY_VAL_LOCAL() function can be used to retrieve the last generated identity value. Note that this 

function returns the last value used in the same unit of work. 

23.2.10. Referential constraints 

SQL Server referential constraints have two possible actions: CASCADE and NO ACTION (default). 

VFP referential constraints have three possible actions: CASCADE, RESTRICT and IGNORE (default) 

DB2 UDB referential constraint definitions have four possible actions: NO ACTION (the default), RESTRICT, 

CASCADE, and SET NULL. 

When converting to DB2 UDB, no change in syntax is required. 

23.3. Indexes 

Visual FoxPro supports the following types of index files: structural compound index (.cdx), nonstructural 

compound index (.cdx) files, and standalone index (.idx) files. The structural and nonstructural .cdx files can 

contain multiple indexes, which have names, or tags, that identify them, while the standalone .idx file contains 

only a single index.  

SQL Server uses a B-tree data structure to store clustered and non-clustered indexes. However, non-clustered 

indexes are not ordered physically according to the index keys and the leaf nodes consist of index rows rather 

than data pages. 

DB2 UDB creates indexes in a separate data structure that replicates the keys‟ values. A B+ tree data structure is 

used to store indexes. To maintain the cluster factor of a clustered index or improve it dynamically as data is 

inserted into the associated table, DB2 UDB attempts to insert new rows physically close to the rows with index 

key values in the same range. 

In both SQL Server and DB2 UDB, only one clustered index per table is permitted. In a DB2 UDB non-clustered 

index, the NONCLUSTERED clause is assumed by default. 

There is a small difference in syntax used to create the indexes. In DB2 UDB, the CLUSTERED clause proceeds 

the index definition. 
VFP SQL Server DB2 UDB 
INDEX ON author_id 

TAG author_id 

ASCENDING 

CREATE CLUSTERED INDEX 

[PK_author_id] 

ON [authors]  

( [author_id] ASC ) 

CREATE INDEX 

PK_author_id 

ON authors 

(author_id ASC) 

CLUSTER 

VFP indexed may be created based on any valid VFP expression. 

Both in SQL Server and DB2 UDB indexes cannot include expressions. It is possible to create an index on a 

single column or composite index on list of columns. 

23.4. Data access 

23.5. ActiveX Data Object (ADO) 

Generally, if the OLE DB or ODBC interfaces are used, fewer application code changes are required than if a 

native driver is used. Converting from Microsoft OLE DB to IBM OLE DB requires some change, but converting 

from Microsoft ODBC to IBM ODBC is relatively straightforward and few changes are required. 

23.6. Establishing connection 

The IBM OLE DB Provider for DB2 allows DB2 UDB to act as a resource manager for the OLE DB provider. 

Example 10-5 shows a comparison of a typical connection string between the SQL Server OLE DB driver and 

the DB2 UDB OLE DB driver. 

23.6.1. Example for OLE DB connection strings  

Microsoft OLE DB for SQL Server: 
“Provider=SQLOLEDB;Data Source=myServerName;Initial Catalog= 

myDbName;User ID= myUserName;Password= myPwd;” 
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IBM OLE DB for DB2 UDB: 
“Provider=IBMDADB2;Data Source=REDBOOK;UID=userid;PWD=password;” 

23.6.2. Example for ODBC connection strings  

SQL Server: 
DRIVER={SQL Server};SERVER= myServerName; uid=myUserName; 

pwd=myPwd;DATABASE= myDbName; 

IBM DB2 ODBC 
“driver={IBM DB2 ODBC DRIVER}; Database=myDbName; hostname=myServerName; 

port=myPortNum;protocol=TCPIP; uid=myUserName; pwd=myPwd” 

 

No significant differences in: 

Views 

Defaults 

 

 

23.7. Differences not considered in this document 

Strong type casting 

Variable assignments 

String considerations 

Case sensitivity 

Unspecified FROM clause 

Cross join 

TOP n PERCENT 

Cursors 

Built-in SQL functions except mentioned above  

Date arithmetic: 

DATEADD(day, 1, GETDATE())-> CURRENT DATE + 1 day 

DATEADD(month, 1, GETDATE()) -> CURRENT DATE + 1 month 

DATEADD(year, 1, GETDATE()) -> CURRENT DATE + 1 year 

XML processing 

Temporary tables 

Stored procedures 

User defined functions 

Triggers 

Transaction logging 

Administrative issues 

 

23.8. VFP, SQL Server and DB2 UDB data types 

 
VFP data type SQL Server data 

type 

DB2 UDB data type Range of values 

CHAR(n) CHAR(m) CHAR(n) 1 <= m<= 8000 

1 <= n <= 254 
 

VARCHAR(k) VARCHAR(m) VARCHAR(n) 1 <= m<= 8000 

1 <= n <= 32762 
1 <= k <=254 

 LONG VARCHAR(n) if n <= 32700 
bytes 

MEMO TEXT CLOB(2GB) if n <= 2 GB 
 TINYINT SMALLINT - 32768 to 

32767 

 SMALLINT SMALLINT - 32768 to 

32767 

 

INT INT 

INTEGER 

 

INT 

INTEGER 

 

- 2
31
 to (2

31
 - 

1) 
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 BIGINT BIGINT 

 

 

DECIMAL(p,s) DEC(p,s) 

DECIMAL(p,s) 

DEC(p,s) 

DECIMAL(p,s) 

- (10
31
+1) to (10

31
 

- 1) 

(p+s <= 31) 

NUMERIC(q,r) NUMERIC(p,s) NUM(p,s) 

NUMERIC(p,s) 

(p+s <= 31) 

- (10
31
+1) to (10

31
 - 1) 

(q+r <= 20) 

- (10
19
+1) to (10

20
 - 1) 

FLOAT(q,r) FLOAT(p) FLOAT(p)  

 REAL REAL  

DOUBLE DOUBLE DOUBLE PRECISION  

LOGICAL BIT CHAR(1) FOR BIT 

DATA 

0 or 1 

CHAR BINARY(n) BINARY(m) CHAR(n) FOR BIT 

DATA 
1 <= m<= 8000 

1 <= n <= 254 
VARBINARY(k) VARBINARY(m) VARCHAR(n) FOR 

BIT DATA 
1 <= m<= 8000 

1 <= n <= 32672 
1 <= k <=255 

GENERAL IMAGE BLOB(n) if n <= 2 GB 
 NTEXT DBCLOB(n) 0 <= n <= 2 GB 
 SMALLDATETIME TIMESTAPMP Jan 1, 0001 to Dec 

31, 9999 

DATETIME DATETIME TIMESTAPMP Jan 1, 0001 to Dec 

31, 9999 

 TIMESTAMP CHAR(8) FOR BIT 

DATA 

 

DATE  DATE (MM/DD/YYYY) year: 0001 to 

9999 

month: 1 to 12 

day: 1 to 31 

  TIME (HH24:MI:SS) hour: 0 to 24 

minutes: 0 to 

60 

seconds: 0 to 

60 

 NCHAR(m) GRAPHIC(n) 1 <= m<= 4000 

1 <= n <= 127 
 NVARCHAR(m) VARGRAPHIC(n) 1 <= m<= 4000 

1 <= n <= 16336 
 LONG VARGRAPHIC(n) 1 <= n <= 16336 
 SMALLMONEY NUMERIC(10,4)  

CURRENCY MONEY NUMERIC(19,4)  

CHAR(32) UNIQUEIDENTIFIER CHAR(13) FOR BIT 

DATA 

 

23.9. DB/2 Support 

********************************************* 

* Tests run with MS SQL Server 2005 and     * 

* IBM UDB DB2 installed on the same machine * 

********************************************* 

 

23.9.1. Step 1: Install DB2 

DB2 UDB Express edition 

 

Custom Installation 

 Select all available features 

Next 

 

Check „Install DB2 Universal Database Express Edition on this computer‟ checkbox 

Next 

 

Install path: 

 C:\Program Files\IBM\SQLLIB\ (default) 
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Selected languages: 

 English 

Next 

 

DB2 Information Center: 

 Select the location from which you will access the DB2 Information Center: 

 Select „On IBM Website‟ option  

Next 

 

 U: sa-ibm 

 P: SA_0123456789 

 Check "Use same user and password for remaining DB2 services" 

Next 

 

Administration contact list location 

Select „Create a contact list on this system‟ option 

Next 

 

DB2 Instances: 

 DB2 

  Name: db2c_DB2 

  Port: 50000 

  (Default) 

Next 

 

Select the metadata you want to prepare 

 Select „Prepare the warehouse control database‟ option 

Next 

Next 

 

When a health monitor threshold is breached an email or pager notification will be sent to the administrator 

Specify a contact for health monitor notification: 

 Select "Defer the task until after installation ..." option 

Next  

 

Used when synchronizing DB2 servers with a DB2 Control Server 

Request satellite information 

 Check "Defer the task until after installation ..." checkbox 

Next... 

 

Enable operating system security for DB2 objects 

 Check „Enable operating system security‟ checkbox 

Next 

 

Install 

 

==> 

 

Setup is complete 

 

*************************** 

23.9.2. Step 2:  

Upsize DBC to MS SQL 2005 (through VFX) 

WHEN UPSIZING MAKE SURE NO TIMESTAMP COLUMNS ARE ADDED !!! 

 

Create ODBC DSN for SQL2005 server  

(in ControlPanel->AdministrativeTools->DataSources) 

This DSN is used later by IBM MTK to migrate SQL DB to DB/2 
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23.9.3. Step 3:  

Using the IBM MTK(migration tool kit v 1.4.5, NOT wizard) to transfer a DB from SQL2005 to DB2 Express 

Edition  

http://www-306.ibm.com/software/data/db2/migration/mtk/ 

1.Project management dialog  

 Proj. name: <enter MTK project name> 

 Source db type: Microsoft SQL Server 

 Target db type: DB2 UDB 8.2 for linux, UNIX, Windows 

 

2.'Specify source' page 

 Press Extract ... 

  JDBC/ODBC DSN alias: <enter name of ODBC DSN for SQL2005 server> 

  UserID:  <userid for the SQL2005 server> 

  Password:<password for the SQL2005 server> 

  Press OK 

 Extract dialog 

  Check the DB from SQL2005 to be extracted 

  <Enter script file name>  

  Press Extract 

 

3.'Convert' page 

 Press Convert 

 

4.'Generate Data Transfer Scripts' page 

 Press Generate Scripts 

 

5.'Deploy to target' page 

 DB2 database name: <enter name for the db in DB2, less or equal to 8 chars> 'a_db2' 

 Select 'Use a local database' option and mark '(Re)create' checkbox  

 Enter User ID and Password for the Db2 server (sa-ibm/SA_0123456789)  

 Mark  'Extract and store data on this system' checkbox 

 Mark 'Load data to target database using generated scripts' checkbox 

 Press Deploy 

 

And here is the connection string to connect to DB/2 database 

DRIVER={IBM DB2 ODBC DRIVER};UID=sa-ibm;PWD=SA_0123456789;DBALIAS=A_DB2; 

http://www-306.ibm.com/software/data/db2/migration/mtk/
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23.10. Specifics when working with DB2 UDB 

 GetSQLServers() and GetSQLDatabases() functions in VFX.fll, has been enlarged to receive driver 

name as a parameter when retrieving available servers and databases. 

 An identifier that does not comply with the rules for the format of regular identifiers (for instance table 

and field names containing spaces) must always be delimited  

In SQL Server, delimited identifiers can be quoted (“”) or bracketed ([]). To work independent on 

QUOTED_IDENTIFIER setting, VFX always uses bracketed identifiers when working with SQL Server 

database. 

DB2 UDB uses only quoted identifiers.  

In VFX the database type is determined, based on used driver type and appropriate delimiters are used. 

 Generated autoincrement value in DB2 UDB can be retrieved using the function 

IDENTITY_VAL_LOCAL(). The InsertCmdRefreshCmd is generated in 

cBaseDataAccess.GetInsertRefreshCmd() depending on database source type 

 Strings cannot be concatenated with + operation (see Strings processing below) 

 When connected to the database as a specific user, only objects that belong to this user or to his schema 

are accessible. However SQLTABLES() function, which is used by builders, returns a list of all tables in 

the database regardless of the schema they belong to. 
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24. Application Protection using Activation Key 
The main purpose of using product activation is to prevent unauthorized use of the application on unregistered 

computers just by copying it. 

 

For a new created project, the application protection through product activation can be switched on in VFX – 

Application Wizard on Page 3 Options by marking the Checkbox Enable product activation  

 

Later this setting can be changed in VFX – Application Builder. The property goProgramm.lUseActivation must 

be set to .T. in order to enable  product activation. When the property goProgramm.lUseActivation is set to .F. 

the application will not be protected using product activation.. 

 

For every application can be defined up to 32 different end-user rights. Every right can be activated 

independently of the other rights. 

24.1. List of used terms 

System specific value – A System specific value, for example the serial number of a hardware component or the 

creation date of a particular file or a value of an entry  in the Windows Registry. Both the used file 

name and the used Windows Registry key name should be predefined by the developer. 

 

Activation rule – For every application can be defined an unique activation rule. This rule consist of consists of a 

number of system-specific values, which combination unique identifies a particular PC. Also text 

proceeding functions can be used, when defining Activation rule. 

 

Installation key - This is the character string that contains information about the PC gathered using the activation 

rule. The Installation key is by the developer to prepare an Activation key for the concrete user. 

 

Activation key- This is a character string that holds concrete assigned rights for a particular PC. The activation 

key will be created by the developer based on the Installation key. The Activation key is useless for 

any other PCs 

 

Installation date - This is the date, when the application was started first time on a PC. 

24.2. How it works 

When the application protection using Activation key is activated, on start of the application the object 

goProgram.SecurityRights is created with child properties named according user rights that the developer has 

defined. Every of these property could have three different values: 

 

-1 – The application is not activated. In this case the developer can decide what action should be 

executed. For example, for the user could be denied access to several functions, as long as 

application is not activated. 

 

 0 – The application is activated, but the user does not have right to perform this action. 

 

 1 – The application is activated and the user has right to perform that action 

 

When application protection using Activation key is enabled, the activation key along with data of the first start 

of the application is stored in an INI file. The developer can choose the name of this INI file, so that every 

application uses its own INI file. The default name is VFX.ini. The INI file will be stored in the Windows folder. 

 

The Activation key is encrypted using the activation rule. The protection can be improved further by including 

character constants, keys from the Windows Registry and by the creation date of an arbitrary file. This 

combination can be different for every particular application, so that every application can have its own unique 

activation rules 

 

In addition to this setting, the developer can also choose the type of protection: 
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By default the protection creates the INI file at when the application is started for first time. The current system 

date at this moment will be stored in the INI file. This date is then available for later use as the value of the 

property goProgram.InstallationDate. The weakness of this type of protection is that the user can delete the 

created INI file and the INI file will be created again on the next start of the application with a new date. 

 

To avoid such user‟s action, the developer can choose to use an additional protection level. It is base on usage of 

a special file, deployed along with the application installation files. By default this file is named FirstInstall.txt. 

Its name can also be set using cFirstInstal property of the class cActivation (Appl.vcx). The file FirstInstall.txt 

will be stored into Windows folder. 

 

When the developer chooses protection with the file FirstInstall.txt, the application behavior will be following: 

When the application is started, first it will check for the INI file. If the file exists, the date of first start of the 

application will be used to set goProgram.InstallationDate and all the rest of the user rights will be created 

according to the activation key. 

 

If the INI file does not exist, then it is assumed that this is the first run of a newly installed application. To verify 

if this is really first application start, additional will be checked if the FirstInstall.txt exists. If the file exists, it is 

considered that the application is really started for first time. Then the installation date will be stored into the INI 

file and the FirstInstall.txt will be deleted. If an unfair user tries to re-activate the application by deleting the INI 

file, application will be terminated, if FirstInstall.txt does not exists. This enhanced protection ensures a higher 

security level. However the developer must not forget to include the file FirstInstall.txt in the application 

installation files and to set it to be placed into the Windows folder. 

 

When the user wants to activate the installed application, he must send his installation key to the developer. The 

installation key can be sent to the developer using three different ways. The desired method can be set using the 

property nRegWay: 

 

0 – Installation key is displayed in a dialog window. The user can copy the key and paste it in another 

application (for example in an e-mail message). 

 

1 – Installation key is stored into a file. Later this file can be send to the developer. The name of the 

file must be defined in the property cParamFile. 

 

2 – The Installation key is stored into a file and at same time is sent as an e-mail attachment to the 

developer. The name of the file must be defined in the property cParamFile. The e-mail address of 

the developer must be defined in the property cRegEMail. 

 

11 – After invoking the registration dialog, the installation key is stored in a file. This file can be sent 

later to the developer. The file name is defined in the property cParamFile. 

 

12 – After invoking the registration dialog, the installation key is stored in a file and is sent 

immediately as an e-mail attachment to the developer. The name of the file must be defined in the 

property cParamFile. The e-mail address of the developer must be defined in the property 

cRegEMail. 

 

The installation key is a numeric value, 10 digits long. The end-user can send the installation key to the developer 

by e-mail or could enter it on a registration web page. Form the VFX menu Activation, Customer List is started 

the VFX – Customers List dialog. The developer uses the installation key in the VFX - Create Activation Key 

wizard to create an activation key for the user. Then the generated activation key it is sent to the user and the user 

can activate the application by entering the activation key in the registration form. It is also possible just to store 

the activation key file in the same folder where the EXE file is placed. On next start the application will read the 

activation key from the file. 

 

The activation information will be stored on the user‟s PC into an INI file. The name of the INI file is defined by 

the property cINIFileName of the class cVFXAcvtivation(Appl.vcx). The default value is VFX.ini. 

 

The developer can choose whether the simple application protection will be used or additionally the file 

FirstInstall.txt will be used, that will be used at first start of the application. The name of this file is defined in the 

property cFirstInstall of the class cVFXAcvtivation (Appl.vcx). The default value is  FirstInstall.txt 
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If the file FirstInstall.txt will be used, it must be deployed along with the applications‟ installation files. The 

installation application must store this file in the Windows folder and the activation object will erase this file 

when the application is started for first time. At this time the installation date will be stored into the INI file. Later 

on every application start the INI file will be checked if the stored installation date is available. When the date is 

missing, and if the file FirstInstall.txt is also missing, the object assumes that the installation is not valid and the 

application will be terminated. 

 

When the file FirstInstall.txt is not used, the INI file will be created, in case it is missing. 

 

The installation date can be specified in two ways: Either the System date-time will be used or creation date-time 

of a particular file will be used. If the creation date-time of a file will be used, the name of this file should be 

stored in the property cRegFileName of the class cVFXActivation. 

24.3. Defining Activation Rules 

The VFX – Define Activation Rules dialog is started from the VFX menu Activation, Define Activation Rules. 

 

 
 

When you start the Define Activation Rules Wizard for the first time for a particular project, you are asked 

whether you want to create a new rule for this project. 

 

 
 

On the Page Security key of the wizard is placed a Dropdown combo that you can use to change the rule for the 

current active project. In the grid under it, can be added as many rows as needed. Using all rows in the Grid a key 

will be generated and stored into the property cActPattern of the class cVfxActivation. Based on this key, at the 

user-side, application determines which system specific values must be used to generate the Installation key. The 
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Installation key ensures that the application will run only on the computer, for which the Activation key is 

created. 

 

In the first column of the grid a System specific value can chosen. In the Drop-Down combo are listed all 

possible hardware parameters that can be used for creation the Installation key. In addition to this additional 

string operations can be used for further processing on this value. 

 

For example, instead of the whole hard disk drive Serial number, only the last four digits could be used for 

creating the Installation key. In the Combobox in the first column HDD Factory Serial Number row should be 

chosen. The correspondent VFX system variable is named HDDFactoryNumber and it is automatically filled in 

the second column of the Grid. To use only the last 4 digits, you need to write the following expression in this 

column: RIGHT(ALLTRIM(HDDFactoryNumber), 4). 

 

When one of the system specific values: File Creation Date or Registry Key Value will be used, must be 

specified additional parameters. When the File Creation Date of a file will be used, the name of the file must be 

entered. When Windows Registry Key Value will be used, must be specified the name the registry key. These 

additional parameters are entered in the column Additional Data 

 

On the user‟s PC will be created an Installation key from the activation rule. All parameters, included in the 

Activation rule will be used. If just one of these parameters of the PC changes, the application registration 

becomes invalid and the user need to obtain a new activation key, corresponding to the new hardware details. 

 

In the grid can be added as many rows, as needed. Rows in the Grid can also be reordered using the arrow 

buttons in the right part of the wizard. Reordering the rows in the grid changes the Activation rule. 

 

When you save defined activation rules this pattern is saved for later use in the property cActPattern of the class 

cVFXActivation (Appl.vcx).  

 

IMPORTANT: The values of the property cActPattern must NOT be deleted! Without this value it is not 

possible to create Activation key! 

 

On the page Rights can be defined up to 32 different user rights. In this way can be controlled the access to 32 

modules in the application For example, can be defined rights that allow the user to: start a form 

(RunDataForms), print reports (RunReports), Modify data (EditData), Visualize data (ViewData) etc. At run-

time of the application the respective rights can be checked and correspondent actions can be performed. 
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All user rights are available for use at run-time as properties of the global object goProgram.SecurityRights, so 

they can be accessed from any part of the application. 

 

While the application is still not  activated, all user rights have the value -1. When the application is activated, a 

user right has value 1, when the action is allowed and 0, when the action is not allowed. 

 

To define a rights in the wizard, first must be marked the checkbox in the first column. Then a name for the right 

should be entered. At run-time the application will create a property of the SecurityRights object with this name.  

Because of this, the names should conform to VFP rules for variables naming 

 

NOTE: Application rights are specific for every different application. The  rights that are already defined cannot 

be used for another application. When similar rights will be used, they have to be defined again. The application 

rights are saved in the table Vfxapprights.dbf, in the project folder. 

24.4. Generating an Activation key 

VFX applications can be protected against unauthorized usage with an Activation key. This Activation key holds 

information for the application, whether the user is allowed to perform a particular action. For every action must 

be chosen correspondent user right. 
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In the form Registered Customers can be added and deleted customers‟ data. For every user is kept the 

installation key and granted user rights, so it is possible easy and fast to create and resend activation key when 

necessary. 

 

Create activation key button invokes the well known VFX Create activation key form and after setting user‟s 

rights and clicking OK button in that form, Installation key, User rights value and Activation key are saved back 

in Customers list. 

 

When the user sends his Installation key, an Activation key should be generated. This Activation key informs the 

application whether the user may perform a certain action. For every action should be defined corresponding 

right. 

 

When the button Create Activation Key is clicked, is invoked a Dialog with the user rights, defined for the active 

project. 
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The Installation key of the user is entered in the lower part of the dialog. The Installation key can be inserted 

using the clipboard or can be read from a file. 

 

When user rights that will be active are marked, the Activation key will be generated by clicking on the button 

OK. Generated Activation key will be stored in the file <Projectname>.xak in the project folder. The Activation 

key or the file must be sent to the user, to be used for application activation. 

 

When to the user are given rights, correspondent to the example above, to perform all data processing actions, 

but not to run reports, the rights  loaded at run-time will look like this: 

 
goProgram.SecurityRights.RunDataForms = 1 

goProgram.SecurityRights.RunReports = 0 

goProgram.SecurityRights.EditData = 1 

goProgram.SecurityRights.ViewData = 1 

 

When the end-user starts an application that requires activation (and when the application is still not activated), 

the installation key is automatically generated. Depending of the value of the  property nRegWay, the generated 

Installation key is either shown in a form or a file that can be  sent via e-mail is created. After the user has 

received the activation key, he can enter it in the registration  window or store the file containing the Activation 

key into the application folder. This will activate the application. 

 

Later, when the user chooses menu option Help/Register…. In this case the generated installation key is only 

shown in the form regardless of the value of the property nRegWay. 

24.5. cVFXActivation class properties 

cFirstInstall – This property contains the name of a file. Depending of the existence of this file, the class decides 

whether the application is started for the first time. If this property contains an empty string, it is not 
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possible to be checked whether the application is started for first time. The date of the start of the 

application will be saved in the INI file without further checks. 

 

cINIFileName – The name of the INI file,  where the date of first start of the application and activation 

information will be saved. Default value is VFX.ini. 

 

cParamFile – The name of a file, where will be saved the Installation key. Depending of the value of the property 

nRegWay, this file can be sent by e-mail or processed in other ways. 

 

cRegMail – In this property should be stored the E-mail address of the developer, where the file containing the 

installation key, will be sent, if the value of the property nRegWay is 2. 

 

cRegFileName - Here can be entered the name of a file, that the application  installation will create. The creation 

date of this file will be used to determine installation datetime. If this property is left blank, system 

datetime at the first start of the application will be used. 

 

nRegWay – In this property can be specifies how the developer will receive the Installation key. 

 

0 – The Installation key will be displayed in Dialog and the user can copy the Installation key  and 

paste it in another application. 

 

1 – The Installation key will be stored into a file. The user can send this file to the developer later. The 

name of the file should be entered in the property cParamFile. 

 

2 – The Installation key will be stored into a file and sent to the developer as an e-mail attachment. 

The name of the file should be entered in the property cParamFile. The e-mail address of the 

developer should be entered in the property cRegEMail. 
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25. Creating multilingual Applications using VFX 
VFX is well prepared for creation of multilingual applications. You can choose between runtime localization and 

design time localization. 

25.1. Localizing at design time 

When creating a new VFX project can be chosen between different application languages. In the new project are 

generated include files for the selected language accordingly. 

 
If it is needed later to translate the application into another language, for every form the VFX - LangSetup 

Builder. This Builder constructs an entry for every Caption of the form. At run-time the value of a constant is 

assigned to the Caption. 

 
The constants can be edited with the VFX - Message editor. Then, before compiling the application, include files 

for the desired language are simply copied in the project folder and lets the application is built. 

 

The interface elements occur in the following areas: 

  

 User interface of the existing functionality in the Visual-Extend class library and all dialogs. 

 User interface of your own applications. 

 

You don‟t have to worry about first point.  

 

The user interface of the existing functionality in the Visual Extend class library and all dialogs exists in eight 

languages and you don‟t have to translate a single word, to create an application in one of the supported 

languages. If you need the Visual Extend class library in another language, you can easily extend Vfxmsg.dbf by 

your own.  

 

We would appreciate it, if you would send us your translations of the VFX messages (Vfxmsg.dbf/cdx/fpt) 

in another language that is still not supported by VFX, so we could make them available to other 

developers as well. Thank you! 

 

Checklist for the creation of multilingual applications using VFX: 

 

 Use the USERTXT.H, resp. USERMSG.H include files which are generated from the VFX Message Editor to 

manage and store all language specific user interface elements from your application. The repository for 

messages as well as captions, tooltip texts and status bar messages is the table VFXMSG.DBF. In this 

table you can find also all VFX messages and captions which have been translated already. 

 In your application define constants rather than the text strings directly. i.e. use WAIT WINDOW 

Loc_Text1 rather than WAIT WINDOW “MyText…”.  

 Use the USERDEF.TXT include file for application specific constants which are the same for all languages for 

better organization of your localization work. 

 Use the VFX LangSetup Builder to create the VFX form method named LangSetup() to place the 

localization code by adding your captions, tooltip texts and so on into this method using define constants. 

(The VFX LangSetup Builder automatically generates the code for the LangSetup() method and updates the 

VFXMSG.DBF table with messages and captions). 

 Translate your text into the different languages using the VFX Message Editor. The VFX Message Editor 

then generates the include files for the different languages in the folder \INCLUDE\LanguageDir whereas 

LanguageDir represents the folder name for the language you plan to translate. (As mentioned above, the 

VFX specific language includes have already been translated into various languages and you don‟t have to 

translate a single word from them.) 

 To build your application for another language, define the ID_LANGUAGE constant in the VFXDEF.H 

include file and copy the include files from the \INCLUDE\LanguageDir back into the current \INCLUDE 

folder of your project. 

 Rebuild all and test your translated application. You will receive a separate EXE File for every Language. 
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25.2. Run-time Localization 

With VFX it is possible not only to develop localized applications, but also to allow end-user to change 

application language at run time. 

 

Runtime localization feature is controlled by the property goProgram.lRuntimeLocalization. When the value of 

this property is set to .T., the working language for the application can be chosen in the Login dialog. 

Additionally, at run-time, the language can be changed using the language selection combobox, in the main 

application toolbar. 

 

The property goProgram.lRuntimeLocalization can be set using the VFX – Application builder. 

 

 
 

When runtime localization is used, a global object named goLocalize is created at run time, when application 

starts. This object has child properties, corresponding to every message row in the table Vfxmsg.dbf. For every 

record in Vfxmsg.dbf table is created a child property of the object goLocalize. The name of the child property is 

generated from Message_ID, prefixed with c. For instance if the Message_ID in the table Vfxmsg.dbf is 

CAP_APPLICATION_TITLE, the correspondent property of localization object will be named 

goLocalize.cCAP_APPLICATION_TITLE. At run-time, the localization object and its properties are always 

available. 

 

You can use goLocalize object properties every time you need. 

The last used language is kept on a per user basis in the resource table Vfxres.dbf. Next time when same user logs 

in the application, the last chosen language will be automatically selected. 
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26. VFX.fll 
The file VFX.fll contains several functions, needed for product activation, data backup as well as for accessing 

SQL Server and for Internet access. The VFX.fll must be deployed along with the application files to the 

customers. The functions of the VFX.fll are described in details. 

26.1. Product activation 

GetAppRights(lcRightsBin, This.Hex2Bin(This.cActPattern)) – Provides information about user rights from the 

product activation. An example for the implementation of this function can be found in the class cVFXActivate in 

the method CheckActState. 

 

Return Value: 

 0 – Operation completed successfully. 

-1 - Invalid activation key length. 

-2 - Invalid activation key structure. 

-3 - Encryption error. 

 

GetFileCreationDateTime(cFileName) – Returns the creation date/time of a file. An example for the 

implementation of this function can be found in the class cVFXActivate in the method Init() 

 

cFileName – Name of the checked file. 

 

Return Value: A date/time value as string. 

 

GetSysInfo(This.Hex2bin(This.cActPattern)) – This function creates the installation key. An example for the 

implementation of this function can be found in the class cVFXActivate in the method CheckActState. 

26.2. Data backup and archiving 

CreateZipArchive(tcPath, tcFileMask, tcArchiveFullPathName, tcFeedBackFunction, tnCompressionLevel, 

tlRecurseSubfolders, tcPassword) – Creates a Zip archive file. An example for the implementation of this 

function can be found in the class cArchive in the method CreateArchive. 

 

tcPath – Path to the folder to be archived. 

 

tcFileMask -  Names of the files to be archived. 

 

tcArchiveFullPathName – Full pathname for the created Zip archive. 

 

tcFeedBackFunction – Name of a function or a method, which will be called from CreateZipArchive for 

progress feedback.  

 

tcFeedBackFunction(cCurrentOperatedFile, nState, nAllFilesSize, nZIPedFilesSize, 

nArchiveCurrentSize) – This function or method will be called from CreateZipArchive  every 

time  

when Zip file that should be created already exist, 

before a file would be added to archive, 

after a file has been added to archive, 

after an archive has been successfully created, 

when an archive cannot be created, 

there are no files to be added to the archive. 

 

cCurrentOperatedFile – Name of the file that is processed at the moment. 

 

nState - Status   

   1 – The file cArchiveFullPathName already exists. 

   2 – Adding cCurrentOperatedFile to the archive started. 

   3 – The file cCurrentOperatedFile were added to the archive. 
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   4 – File cCurrentOperatedFile cannot be added to the archive. 

   5 – Archive creation completed successfully. 

   6 – The archive cannot be created. 

   7 – No files or folders to be added to the archive. 

 

  nAllFilesSize – Total size of all files which will be added to archive. 

 

nZIPedFilesSize – Total size of files added to archive so far. 

 

nArchiveCurrentSize – Current size of the archive. 

 

tnCompressionLevel – The ZIP algorithm uses different compression levels. The acceptable values are 

-1 through 9: 

-1  – Default compression level 

0 – No compression 

1 – Fastest execution 

6 – Default compression 

9 – Best compression 

The values not listed here allow more precise selection and thus are a compromise between speed and 

compression level. The standard compression can be reached alternatively with the value-1 or with the 

value 6. 

 

tlRecurseSubfolders – When the value of this parameter is set to .T. the subfolders are included in the 

archive recursively. The files, corresponding to the file mask tcFileMask are also searched in subfolder. 

If the value of this parameter is .F., files, being in subfolders, are not processed. 

 

tcPassword – Here must be passes a password if the archive should be protected. If no password 

protection is required, an empty string must be passed. For the password are allowed all characters, 

except CHR (0). 

 

Return Value:  

 0 – Cancel archiving operation. 

 1 – The files will be added to archive. 

2 – Continue archiving operation. 

 

ExtractZipArchive(tcExtractFilesFolder, tcFileMask, tcArchiveFullPathName, tcFeedBackFunction, 

tcPassword) Extracts files from Zip Archive file. An example for the implementation of this function can be 

found in the class cArchive in the method cExtractForArchive. 

 

 tcExtractFilesFolder – Folder, where files extracted from archive will be stored. 

 

tcFileMask -  Names of the files to be extracted. Multiple file names can be specified in a semicolon 

separated list. Meta-characters can be used. 

 

tcArchiveFullPathName  – File pathname for the Zip archive. 

 

tcFeedBackFunction – Name of a function or a method, which will be called from ExtractZipArchive for 

progress FeedBack. 

 

tcFeedBackFunction(cCurrentOperatedFile, nState, nAllFilesSize, nZIPedFilesSize, 

nArchiveCurrentSize) – This function or method will be called from ExtractZipArchive every 

time when 

Current file that would be extracted already exist, 

Extraction of a file begins, 

Extraction of a file ended, 

A file cannot be extracted from the archive, 

The extraction of all files completed successfully, 

The extraction of all files did not complete successfully. 
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  cCurrentOperatedFile – Name of the file extracted at the moment. 

 

nState Status  

1 – File cCurrentOperatedFile already exist. 

   2 – Extraction of file cCurrentOperatedFile started. 

   3 – Extraction of file cCurrentOperatedFile finished. 

   4 – File cCurrentOperatedFile cannot extracted. 

   5 – Extraction operation completed successfully . 

 6 – Extraction operation did not complete successfully. 

 

tcPassword – Password for extraction from the archive. If no password will be used, an empty string 

must be passed.  

 

Return Value: 

  0 – Cancel extraction operation. 

  1 – Continue extraction operation. 

  2 – Overate existing file with the file from archive. 

26.3. SQL Server 

GetSQLServers(@cServersString, @cEerrorString) – Enumerates all available SQL-Servers. Extracts files from 

Zip Archive file. . An example for the implementation of this function can be found in the function 

TryConnecting in Vfxfunc.prg 

 

 cServersString -  String containing names of all available SQL-Servers, as a comma separated list. 

 

cErrorString – Contains eventually error message in case an error occurred. 

 

Return Value: Number of available SQL-Servers. 

 

GetSQLDataBases(cServer, @cDBString, cUser, cPass, @cErrors) – Retrieves all databases on a SQL Server 

 

 cServer – Name of the SQL Server, from where databases will be retrieved. 

 

cDBString – A string containing all available databases in comma separate format.  

 

cUser – Username  used to login to the SQL Server. 

 

cPass – Password used to login to the SQL Server. 

 

cErrors – String containing eventually error message in case an error occurred. 

  

Return Value: 0 – Operation completed successfully. 

26.4. Internet, E-Mail and Support functions 

URLDownload2File(vcUrl, cFileName, cFeedBackFunction, cCancelDownload) – Downloads a file from 

internet. An example for implementation this of this function can be found in the class cDownload in the method 

download 

 

 cUrl – URL address from where the file should be downloaded. 

 

 cFileName – File name or Full path name. Here will be saved  the downloaded file. 

 

cFeedBackFunction – Name of a function or a method, which will be called from URLDownload2File 

for progress FeedBack. The function or method must accept two parameters. 

  cFeedBackFunction(nCurrentAmount, nFileSize)  

nCurrentAmount – Amount of bytes, already downloaded. 

   nFileSize – Size of the downloaded file. 
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cCancelDownload – Name of a variable or property that controls the download  process. The variable or 

property will be automatically checked. 

  cCancelDownload = .F. – The download operation will continue. 

  cCancelDownload = .T. – The download operation will be canceled. 

 

Return Value: 0 – The download completed successfully. 

 

Get_PS_Printers (nPrinterType, @cPrinterNames, @nPrinterNamesLength) – Return names of all installed post 

script printer drivers. An example for implementation of this function can be found in the class cCreatePDF in 

the method CheckPSPrinter. 

 

nLocation – Printer location to be searched. 

  1 – Search for local printers. 

  2 – Search for network printers.  

  3 – Search for both network and local printers. 

  

 cPrinterNames – Contains names of all installed postscript printer drivers in a comma separated list. 

 

 nPrinterNamesLength – Length of the returned string 

 

Return Value: 0 – The operation completed successfully. 

 

Add_Printer(cPrinterName, cPrinterPort) – Automatically installs a printer driver. An example for 

implementation of this function can be found in the class cCreatePDF in the method CheckPSPrinter. 

 

 cPrinterName – Name of the printer driver that will be  installed. 

 

 cPrinterPort – Port the printer driver that will be  installed. 

 

 Return Value: 0 – The operation completed successfully. 

 

Encrypt(cStringForEncrypting, cPassword) – Encrypts a string with a password. An example for  

implementation of this function can be found in the class  cDunConnectiom.cmdOk in the method Click() 

 

 cStringForEncripting – String to be encrypted. 

 

 cPassword – Password, to be used for encryption. 

  

Return Value: Encrypted string 

 

Decrypt(cStringForDecripting ,cPassword) – Decrypting a string with a password. An example for  

implementation of this function can be found in the class  cDunConnectiom.cmdOk in the method Init 

 

 cStringForDecripting – String to be  decrypted 

 

 cPassword – Password, to be used for decryption 

 

Return Value: Decrypted string 

 

GetAxControlSize(nhWnd, @nWidth, @nHeight) – Retunes the size of an ActiveX-Control. An example for  

implementation of this function can be found in the class cCalendar in the method Resize 

 

 nhWnd – Handle of the Active-X control. 

 

 nWidth – Width of Active-X control. 

  

 nHeight –Height of Active-X control. 

 

Return Value: 
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 .T. – The size of the Active-X control was successfully determined. 

 .F.  – The size of the Active-X control cannot be determined. 

 

SetModemConnection(cConnectionName, cPhoneNumber, cUserName, cPassword) – Creates a Dial-Up 

connection entry. An example for implementation of this function can be found in the class cDownload in the 

method EstablishDUNConnection. For successful execution of this function, a modem driver must be installed. 

 

 cConnectionName – Name of the connection that will be created. 

 

 cPhoneNumber – The phone number that will be dialed. 

 

cUserName – User name for the connection. 

 

cPassword – Password for the connection 

 

Return Value:  

 .T. – The Dial-Up connection entry was created successfully 

 .F.  – The Dial-Up connection entry cannot be created. 

 

CheckInetConn(cCheckURL, cDUNConnName, nHWnd) – This function checks whether a connection with 

Internet exists. For this purpose will be made an attempt to access an URL in the Internet. An example for 

implementation of this function can be found in the class cDownload in the method CheckInterneCconnection. 

 

 cCheckURL – This URL will be checked to ascertain that a connection with Internet exist. 

 

 cDUNConnName – Using this Dial-Up connection entry will be established a connection, if necessary.  

 

nHWnd – Handle of the calling window. 

 

Return Value: 

 0 – A connection with the Internet exists. 

 -1 – The connection establishment operation was canceled by the user. 

 -2 – No connection with Internet. 

 -3 – An error occurred. 

 24 – The Dial-Up connection entry named cDUNConnName does not exist. 
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27. Remote support 
In VFX is integrated the viewer part of the remote control program Radmin. End users can start the remote 

control by choosing Help, Remote control from the main menu. The remote control is carried out through the 

Internet. 

27.1. How does the Remote control work? 

How does the Remote control work? 

A connection using the IP protocol, using port 4899 by default, is established between the customer's PC and the 

supporter‟s PC. VFX uses exclusive IP connections, established over the Internet. For IP connections within a 

LANs the remote control program Radmin can be easily configured by hand. 

 

In order to use remote control, the customer‟s computer must be connected to Internet. The IP address must be 

accessible through Internet. The port 4899, which is used by Radmin should not be blocked by a firewall. 

 

The advantage of Radmin is that no installation on the customer's PC is required. Only two files are used on the 

customer computer for running Radmin: R_Server.exe and Admdll.dll. This file R_Server.exe can be placed in 

any folder. 

 

To initiate the remote control, the customer‟s computer has to establish an internet connection. Usually, when 

dial-up connection is used, a dynamic IP address is assigned to the customer's computer. Hence, this IP address is 

not known to the supporter. For this, the VFX application registers the actual IP address of the customer's PC as a 

subdomain of DynDNS. Thus the Supporter can connect to the customer's PC via the Internet using the 

subdomain name. 

27.2. Prerequisities 

The developer should prepare the VFX application for remote control. Therefore, for the support of the 

developed application, must be registered a subdomain in DynDNS. The registration is free of charge. 

 

The encrypted registration information is stored in the VFX application in the table Vfxsys. dbf in the memo field 

dyndns, so that the registration information on the customer's PC is not readable. The encryption is made with the 

password cConfigPassword. This password should be assigned to the property  cConfigPassword of the 

application object – cFoxAppl class in Appl.vcx. 

 

The edition of the DynDNS registration information is available through the menu Data, Manage Vfxsys.dbf in 

the VFX menu. 

 

1. The content of the field dyndns is composed by four lines: 

2. DynDNS User name 

3. DynDNS Password 

4. Subdomain-Name 

5. Password for accessing Radmin on customer‟s PC 

27.3. Subdomain registration 

Thanks to the organization Dynamic DNS Network Services it is possible to be registered sub domains free of 

charge. Every developer should register a dynamic DNA at http://www.dyndns.org/services/dyndns. 

 

A user name, a password and an E-mail address are necessary for creating an account with DynDNS. The 

Subdomain name can be chosen on your wish. It can be selected from among large number of Domain names. 

 

Example: myCompany.dnsalias.com 

 

In this example myCompany is the selected Subdomain-Name. Dnsalias.com is the existing DynDNS Domain 

Name. 
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At the Subdomain registration, an account with user's name and password must be created. The account can be 

configured with the login information. The login data can also be set at the URL above. 

 

The IP address associated to the Domain name can be changed arbitrarily often and with different methods. 

Detailed descriptions to all methods can be found on the website www.dyndns.org. 

The VFX application calls an URL to register the actual IP address of the customer‟s PC. The URL has the 

following format: 
 

http://username:password@members.dyndns.org/nic/update?hostname=myCompan

y.dnsalias.com 

 

When this URL is entered in the Internet Explorer, an HTML page with the word Good is loaded. 

 

Because the Internet browser sends the own IP address to the server, it is not required to pass the IP address 

separately. The Internet server must know to which address the answer must send back. Dyndns uses 

automatically this IP address for the registration of the Subdomain. 

27.4. The remote support application Radmin 

The remote control application Radmin can be downloaded by the website www.radmin.com. The documentation 

is available on this website also. 
 
Radmin is a shareware application and can be registered at a reasonable price. At the moment the full version 

which is necessary for the Supporter workplace costs 35 US$. A license for a customer costs 15 US$. Customer 

licenses can be acquired only in bundles from 50 licenses. 
 
Like VFX, Radmin is also protected using an activation key. 

 

If the customer wants to use the remote support, Radmin can be used immediately. If after the 30-day trial period, 

an attempt to establish a connection is made, the Supporter is called on to transfer a registration key to the 

customer computer. 

 

The registration key can be transferred by the Supporter to the customer‟s computer through the Radmin 

connection. 

 

Beside the remote control, Radmin offers the chance for file transfer. 

27.5. The remote control from the point Supporters 

The customer should begin the remote control connection only after consultation with the Supporter. The remote 

support application allows unlimited access to the customer's PC and thus is a considerable security risk for the 

customers! 

 

Hence, the access to the customer's PC should be protected by a password.  

 

It is not very likely that a waiting Radmin server is found quickly in a dynamically assigned IP address in the 

Internet by hackers. In addition, the access to the customer's PC is protected by a password for accessing the 

customer's PC which must be given while establishing the connecting by the Supporter. 
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In the Remote administrator Viewer is created an entry for the application Support. 

 

 
 

In the properties of the Remote entry the Subdomain name is entered in the field IP address. 

 

 
 

Now the customer's PC can be found in the Internet through the Subdomain name. The Supporter needs to create 

only one entry for the remote support of all customer computers. 

 

After establishing successful connection, the customer's PC can be operated in the Radmin-Viewer‟s window 

exactly like the own PC. 
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28. COM Server 
COM Server is a server component, designated to work as web service, executing select commands or command 

scripts. Along with the command (or script) to be executed, the Execute method receives as parameters, domain, 

username and password. 

Das COM Server-Objekt wird ohne Parameter instanziiert. 

28.1. Die COM Server Klasse 

28.1.1. Methoden 

Execute (tcSelectCmd, tlScript, tnResultType, tlReturnErrorArray, tcResultObjectName, tcDataXML, tcPath, 

tlTransaction, tcUserName, tcPassword, tcDomainName) – executes a select query or script and returns the 

result as an XML string, Array or Variable. 

Parameter 

tcSelectCmd Zeichenkette mit dem Select Befehl oder dem auszuführenden Skript. 

 

tlScript  when =.T., the passed tcSelectCmd will be run isung ExecScript() function, when this 

parameter is .F., the content of tcSelectCmd is considered to be a single command; 

 

tnResultType  Typ des Rückgabewertes: 

0 or .F. – XML Zeichenkette 

1 – Array 

2 – Variable 

 

tlReturnErrorArray when this parameter is .T., in case of error the method Execute returns an error array 

instead of expected result; 

 

tcResultObjectName  Name des Ergebnisobjekts (Cursor, Array oder Variable) 

 

tcDataXML local cursors, sent to the service. The content of this string is transformed to cursors 

before excuting command or script and is available to be used in them. It is possible to 

include several cursor in this XML string; 

 

tcPath Zusätzliche Pfadangabe, falls erforderlich. 

 

tlTransaction if  this parameter is .T. and also the parameter tlScript is .T., the script will be 

executed into transaction. In case of error, the transaction is rolled back; 

 

tcUserName Benutzername für die Impersonate Anmeldung. 

 

tcPassword Kennwort für die Impersonate Anmeldung. 

 

tcDomainName Name der Domain für die Impersonate Anmeldung. 

 

Rückgabewert  

XML string, array or variable, containing the resultant cursor. An empty string is returned in case of error, if 

tlReturnErrorArray parameter is .F.. An error may occurred but during impersonation or during the execution. If 

an error occurred during the execution, the error information is logged in a text file ErrorLog.txt in current 

folder. Note that is the component works as web service, current folder is Windows\System32. If 

tlReturnErrorArray is .T., an array created with AERROR() function will be returned. 

 

Bemerkungen 

 When tlScript is .T., the parameter tcResultObjectName is required. If a single command is passed for 

execution and tcResultObjectName is empty, a temporary cursor name is generated and INTO CURSOR 

clause is appended to the eceuted command 
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 When tcDataXML is passed, it is required to have MSXML 4.0 installed on the computer. If MSXML 

4.0 is not installed, an error is logged and the execution is cancelled. In such case an empty string is 

returned.  

 

Wichtig 

Ein Array wird als Rückgabewert von einem Web Service nicht unterstützt. Wenn der COM Server als Web 

Service eingesetzt wird, ist es nicht möglich als Rückgabewert ein Array zu liefern. 

 

Die COM Server-Klasse besitzt drei versteckte Methoden: Impersonate, CheckRequiredComponents und 

LogError, die hier nicht weiter erläutert werden sollen. 

 

28.2. Security 

28.2.1. Execute Scripts 

When ExecScript is executed, VFP writes the script as temporary program file. This temporary file is created into 

Temp folder and thus the user account, under which the script is executed, must have appropriate rights on that 

folder. 

This can be achieved in two different ways: either administrator can assign necessary rights to the user account or 

a config.fpw is created for the component, redirecting temporary folder to a folder, whara the user account is 

allowed to write files. In the COMServer project file is included a config file for this purpose. 

28.2.2. Impersonation 

Die Methode Impersonate benutzt die API Funktion LogonUser, die spezielle Privilegien des Prozesses erfordert, 

der diese Methode aufruft. 

Für Windows 2000:  Der Prozess, der LogonUser aufruft, muss das Privileg SE_TCB_NAME besitzen. Wenn 

der aufrufende Prozess dieses Privileg nicht besitzt, führt die Ausführung von LogonUser zu einem Fehler und 

GetLastError liefert den Rückgabewert ERROR_PRIVILEGE_NOT_HELD. In einigen Fällen muss der Prozess, 

der LogonUser aufruft auch das Privileg SE_CHANGE_NOTIFY_NAME besitzen, sonst führt die Ausführung 

von LogonUser zu einem Fehler und GetLastError liefert den Rückgabewert ERROR_ACCESS_DENIED. 

Dieses Privileg ist nicht erforderlich für das lokale Systemkonto sowie für Konten, die Mitglied der Gruppe 

Administratoren sind. Standardmäßig ist das Privileg SE_CHANGE_NOTIFY_NAME für alle Benutzer 

aktiviert, es kann aber von Administratoren deaktivert werden. Weitere Informationen über Privilegien können 

hier nachgelesen werden: http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/library/en-

us/secauthz/security/privileges.asp . 

Das Privileg SE_CHANGE_NOTIFY_NAME kann aktivert werden, in dem man dem Benutzer Security 

Settings\Local Policies\User Rights Assignment\Act as part of the operating system einträgt, siehe auch  

http://www.derkeiler.com/Newsgroups/microsoft.public.platformsdk.security/2004-06/0106.html . 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/library/en-us/secauthz/security/privileges.asp
http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/library/en-us/secauthz/security/privileges.asp
http://www.derkeiler.com/Newsgroups/microsoft.public.platformsdk.security/2004-06/0106.html
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Wenn die COM Server DLL als Web Service eingesetzt wird, läuft der Prozess mit den Rechten des 

Benutzerkontos IWAM. 

See the screenshot below for details (the name of test computer is WIN2000, so IWAM account is 

IWAM_WIN2000: 
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29. VFX – AFP Wizard 
This Wizard generates a ready to run active AFP web pages, from an existing VFX form. 

 

An actual version of AFP (Active FoxPro Pages) can be found on http://www.afpages.de. 
 
At the moment the Wizard supports only forms which work with DBF tables. CursorAdapters classes will be 

supported in a future version. 
 
The Wizard works with forms, based on one of the VFX form classes cDataFormPage or cTableForm. Further 

form classes VFX will be supported in a later version. 
 
At the first start of the Wizards the used Metadata table Vfxafpmeta.dbf is created in folder 

C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Application Data\dFPUG\Visual Extend\12.0. 
 
The default suggested output path for the generated AFP pages is obtained from the Registry 

HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\InetStp. 

 

 
 

Choose here the local web path in which the files should be saved. 

 

On every run of the Wizards it is automatically checked if additional required files exist. When needed these are 

automatically created. 

 

The folders are vfxafpstyle for stylesheets, vfxafpimage for the pictures and vfxafpjs for the Javascript which is 

currently used in the Grids. 

 

Now the Wizard appears. 
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Pick up the VFX form and click on Build. 

 

Note: The latest used form will be selected automatically. 

 

The login dialog is invoked, exactly like as you had start the application. 

 

The AFP pages are generated and then can be run under  

 

http://localhost/myFolder/frm_FormName.afp 

 

In case of error: 

The error, which appears if a form is (seriously) changed and then immediately the Builder is run, is 
Error loading form 

after leaving the login dialog. This is caused the resource file, which must be deleted first with the user's 

management in the running program. 

 

Run your application, log in and then go under user's management on the page Editing. 

 

There you can click the button Delete settings. 

29.1. Vfxafpmeta.dbf description 

The table has following fields: 

 

ckey  Contains the class names 
cdesc A short description 
cmemo The content for instance the HTML code 
lparam .T. means this is a parameter for input control 
lCode .T. means that the content of cmemo will be passed through execscript. 
nvers The actual version number 
 

There are 5 parameters: 

 

Outputpath The path which must be given by the first start of the Wizards. 
Prefix The Prefix which is placed in the beginning of every form name. Default = frm _ 
Postfix The suffix which is appended to the form name. 
Extension The extension of the generated files. Default = .AFP 
Postfixexec the sufix for the EXEC files, which contain the code to process the inputs. 

 

Every used class in the form is presented with two records. 

 

Most simply this can be explained with the Pageframe which consists of Pageframe and page. 

 

Within a Pageframe can be placed many Pages. Thus the Pageframe must also be closed at the end. 

 

The beginning code is in the record pageframe then comes the record page, all elements contained in it like 

textboxes or labels and now the code must end with Page_end and Pageframe_end which contain closing code. 

 

http://localhost/myFolder/frm_FormName.afp
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In case of pageframe this is: 
 

<div  id="<<cname>>" class="pageframe" style=" position: relative; 

width: <<nwidth>>px;height: <<nheight>>px; z-index:<<nlevel>>; left: 

<<nleft>>px; top: <<ntop>>px" > 

 

And in pageframe_end is also this 

 
</div> 

 

In this way will be processed with every object, every class. 

 

If a class is not filled, the base class is automatically searched and is pulled up. Thereby is organized a little 

object-oriented hierarchy. 
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30. Transact-SQL 
by Igor Nikiforov 

 

Die folgenden User-Defined Transact-SQL Zeichenfolgenfunktionen wurden freundlicherweise von Igor 

Nikiforov zur Verfügung gestellt und werden mit VFX geliefert. 

30.1. AT() 

Gibt die numerische Anfangsposition zurück, an der ein Zeichenausdruck zum ersten Mal in einem anderen 

Zeichenausdruck vorkommt, und zwar vom äußersten linken Zeichen aus gerechnet. 

30.1.1. Syntax 

AT(@cSearchExpression, @cExpressionSearched [, @nOccurrence]) 

30.1.2. Parameter 

@cSearchExpression - Gibt den Zeichenausdruck an, nach dem AT() in @cExpressionSearched sucht. 

@cExpressionSearched - Gibt den Zeichenausdruck an, in dem mit @cSearchExpression gesucht wird. Sowohl 

@cSearchExpression als auch @cExpressionSearched können von beliebiger Größe sein.  

@nOccurrence - Gibt an, nach dem wie vielten Vorkommen (ersten, zweiten, dritten usw.) von 

@cSearchExpression in @cExpressionSearched gesucht werden soll. Standardmäßig sucht AT() nach 

dem ersten Vorkommen von @cSearchExpression (@nOccurrence = 1). Durch Angabe von 

@nOccurrence können Sie weitere Vorkommen von @cSearchExpression in @cExpressionSearched 

suchen. Wenn @nOccurrence größer ist als die Anzahl der Vorkommen von @cSearchExpression in 

@cExpressionSearched, gibt AT() den Wert 0 zurück. 

30.1.3. Rückgabewert 

Smallint 

30.1.4. Hinweise 

AT() sucht im zweiten Zeichenausdruck nach dem ersten Vorkommen des ersten Zeichenausdrucks. Ist die Suche 

erfolgreich, gibt AT() eine ganze Zahl zurück, die die Position des ersten Zeichens des gefundenen 

Zeichenausdrucks angibt. Ist die Suche nicht erfolgreich, gibt AT() den Wert 0 zurück. 

 

Die mit AT() ausgeführte Suche berücksichtigt Groß- und Kleinschreibung. Wenn Sie einen Suchvorgang 

ausführen möchten, bei dem die Groß-/Kleinschreibung nicht berücksichtigt wird, verwenden Sie die ATC()-

Funktion. 

 

Ähnlich zu der bekannten Oracle-Funktion INSTR. 

 

Siehe auch RAT(). 

30.1.5. Beispiel 

declare @gcString nvarchar(4000), @gcFindString nvarchar(4000) 

select @gcString = N'Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832)', @gcFindString = 'von' 

select dbo.AT(@gcFindString, @gcString, default) -- Anzeige 17 

set @gcFindString = 'VON' 

select dbo.AT(@gcFindString, @gcString, default) -- Anzeige 0, case-sensitive 

30.2. ATC() 

Gibt die numerische Anfangsposition des ersten Auftretens eines Zeichenausdrucks innerhalb eines anderen 

Zeichenausdrucks zurück, ohne die Groß-/Kleinschreibung dieser beiden Ausdrücke zu berücksichtigen. 

30.2.1. Syntax 

ATC(@cSearchExpression, @cExpressionSearched [, @nOccurrence]) 
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30.2.2. Parameter 

@cSearchExpression - Gibt den Zeichenausdruck an, nach dem ATC() in @cExpressionSearched sucht. Der 

Ausdruck kann von beliebiger Größe sein. 

@cExpressionSearched - Gibt den Zeichenausdruck an, in dem mit @cSearchExpression gesucht wird. Der 

Ausdruck kann von beliebiger Größe sein. 

@nOccurrence - Gibt an, nach dem wie vielten Vorkommen (ersten, zweiten, dritten usw.) von 

@cSearchExpression in @cExpressionSearched gesucht werden soll. Standardmäßig sucht ATC() nach 

dem ersten Vorkommen von @cSearchExpression (@nOccurrence = 1). Durch Angabe von 

@nOccurrence können Sie weitere Vorkommen von @cSearchExpression in @cExpressionSearched 

suchen. 

30.2.3. Rückgabewert 

Smallint 

30.2.4. Hinweise 

ATC() sucht im zweiten Zeichenausdruck nach dem ersten Zeichenausdruck, ohne dabei für die beiden 

Ausdrücke die Groß-/Kleinschreibung (Groß- oder Kleinbuchstaben) zu berücksichtigen. Soll bei einem 

Suchvorgang die Groß-/Kleinschreibung berücksichtigt werden, verwenden Sie die AT()-Funktion. 

 

ATC() gibt eine ganze Zahl zurück, die die Position angibt, an der das erste Zeichen des gesuchten 

Zeichenausdrucks gefunden wurde. Wird der jeweilige Zeichenausdruck nicht gefunden, gibt ATC() den Wert 0 

zurück. 

 

Siehe auch AT(), RAT(). 

30.2.5. Beispiel 

declare @gcString nvarchar(4000), @gcFindString nvarchar(4000) 

select @gcString = N'Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832)', @gcFindString = 'VON' 

select dbo.ATC(@gcFindString, @gcString, default) -- Anzeige 17, case-insensitive 

30.3. RAT() 

Gibt für eine Zeichenfolge die numerische Position zurück, ab der der Ausdruck das letzte Mal (äußerst rechts) in 

einer anderen Zeichenfolge vorkommt. 

30.3.1. Syntax 

RAT(@cSearchExpression, @cExpressionSearched [, @nOccurrence]) 

30.3.2. Parameter 

@cSearchExpression - Gibt den Zeichenausdruck an, nach dem RAT() in @cExpressionSearched sucht. Der 

Ausdruck kann von beliebiger Größe sein. 

@cExpressionSearched - Gibt den Zeichenausdruck an, den RAT() durchsucht. Der Ausdruck kann von 

beliebiger Größe sein. 

@nOccurrence - Gibt an, nach welchem Vorkommen (von links nach rechts) von @cSearchExpression RAT() in 

@cExpressionSearched sucht. Standardmäßig sucht RAT() nach dem letzten Vorkommen von 

@cSearchExpression (@nOccurrence = 1). Wenn @nOccurrence gleich 2 ist, sucht RAT() nach dem 

vorletzten Vorkommen usw. 

30.3.3. Rückgabewert 

Smallint 

30.3.4. Hinweise 

RAT(), die Umkehrfunktion zu AT(), durchsucht den Zeichenausdruck in @cExpressionSearched von rechts 

nach links nach dem letzten Auftreten der in @cSearchExpression angegebenen Zeichenfolge. 
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RAT() gibt eine ganze Zahl zurück, die die Position des ersten Zeichens von @cSearchExpression in 

@cExpressionSearched angibt. RAT() gibt 0 zurück, wenn @cSearchExpression nicht in @cExpressionSearched 

gefunden wird oder wenn @nOccurrence größer ist als die Anzahl des Auftretens von @cSearchExpression in 

@cExpressionSearched. 

 

Die mit RAT() ausgeführte Suche berücksichtigt Groß- und Kleinschreibung. 

 

Siehe auch AT(), ATC(). 

30.3.5. Beispiel 

declare @gcString nvarchar(4000), @gcFindString nvarchar(4000) 

select @gcString = N'"Alles Vergängliche / Ist nur ein Gleichnis // Das Unzulängliche, // Hier wirds Ereignis; // 

Das Unbeschreibliche, // Hier ist es getan; // Das Ewig- Weibliche // Zieht uns hinan. " - Faust II, Vers 12104ff, 

Chorus mysticus ', @gcFindString = 'Das' 

select dbo.RAT(@gcFindString, @gcString, 2) -- Anzeige 94, case-sensitive 

30.4. OCCURS(), OCCURS2() 

Gibt den Wert zurück, wie oft ein Zeichenausdruck in einem anderen Zeichenausdruck vorkommt. 

30.4.1. Syntax 

OCCURS(@cSearchExpression, @cExpressionSearched) 

OCCURS2(@cSearchExpression, @cExpressionSearched) 

30.4.2. Parameter 

@cSearchExpression - Gibt einen Zeichenausdruck an, den OCCURS() in @cExpressionSearched sucht. 

@cExpressionSearched - Gibt den Zeichenausdruck an, in dem OCCURS() nach @cSearchExpression sucht. 

30.4.3. Rückgabewert 

Smallint 

30.4.4. Hinweise 

OCCURS() gibt 0 (Null) zurück, wenn @cSearchExpression nicht in @cExpressionSearched gefunden wird. 

 

OCCURS(): einschließlich Deckungen. 

select dbo.OCCURS('ABCA', 'ABCABCABCA') -- Anzeige 3 

1 Auftreten 'ABCA .. BCABCA'  

2 Auftreten 'ABC...ABCA...BCA'  

3 Auftreten 'ABCABC...ABCA' 

OCCURS2(): ausschließlich der Deckungen. 

select dbo.OCCURS2('ABCA', 'ABCABCABCA') -- Anzeige 2 

1 Auftreten 'ABCA .. BCABCA'  

2 Auftreten 'ABCABC... ABCA' 

 

Siehe auch AT(), RAT(), OCCURS2() 

30.4.5. Beispiel 1 

declare @gcString nvarchar(4000) 

select @gcString = '"Blut ist ein ganz besondrer Saft." - Faust I, Vers 1740, Mephistopheles ' 

select dbo.OCCURS('a', @gcString ) -- Anzeige 3 

select dbo.OCCURS('b', @gcString ) -- Anzeige 1 

30.4.6. Beispiel 2 

Zählt das Auftreten verschiedener Buchstaben aus der Zeichenkette @gcCaracters in der Zeichenkette 

@gcString. 
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declare @gcString nvarchar(4000), @gcCaracters nvarchar(256), @i smallint, @counter smallint 

select @i = 1, @counter = 0 

select @gcString = N'Den Teufel spürt das Völkchen nie, und wenn er sie beim Kragen hätte.', @gcCaracters = 

N'abccaü' 

while @i <= datalength(@gcCaracters)/2 

begin 

if charindex(substring(@gcCaracters,@i,1), left(@gcCaracters, @i - 1)) = 0 

select @counter = @counter + dbo.OCCURS2(substring(@gcCaracters,@i,1), @gcString)  

select @i = @i + 1 

end 

select @counter -- Anzeige 5 

30.5. PADL(), PADR(), PADC() 

Gibt aus einem Ausdruck eine Zeichenfolge zurück, die links, rechts oder auf beiden Seiten bis zu einer 

angegebenen Länge mit Leerzeichen oder Zeichen aufgefüllt ist. 

30.5.1. Syntax 

PADL(@eExpression, @nResultSize [, @cPadCharacter]) 

PADR(@eExpression, @nResultSize [, @cPadCharacter]) 

PADC(@eExpression, @nResultSize [, @cPadCharacter]) 

30.5.2. Parameter 

@eExpression - Gibt den aufzufüllenden Ausdruck an. Bei diesem Ausdruck kann es sich um jeden 

Ausdruckstyp mit Ausnahme eines logischen Ausdrucks bzw. einer Währung, eines Objekt- oder eines 

Bildfeldes handeln. 

@nResultSize - Gibt die Gesamtzahl der Zeichen im Ausdruck nach dem Auffüllen an.  

@cPadCharacter - Gibt den Wert an, der zum Auffüllen verwendet werden soll. Dieser Wert wird so oft 

wiederholt, bis der Ausdruck auf die angegebene Anzahl an Zeichen aufgefüllt ist. Wenn Sie 

@cPadCharacter nicht angeben, werden zum Auffüllen Leerzeichen (ASCII-Zeichen 32) verwendet. 

30.5.3. Rückgabewert 

Nvarchar(4000) 

30.5.4. Hinweise 

Mit PADL() wird ein Ausdruck links, mit PADR() rechts und mit PADC() auf beiden Seiten aufgefüllt. 

30.5.5. Beispiel 

declare @gcString nvarchar(4000) 

select @gcString = 'Mephistopheles'  

select dbo.PADL(@gcString, 40, default) -- Anzeige '                          Mephistopheles' 

select dbo.PADL(@gcString, 40, '+=+') -- Anzeigen'+=++=++=++=++=++=++=++=++=Mephistopheles' 

select dbo.PADR(@gcString, 40, '=!!!=') -- Anzeige 'Mephistopheles=!!!==!!!==!!!==!!!==!!!==' 

select dbo.PADC(@gcString, 40, '=*=') – Anzeige '=*==*==*==*==Mephistopheles=*==*==*==*==' 

30.6. CHRTRAN() 

Jedes Zeichen in einem Zeichenausdruck, das einem Zeichen in einem zweiten Zeichenausdruck entspricht, wird 

durch das entsprechende Zeichen eines dritten Zeichenausdrucks ersetzt. 

30.6.1. Syntax 

CHRTRAN(cSearchedExpression, @cSearchExpression, @cReplacementExpression) 

30.6.2. Parameter 

cSearchedExpression - Gibt den Ausdruck an, in dem CHRTRAN() Zeichen ersetzt.  

@cSearchExpression - Gibt den Ausdruck mit den Zeichen an, nach denen CHRTRAN() in cSearchedExpression 

sucht. 
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@cReplacementExpression - Gibt den Ausdruck mit den Ersetzungszeichen an. 

30.6.3. Rückgabewert 

Nvarchar(4000) 

30.6.4. Hinweise 

Wird ein Zeichen aus @cSearchExpression in cSearchedExpression gefunden, wird es in cSearchedExpression 

durch das Zeichen in @cReplacementExpression ersetzt, dessen Position in @cReplacementExpression seiner 

Position in @cSearchExpression entspricht. Hat @cReplacementExpression weniger Zeichen als 

@cSearchExpression, werden die übrigen Zeichen aus @cSearchExpression in cSearchedExpression gelöscht. 

Im umgekehrten Fall werden die überschüssigen Zeichen in @cReplacementExpression ignoriert. 

 

CHRTRAN() übersetzt mit Hilfe der Übersetzungsausdrücke @cSearchExpression und 

@cReplacementExpression den Zeichenausdruck cSearchedExpression und gibt die sich ergebende Zeichenfolge 

zurück. 

 

Siehe auch STRFILTER() 

30.6.5. Beispiel 

select dbo.CHRTRAN('ABCDEF', 'ACE', 'XYZ') -- Anzeige 'XBYDZF' 

select dbo.CHRTRAN('ABCDEF', 'ACE', 'XYZQRST') -- Anzeige 'XBYDZF' 

30.7. STRTRAN() 

Durchsucht einen Zeichenausdruck nach dem Auftreten eines zweiten Zeichenausdrucks und ersetzt diesen 

jeweils durch einen dritten Zeichenausdruck. 

30.7.1. Syntax 

STRTRAN(@cSearched, @cExpressionSought [, @cReplacement] 

 [, @nStartOccurrence] [, @nNumberOfOccurrences] [, @nFlags]) 

30.7.2. Parameter 

@cSearched - Gibt den Zeichenausdruck an, der durchsucht wird. 

@cExpressionSought - Gibt den Zeichenausdruck an, nach dem in @cSearched gesucht wird. Bei der Suche wird 

die Groß- und Kleinschreibung berücksichtigt. 

@cReplacement - Gibt den Zeichenausdruck an, der cSearchFor bei jedem Auftreten in @cSearched ersetzt. 

Wenn Sie @cReplacement nicht angeben, wird @cExpressionSought bei jedem Auftreten durch eine 

leere Zeichenfolge ersetzt. 

@nStartOccurrence - Gibt an, bei welchem Auftreten von @cExpressionSought die Ersetzung beginnen soll. 

Wenn Sie beispielsweise für @nStartOccurrence den Wert 4 angeben, beginnt das Ersetzen beim vierten 

Auftreten von @cExpressionSought in @cSearched. Die ersten drei aufgetretenen Ausdrücke werden 

nicht geändert. Ohne Angabe von @nStartOccurrence beginnt das Ersetzen standardmäßig beim ersten 

Auftreten von @cExpressionSought. 

@nNumberOfOccurrences - Gibt an, wie oft @cExpressionSought ersetzt werden soll. Wenn Sie 

@nNumberOfOccurrences nicht angeben, wird @cExpressionSought bei jedem Auftreten ersetzt, 

beginnend mit dem in @nStartOccurrence angegebenen Auftreten. 

@nFlags - Gibt an, ob bei der Suche die Groß-/Kleinschreibung berücksichtigt werden soll, und zwar 

entsprechend den Werten in der folgenden Liste: Wert für @nFlags. 

0 (Standardwert) - Beim Suchen wird die Groß-/Kleinschreibung berücksichtigt, das Ersetzen findet mit 

dem exakten @cReplacement-Text statt. 

1 - Beim Suchen wird die Groß-/Kleinschreibung nicht berücksichtigt, das Ersetzen findet mit dem 

exakten @cReplacement-Text statt. 

2 - Beim Suchen wird die Groß-/Kleinschreibung berücksichtigt. Die Groß-/Kleinschreibung beim 

Parameter @cReplacement wird an die Groß-/Kleinschreibung beim Parameter 

@cExpressionSought angepasst, der ersetzt wird. 
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3 - Beim Suchen wird die Groß-/Kleinschreibung nicht berücksichtigt. Die Groß-/Kleinschreibung beim 

Parameter @cReplacement wird an die Groß-/Kleinschreibung beim Parameter 

@cExpressionSought angepasst, der ersetzt wird. 

30.7.3. Rückgabewert 

Nvarchar(4000) 

30.7.4. Hinweise 

Sie können angeben, wo die Ersetzung beginnen und wie oft diese durchgeführt werden soll. STRTRAN() gibt 

die Ergebniszeichenfolge zurück. Geben Sie den Wert -1 für optionale Parameter ein, die übersprungen werden 

sollen. Gleiches gilt, wenn Sie nur die Einstellung für @nFlags angeben wollen. 

 

Siehe auch replace(), CHRTRAN() 

30.7.5. Beispiel 

select dbo.STRTRAN('ABCDEF', 'ABC', 'XYZ',-1,-1,0) -- Anzeige XYZDEF 

select dbo.STRTRAN('ABCDEF', 'ABC', default,-1,-1,0) -- Anzeige DEF 

select dbo.STRTRAN('ABCDEFABCGHJabcQWE', 'ABC', default,2,-1,0) -- Anzeige ABCDEFGHJabcQWE 

select dbo.STRTRAN('ABCDEFABCGHJabcQWE', 'ABC', default,2,-1,1) -- Anzeige ABCDEFGHJQWE 

select dbo.STRTRAN('ABCDEFABCGHJabcQWE', 'ABC', 'XYZ', 2, 1, 1) -- Anzeige 

ABCDEFXYZGHJabcQWE 

select dbo.STRTRAN('ABCDEFABCGHJabcQWE', 'ABC', 'XYZ', 2, 3, 1) -- Anzeige 

ABCDEFXYZGHJXYZQWE 

select dbo.STRTRAN('ABCDEFABCGHJabcQWE', 'ABC', 'XYZ', 2, 1, 2) -- Anzeige 

ABCDEFXYZGHJabcQWE 

select dbo.STRTRAN('ABCDEFABCGHJabcQWE', 'ABC', 'XYZ', 2, 3, 2) -- Anzeige 

ABCDEFXYZGHJabcQWE 

select dbo.STRTRAN('ABCDEFABCGHJabcQWE', 'ABC', 'xyZ', 2, 1, 2) -- Anzeige 

ABCDEFXYZGHJabcQWE 

select dbo.STRTRAN('ABCDEFABCGHJabcQWE', 'ABC', 'xYz', 2, 3, 2) -- Anzeige 

ABCDEFXYZGHJabcQWE 

select dbo.STRTRAN('ABCDEFAbcCGHJAbcQWE', 'Aab', 'xyZ', 2, 1, 2) -- Anzeige 

ABCDEFAbcCGHJAbcQWE 

select dbo.STRTRAN('abcDEFabcGHJabcQWE', 'abc', 'xYz', 2, 3, 2) -- Anzeige abcDEFxyzGHJxyzQWE 

select dbo.STRTRAN('ABCDEFAbcCGHJAbcQWE', 'Aab', 'xyZ', 2, 1, 3) -- Anzeige 

ABCDEFAbcCGHJAbcQWE 

select dbo.STRTRAN('ABCDEFAbcGHJabcQWE', 'abc', 'xYz', 1, 3, 3) -- Anzeige XYZDEFXyzGHJxyzQWE 

30.8. STRFILTER() 

Entfernt alle Buchstaben aus einer Zeichenkette, ausgenommen den spezifizierten Zeichen. 

30.8.1. Syntax 

STRFILTER(@cExpressionSearched, @cSearchExpression) 

30.8.2. Rückgabewert 

Nvarchar(4000) 

30.8.3. Parameter 

@cExpressionSearched - Spezifiziert die Zeichenfolge, die durchsucht werden soll. 

@cSearchExpression - Spezifiziert die Buchstaben, die in @cExpressionSearched erhalten bleiben sollen. 

30.8.4. Hinweise 

STRFILTER() entfernt alle Buchstaben von @cExpressionSearched, die nicht in @cSearchExpression enthalten 

sind. 
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Siehe auch CHRTRAN(). 

30.8.5. Beispiel 

select dbo.STRFILTER('asdfghh5hh1jk6f3b7mn8m3m0m6','0123456789') -- Anzeige 516378306 

select dbo.STRFILTER('ABCDABCDABCD', 'AB') -- Anzeige ABABAB 

30.9. GETWORDCOUNT() 

Zählt die Anzahl der Wörter in einer Zeichenfolge. 

30.9.1. Syntax 

GETWORDCOUNT(@cString[, @cDelimiters]) 

30.9.2. Parameter 

@cString - Gibt die Zeichenfolge an, deren Wörter gezählt werden sollen. 

@cDelimiters - Gibt ein oder mehrere Zeichen an, durch die Zeichengruppen in @cString getrennt werden sollen. 

Die Standardtrennzeichen sind Leerzeichen, Tabulator- und Wagenrücklaufzeichen. Beachten Sie, dass 

GETWORDCOUNT() jedes der Zeichen in @cDelimiters als Trennzeichen verwendet und nicht die 

ganze Zeichenkette als einzelnes Trennzeichen. 

30.9.3. Rückgabewert 

Smallint 

30.9.4. Hinweise 

GETWORDCOUNT() geht standardmäßig davon aus, dass Wörter durch Leerzeichen oder Tabstopps getrennt 

werden. Wenn Sie als Trennzeichen andere Zeichen angeben, ignoriert diese Funktion Leerzeichen und 

Tabstopps und verwendet nur die angegebenen Zeichen. 

 

Siehe auch GETWORDNUM(), GETALLWORDS() 

30.9.5. Beispiel 

declare @cString nvarchar(4000) 

set @cString = N'Werd ich zum Augenblicke sagen: Verweile doch! Du bist so schön! Dann magst du mich in 

Fesseln schlagen, dann will ich gern zugrunde gehn!' 

-- Wenn Sie als Zielzeichenfolge für GETWORDCOUNT() @cString verwenden, erhalten Sie folgende 

Ergebnisse: 

select dbo.GETWORDCOUNT(@cString, default) -- Anzeige 34 Wörter, getrennt duch Leerzeichen. 

select dbo.GETWORDCOUNT(@cString, ',') -- Anzeige 2 Zeichnfolgen abgegrenzt mit ','. 

30.10. GETWORDNUM() 

Gibt ein angegebenes Wort aus einer Zeichenfolge zurück. 

30.10.1. Syntax 

GETWORDNUM(@cString, @nIndex[, @cDelimiters]) 

30.10.2. Parameter 

@cString - Gibt die Zeichenfolge zurück, die ausgewertet werden soll.  

@nIndex - Gibt die Indexposition des zurückzugebenden Worts an. Wenn beispielsweise @nIndex auf 3 gesetzt 

ist, gibt GETWORDNUM() das dritte Wort zurück (wenn @cString drei oder mehr Wörter enthält). 

@cDelimiters - Gibt ein oder mehrere optionale Zeichen an, die verwendet werden, um die Wörter in @cString 

zu trennen. Die Standardtrennzeichen sind Leerzeichen, Tabulator- und Wagenrücklaufzeichen. 

Beachten Sie, dass GETWORDCOUNT() jedes der Zeichen in @cDelimiters als Trennzeichen 

verwendet und nicht die ganze Zeichenkette als einzelnes Trennzeichen. 
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30.10.3. Rückgabewert 

Nvarchar(4000) 

30.10.4. Hinweise 

Gibt das Wort an der Position zurück, die von @nIndex in der Zielzeichenfolge @cString angegeben wurde. 

Wenn @cString weniger Wörter als die in @nIndex angegebene Anzahl enthält, gibt GETWORDNUM() eine 

leere Zeichenfolge zurück. 

 

Siehe auch GETWORDCOUNT(), GETALLWORDS() 

30.10.5. Beispiel 

declare @cString nvarchar(4000) 

set @cString = N'Wer immer strebend sich bemüht, Den können wir erlösen.' 

select dbo.GETWORDNUM(@cString, 7, default) -- Anzeige 'können' 

30.11. GETALLWORDS() 

Fügt die Wörter aus einer Zeichenkette in eine Tabelle ein. 

30.11.1. Syntax 

GETALLWORDS(@cString[, @cDelimiters]) 

30.11.2. Parameter 

@cString nvarchar(4000) - Spezifiziert die Zeichenkette, deren Wörter in die Tabelle @GETALLWORDS 

eingesetzt werden. 

@cDelimiters - Gibt ein oder mehrere Zeichen an, durch die Zeichengruppen in @cString getrennt werden sollen. 

Die Standardtrennzeichen sind Leerzeichen, Tabulator- und Wagenrücklaufzeichen. Beachten Sie, dass 

GETWORDCOUNT() jedes der Zeichen in @cDelimiters als Trennzeichen verwendet und nicht die ganze 

Zeichenkette als einzelnes Trennzeichen. 

30.11.3. Rückgabewert 

Tabelle @GETALLWORDS (WORDNUM smallint, WORD nvarchar(4000), STARTOFWORD smallint, 

LENGTHOFWORD smallint) 

30.11.4. Hinweise 

GETWORDCOUNT() geht standardmäßig davon aus, dass Wörter durch Leerzeichen oder Tabstopps getrennt 

werden. Wenn Sie als Trennzeichen andere Zeichen angeben, ignoriert diese Funktion Leerzeichen und 

Tabstopps und verwendet nur die angegebenen Zeichen. 

 

Siehe auch GETWORDNUM(), GETWORDCOUNT(). 

30.11.5. Beispiel 

declare @cString nvarchar(4000) 

set @cString = N'Wo fass ich dich, unendliche Natur? Euch Brüste, wo? Ihr Quellen alles Lebens' 

select * from dbo.GETALLWORDS(@cString, default) 

select * from dbo.GETALLWORDS(@cString, ' ,.?') 

30.12. PROPER() 

Gibt für einen Zeichenausdruck eine Zeichenfolge zurück, deren Wörter kleingeschrieben sind, aber jeweils mit 

einem Großbuchstaben beginnen. 

30.12.1. Syntax 

PROPER(@cExpression) 
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30.12.2. Parameter 

@cExpression - Gibt den Zeichenausdruck an, von dem PROPER() eine Zeichenfolge zurückgibt, deren Wörter 

kleingeschrieben sind, aber jeweils mit einem Großbuchstaben beginnen. 

30.12.3. Rückgabewert 

Nvarchar(4000) 

30.12.4. Hinweise 

Siehe auch lower(), upper(). 

30.12.5. Beispiel 

select dbo.PROPER(N'JOHANN CARL FRIEDRICH GAUß') -- Anzeige 'Johann Carl Friedrich Gauß' 

30.13. ARABTOROMAN() 

Wandelt einen numerischen Ausdruck (von 1 bis 3999) in römische Ziffern um. 

30.13.1. Syntax 

ARABTOROMAN(@tNum) 

30.13.2. Parameter 

@tNum Zahl 

30.13.3. Rückgabewert 

Varchar(15) 

30.13.4. Beispiel 

select dbo.ARABTOROMAN(1777) -- Anzeige MDCCLXXVII 

30.14. ROMANTOARAB() 

Wandelt römische Ziffern (von I bis MMMCMXCIX) in einen numerischen Ausdruck um. 

30.14.1. Syntax 

ROMANTOARAB(@tcRomanNumber) 

30.14.2. Parameter 

@tcRomanNumber - varchar(15) römische Ziffern. 

30.14.3. Rückgabewert 

Smallint 

30.14.4. Beispiel 

select dbo.ROMANTOARAB('MDCCCLV') -- Anzeige 1855 

 

Mehr als 5000 Entwickler haben bereits meine Funktionen gedownloadet. Ich hoffe, dass sie auch für Sie 

nützlich sind. 

 

Um mehr Informationen über die Zeichenketten UDFs in Transact-SQL zu erhalten, besuchen Sie bitte: 
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User-Defined string functions Transact-SQL 7.0, 2000, 2005 

http://www.universalthread.com/wconnect/wc.dll?2,54,33,27115 

 

User-Defined string functions Transact-SQL MS SQL Server 2005 Common Language Runtime CLR (VB. Net, 

C#.Net, C++. Net) with source code. 

http://www.universalthread.com/wconnect/wc.dll?2,54,33,29527 

 

- und – 

 

http://nikiforov.developpez.com/allemand/ 

http://www.universalthread.com/wconnect/wc.dll?2,54,33,27115
http://www.universalthread.com/wconnect/wc.dll?2,54,33,29527
http://nikiforov.developpez.com/allemand/
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31. Documentation 
Beside the user manual there is lots of on-line documentation for VFX. To this belongs in particular the technical 

reference, which is available as Windows help file. In it for each class library, for each class are described each 

method and each property. In a Tutorial are described the solutions with VFX based on typical developers‟ 

questions. Directly from the technical reference can be started videos (Avi files). There are 10 videos with 

approx. 45 minutes duration altogether. In the videos is described and shown the development of forms for 

Fileserver- and Client-/Server-databases. A great assistance in the training for the VFX beginner. 

31.1. Support 

Support for VFX can be found in the dFPUG forum (http://forum.dfpug.de). There are both a German and an 

English section for VFX. Alternatively, these sections can also be read and edited as newsgroup 

(news://news.dfpug.de). 

 

Further information to the product can be found in the Internet on the Visual Extend website 

(http://www.visualextend.de). From here it is also possible to download the demo application, the entire 

documentation and the current full VFX version. An extensive collection of further VFX documents is available 

in the document portal dFPUG (http://portal.dfpug.de). Current information can be received from the free 

dFPUG eNewsletter, in the VFX section (http://newsletter.dfpug.de) 

http://forum.dfpug.de/
news://news.dfpug.de/
http://www.visualextend.de/
http://portal.dfpug.de/
http://newsletter.dfpug.de/
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32. Aktualisierung von VFX 
Es ist sinnvoll VFX regelmäßig zu aktualisieren, damit immer der aktuelle Stand zur Verfügung steht. VFX kann 

automatisch auf Aktualisierungen prüfen. Dies kann im Dialog Update Settings eingestellt werden. Wenn die 

Option Ask for download on startup gewählt ist, überprüft VFX bei jedem ersten Start an jedem Tag, ob ein 

aktualisierter Build zur Verfügung steht. Falls ja, wird gefragt, ob der neue Build heruntergeladen und installiert 

werden soll. Die Überprüfung wird nicht durchgeführt, wenn keine Verbindung mit dem Internet besteht. Über 

die Schaltfläche Check for updates now kann die Überprüfung nach aktualisierten Builds jederzeit manuell 

gestartet werden. 
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33. Summary 
As we saw VFX provides a complete development environment, which does not leave any wishes open. All 

important settings of VFX classes, in particular of the form classes, can be completed with reentrant builders. 

Practically, all properties and functions described in this article can be set without programming, only by using 

the builder.  

 

Even so, it is practically to be able trough Hooks to intervene in each place in the program workflow. 

 

As far as VFX source code is supplied and it is developed with VFP itself, the developer has unlimited freedom 

to make own extensions or adaptations that are needed. 

 

The performance of VFX applications is so good, as it can be for pure VFP applications. The nesting level is not 

deep. Most classes have only 1 to 2, maximally however 4 nesting levels behind them.  

In order to accelerate further loading of extensive forms, can be used Delayed Instantiation. This is also 

supported by VFX with easy handled functions. 

  

The applications created with VFX provides to the developer with a very professional look and an Office-

compatible user interface. 

 

With all this, VFX offers an unrivalled cost/performance ratio. It offers to every developer a rich source of ideas 

and numerous complete problem solutions. 

33.1. Your feedback is important for us! 

Your feedback is highly appreciated! Mail us your feedback to visualextend@dfpug.de or visit our VFX 

Newsgroup at news://news.dfpug.de. 

 

Thanks to all VFX customers for the great feedback provided so far! 

 

VFX 12.0 - More productive than ever before! 
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